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Abstract 

Excessive production of reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (ROS/RNS) causes 

oxidative stress and can result in oxidative damage to macromolecules such as DNA, 

proteins, and lipids. Oxidative stress is a feature of multiple pathological conditions (e.g. 

cancer, diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, and muscular dystrophies) and several 

physiological conditions such as ageing and physical exercise. There is interest in 

identifying biomarkers that are closely linked to oxidative stress events because they can 

reveal insights into the pathophysiological progression of the disease.  

Thiol groups (–SH) are functional groups of cysteine residues and are particularly prone 

to modifications depending on the redox environment. Although thiol proteins have the 

potential to be used as biomarkers to track oxidative status, thereby helping to monitor 

disease progression and timely means to assess therapeutic outcomes, there is limited 

information about the transient thiol landscapes of complex mammalian tissues. 

The overall aim of this thesis is to investigate the components and oxidative 

characteristics of the thiol proteomes in mammalian tissues. In Chapter 2, the first step 

was to build an effective proteomic toolbox to maximise the coverage of cysteine 

residues in a protein sample. Simple samples consisting of one single model protein 

were used for efficient optimisation of molecular methods which will later be adapted to 

processing more complex samples. In this chapter, the procedures to chemically label 

and process protein thiols were optimised to achieve the full coverage of thirty-five 

cysteine residues of the single model protein, bovine serum albumin. This proteomic 

toolbox is further expanded to include biotinylated maleimide tags, which are described 

in Chapter 3 to test for their suitability in purifying and quantifying thiol proteins. 

Biotinylated maleimide tags contain the maleimide component, which is used to label the 

thiol groups, and a biotin component used to purify peptides that contain labelled thiols. 

These biotinylated maleimide tags were made in-house in order to facilitate the 

enrichment of thiols through purification of labelled peptides, which was aimed to 

enhance the coverage of thiols identified by mass spectrometry as a result of enrichment. 

Biotinylated maleimide tags were also made in isotopic pairs to facilitate quantification of 

thiol oxidation levels for specific labelled thiols in a complex samples. 

Chapter 4 to 6 focused on applying the toolbox to explore the thiol proteome of human 

plasma, and investigating how well different plasma thiol proteins respond to oxidative 

insults. To discover the potential thiol protein biomarkers for oxidative stress, Chapter 4 

specifically aimed to identify which plasma proteins contained thiols at their cysteine 

residues and to assess whether these thiol proteins react with oxidants such as hydrogen 
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peroxide and hypochlorous acid. Results from Chapter 4 demonstrated a rich thiol 

proteome in plasma which could potential be used as sensitive thiol biomarkers of 

oxidative stress. Hence, Chapter 5 adapted a fluorescent dual-tag labelling technique to 

sensitively measure the reversible thiol oxidation of individual thiol proteins in plasma 

and examined how the reversible thiol oxidation of these plasma thiol proteins changed 

when subjected to micromolar concentrations of hydrogen peroxide and hypochlorous 

acid, and under in vitro simulation of oxidative stress induction with phorbol 12-myristate 

13-acetate (PMA). Work from both Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 gave rise to an interest in a 

particular protein, transthyretin, which was found to be particularly responsive to ROS 

introduced into blood. Therefore, Chapter 6 focused on establishing the oxidative status 

of transthyretin and determining how responsive transthyretin is to oxidative stress 

compared to the abundant protein serum albumin. 

Overall, these novel results demonstrated (1) the usefulness of proteomic methods in 

identifying and quantifying oxidation of thiol proteins, (2) a rich thiol proteome exists even 

in a highly oxidative environment such as plasma, (3) thiol proteins in plasma could 

respond differentially to oxidative stimuli, with transthyretin being of particular interest 

and worth further investigation for its apparent superior sensitivity of ROS. In chapter 7, 

I outline why continued research is highly desirable to establish profiles of thiol proteins 

in biofluids as biomarkers to help monitor progress and treatment of diseases. 
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Chapter 1 General introduction: protein thiol 
oxidation as biomarkers in mammalian tissues 

1.1 Introduction 

Reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (ROS and RNS), often considered to be harmful 

and undesirable, have biological significance in the regulation of cellular signalling 

pathways in normal and diseased tissues. This general introduction discusses the basic 

concepts of ROS/RNS, thiol oxidation and how redox regulation occurs, and then 

addresses the methods and challenges when attempting to measure and identify the 

relevant ROS/RNS in biological contexts. Apart from mechanistic functions, 

understanding ROS/RNS and their biological targets is central to identifying useful 

biomarkers for increased ROS/RNS for early diagnosis of disease and to evaluate 

efficacy of potential therapies. 

1.2 ROS/RNS and protein thiol oxidation 

1.2.1 ROS/RNS 

ROS are reactive molecules containing oxygen. ROS include the free radical molecules 

with unpaired valence electrons such as superoxide (O2
• –), hydroxyl (OH•), peroxyl 

(RO2
•) and hydroperoxyl (HO2

•), as well as non-radical derivatives of oxygen such as 

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), hypochlorous acid (HOCl), and ozone (O3) (Kohen & Nyska, 

2002). RNS are reactive molecules containing nitrogen and include nitric oxide (NO•), 

nitrogen dioxide (NO2
•) and peroxynitrite (ONOO–): as summarised in Table 1.1. Some 

of these are involved in various cellular regulation processes, and are also part of cellular 

dysfunction. The levels of ROS/RNS are normally tightly regulated by antioxidant 

defence mechanisms. 

Table 1.1 Summary of common ROS/RNS. 

ROS RNS 

O2 •−  Superoxide anion 

•OH  Hydroxyl 

RO2
•  Peroxyl 

HO2
•  Hydroperoxyl 

H2O2  Hydrogen peroxide 

HOCl  Hypochlorous acid 

NO•  Nitric oxide 

NO2
•  Nitrogen dioxide 

ONOO− Peroxynitrite 
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Individual species of ROS/RNS can have very different physicochemical properties. 

Different species of ROS/RNS can exert different effects on proteins and other 

macromolecules, especially in biological contexts, when they also have varying 

concentrations. Therefore, even though ROS/RNS is commonly used to refer to these 

species in general, they are not always helpful in understanding distinct biological 

responses to these individual species (Rudyk & Eaton, 2014). 

ROS/RNS are formed by sequential addition of electrons, and their different chemical 

properties result in different cellular consequences. These molecules are generated 

during normal biological processes such as the formation of O2
• – by the mitochondrial 

electron transport chain leaking electrons to oxygen (Turrens, 2003) or by the NADPH 

oxidase protein complex in white blood cells during the inflammatory response (Bayr, 

2005). Cellular sources of ROS are illustrated in Figure 1.1. 

 

Figure 1.1 Major cellular sources of ROS production. Subcellular organelles and 

structural and soluble cell components all contribute to production of a wide variety of 

reactive species (Di Meo, Reed, Venditti, & Victor, 2016), modified from (Paola, Gaetana, 

& Sergio Di, 2015). 

In healthy tissues, the production of reactive species is counteracted by antioxidant 

defence systems, which function to either remove or reverse the effect of ROS, and 

involve molecules such as glutathione and thioredoxin, as well enzymes such as 

catalase, superoxide dismutase, and thioredoxin reductase (Bayr, 2005; Y. M. Go et al., 

2013). These antioxidants scavenge ROS to protect cells from oxidative damage, 
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thereby maintaining redox homeostasis of the cells. Some common cellular pathways for 

balancing oxidants and antioxidants are shown in Figure 1.2. 

When there is an imbalance between the production of ROS/RNS and removal by 

antioxidant defenses, described as oxidative stress, both irreversible and reversible 

oxidation to the cellular components can occur. Irreversible damage to macromolecules 

including lipids, DNA and proteins can be caused by the highly reactive hydroxyl radical 

(Arthur, Grounds, & Shavlakadze, 2008). In addition, reversible modifications to protein 

thiol groups by hydrogen peroxide can alter the function of numerous proteins to affect 

signalling pathways (Arthur et al., 2008). 

 

Figure 1.2  Redox homeostasis. Major sites of cellular ROS generation include the 

mitochondrial electron transport chain, the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) system, and the 

NAD(P)H oxidase (NOX) complex (as indicated in Figure 1.1) . Nitric oxide synthases 

(NOS) are key enzymes for production of NO. Major ROS-scavenging enzymes (to 

counterbalance increased ROS) are highlighted in grey. The molecules GSH and 

NAPDH play roles in maintaining the reduced cellular redox state. Abbreviations are: 

glutathione peroxidase (GPX), glutathione reductase (GR), thioredoxin-oxidized (TRXo), 

thioredoxin – reduced (TRXr), glutaredoxin – oxidized (GRXo), glutaredoxin – reduced 

(GRXr), hydroxyl radical (HO·), nitric oxide (NO·), peroxynitrite (ONOO−), superoxide 
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dismutase (SOD), reduced glutathione (GSH), oxidized glutathione (GSSG), reduced 

nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH), xanthine oxidase (XO) [adapted 

from (Trachootham, Lu, Ogasawara, Nilsa, & Huang, 2008)]. 

The deleterious effects of high ROS under oxidative stress conditions have been well 

documented, as ROS have been identified as initiators and mediators for many cancer 

types (Dunyaporn, Jerome, & Peng, 2009; Gottschling et al., 2001; Sullivan & Chandel, 

2014; Waris & Ahsan, 2006), neurodegenerative diseases (Chen, Guo, & Kong, 2012), 

diabetes (Baynes, 1991) and aging (Liochev, 2013). However, growing evidence 

indicates the many important physiological roles of ROS during normal healthy 

homeostasis. Studies in recent decades show that low to moderate levels of ROS are 

required for redox regulation of cellular processes such as protein phosphorylation, 

biosynthetic processes and signalling pathways (Brieger, Schiavone, Miller, & Krause, 

2012; Echtay et al., 2002; Sundaresan, Yu, Ferrans, Irani, & Finkel, 1995). Indispensable 

cellular processes such as growth and apoptosis are also mediated by ROS, as 

excellently reviewed by Brieger et al. (2012). 

1.2.2 Thiol oxidation 

The thiol groups (–SH) of cysteine residues are especially prone to modifications by 

ROS/RNS. They can adopt versatile forms of oxidation with various oxidative states, 

which can be considered to be reversible or irreversible oxidation (Figure 1.3). In 

physiological conditions, depending on the nearby amino acids and position of the 

cysteine residue in the three-dimensional protein, the nucleophilic sulphur of the cysteine 

amino acid functional group can have up to 10 different oxidation states in vivo, allowing 

for a variety of cysteine modifications in peptides and protein (Giles, Giles, & Jacob, 

2003).  

 

 

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/alpha-oxidation
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Figure 1.3 Oxidative cysteine modifications. Listed are several common physiological 

reversible and irreversible oxidative posttranslational modifications that can occur to the 

thiol side chain of cysteine residue. Sulfinic acid is placed at the border between 

reversible and irreversible because it has been found to be enzymatically reversed 

(Murray & Van Eyk, 2012). 

 

Modifications on thiol groups are not only versatile but can also be sensitive to changes 

in the oxidative environment. Among the free thiols, the most reactive exist as a 

deprotonated thiol group (thiolate anion) because of their pKa and the relative pH of their 

surrounding environment (Ying, Clavreul, Sethuraman, Adachi, & Cohen, 2007). The 

high reactivity of thiolate anions enables them to participate in a variety of reactions with 

ROS/RNS (Ying et al., 2007). One important mechanism for thiol oxidation is disulfide 

thiol exchange (illustrated in Figure 1.4) 
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Figure 1.4 Thiol-disulfide exchange. The attack of a thiolate (the nucleophile, S–
n) on 

a disulfide bond takes place through a linear transition state where the central sulfur 

atom (Sc) will participate in a new disulfide bond and resolution of a new leaving group 

thiolate (Slg). Which of the two sulfur atoms participating in the disulfide bond will 

eventually act as leaving group is dependent on steric, electrostatic and intrinsic acidity 

of the thiolate species involved (Winther & Thorpe, 2014) 

 

Disulfide bonds are a form of reversible oxidation of thiol groups, and play many roles in 

the cells, including stabilising protein structures and maintaining the correct folding of 

proteins, and hence influencing the functions of proteins (Bader, Muse, Ballou, Gassner, 

& Bardwell, 1999). Also important in biology are S-nitrosation (Stamler, 1994), S-

glutathiolation (Adachi et al., 2004; Clavreul et al., 2006; Klatt & Lamas, 2000; Mallis et 

al., 2002) and other forms of reversible or even possibly irreversible oxidation of thiols. 

The different forms of thiol oxidation can arise in response to different types of ROS/RNS. 

Thiol compounds that are abundant in many tissues and of biomedical relevance are 

summarised in Table 1.2. 

. 

  

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/thiolates
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/disulfide-bond
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/static-electricity
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/acidity
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Table 1.2 Biologically relevant thiol compounds [modified from (Oliveira & Laurindo, 
2018)]. 
 

Class Type Examples 

Low molecular 

weight thiols 
Small compounds 

Cysteine 

Cysteamine 

Acetyl-CoA 

Hydrogen sulfide 

  Peptides 
Glutathione 

Cysteinylglycine 

Thiol proteins 
Thiol-regulated signalling 

proteins 

Kinases 

Phosphatases 

Transcription factors 

  ROS/RNS scavenger  Albumin 

  

Thiol proteins specialised in 

maintaining a balanced redox 

environment 

Glutathione peroxidases 

Peroxiredoxins 

Glutahione transferases 

Thioredoxins 

Protein disulfide 

isomerases 

 

The diverse interactions between thiols and ROS/RNS are also part of cellular signalling. 

One important molecule in cellular signalling (involved in diverse biological processes) 

is hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), generated in living organism in response to various stimuli 

including cytokines and growth factors (Veal, Day, & Morgan, 2007). H2O2 is also present 

in blood, and its net amount is determined by the dynamic production of H2O2 by some 

cells counteracted by consumption of H2O2 by all blood cells (Forman, Bernardo, & 

Davies, 2016). The reaction of thiols with H2O2 is particularly relevant in vivo. This 

reaction is dependent on pH, involving the thiolate group acting as a nucleophile on H2O2 

according to the equation below (Bindoli, Fukuto, & Forman, 2008): 

(iv) Protein-S–  + H2O2 → Protein-SO– + H2O 

Further pathways involving H2O2 and thiol oxidation are shown in Figure 1.5 (van Bergen, 

Roos, & De Proft, 2014).  
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Figure 1.5 Pathway of the oxidation of sulfur by H2O2 for thiols. Also shown is the 

formation of a disulfide bridge by a nucleophilllic attack of a thiol group on RSOH 

[modified from (van Bergen et al., 2014)]. 

 

In addition to H2O2, hypohalous acids such as hypochlorous acid (HOCl) are also among 

the main plasma oxidants (Oliveira & Laurindo, 2018). HOCl is approximately 107 fold 

more potent than H2O2 on most thiols (Winterbourn, Kettle, & Hampton, 2016). HOCl is 

formed from myeloperoxidase (MPO)-mediated peroxidation of Cl− using H2O2, 

especially by neutrophils (polymorphonuclear leukocytes) and other phagocytic immune 

cells. It is considered a strong oxidizing agent, killing pathogens through chlorination or 

oxidation (Pullar, Vissers, & Winterbourn, 2000; Sam & Lu, 2009). HOCl is reactive with 

many biological molecules, thereby damaging host tissues by the same mechanism used 

to destroy invading pathogens (Winterbourn & Kettle, 2012). Thiols (Cys) and thioethers 

such as Met are the most readily oxidized, at a rate more than 100 times that of other 

amino acids such as His, Trp, Lys, Arg and Tyr residues (Winterbourn, 1985) (Pattison 

& Davies, 2001).  

. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/myeloperoxidase
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/oxidant-agent
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1.2.3 Redox regulation and dysregulation in mammalian tissues: thiol 
oxidation in normal physiology and diseases 

The increasing number of roles for thiol oxidation in normal biology, in physiological 

regulatory pathways and as molecular switches, have been discussed in numerous 

reviews (Jones, 2006) (Messens & Collet, 2013; Winterbourn & Hampton, 2008; Winther 

& Thorpe, 2014). Changes in thiol oxidation status, for example between the reduced 

and disulfide forms of cysteine residues, can directly affect the protein function. A 

comprehensively studied case is the regulation of MAPK signalling pathway, where the 

intramolecular disulfide formation between Cys-32 and Cys-36 of thioredoxin leads to 

thioredoxin being dissociated from one of the upstream proteins called ASK1 (Ray, 

Huang, & Tsuji, 2012). ASK1 is known to play a crucial role in promoting cell death under 

oxidative stress (Tobiume et al., 2001). Thus, the presence of the intramolecular disulfide 

bond of thioredoxin can affect the fate of the cell. The biological relevance of thiol 

oxidation is also demonstrated in the role of thioredoxin in catalyzing the reduction of 

protein disulfides. Thioredoxin, together with thioredoxin reductase and NADPH, form 

the NADPH-dependent protein disulphide reductase system, which serves as a 

hydrogen donor for ribonucleotide reductase, which in turn is crucial for DNA synthesis 

(Holmgren & Bjornstedt, 1995). Clearly, the regulation of cellular pathways via means of 

thiol oxidation is now well established. 

Cleavage of disulfides in proteins can also lead to changes in functions of proteins (Hogg, 

2003). For instance, the function of cell surface receptors such as CD4 can be affected 

by disulfide cleavage. CD4 is a member of the immunoglobulin superfamily of receptors 

on the surface of immune cells such as T-lymphocytes: CD4 is the main receptor for 

human immunodeficiency virus-1 (HIV-1). CD4 has an extracellular component on the 

T-cell surface, where a particular disulfide bond can undergo cleavage (Matthias et al., 

2002), likely by thioredoxin which is produced by CD4+ T cells (Rubartelli, Bajetto, 

Allavena, Wollman, & Sitia, 1992). Such cleavage was shown to be important for HIV-1 

entry as it may be required for conformational change to allow for fusion of the viral and 

cell membranes (Matthias & Hogg, 2003). This example shows that changes in disulfide 

configurations provide a mechanism for redox regulation, which involves conformational 

changes that lead to changes in protein functions and interactions with other molecules. 
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The redox status of various thiol proteins inside cells is highly regulated, which could be 

attributed partly to the compartmentalisation in eukaryotic cells. In the cytosol, a highly 

reduced redox state is maintained by reduced glutathione. However, different cellular 

compartments and organelles have different redox potentials and are not in equilibrium 

with each other. The endoplasmic reticulum, for example, can maintain a relatively 

oxidised redox state (Baba & Bhatnagar, 2018), which might enable protein folding and 

maintenance of disulfide bridges in secreted proteins, to ensure their structure is rigid 

enough to prevent undesirable oxidation in the more oxidising extracellular environment. 

The mitochondria, in contrast, maintain the most reducing environment and are highly 

sensitive to oxidation. As a consequent of differing redox potentials across different 

cellular compartments, it is unsurprising that subcellular localisation can also affect the 

thiol oxidation of proteins. This is especially relevant for the proteins that are oxidised by 

relatively longer lasting oxidants in vivo such as the permeable H2O2 oxidant. For 

example, H2O2 exhibits temporal and spatial regulation on Src kinases (Tang, Hao, 

Rutherford, Low, & Zhao, 2005). Therefore, the redox compartmentalisation is important 

to redox regulation of proteins within cells (Y.-M. Go & Jones, 2008). 

In homeostatic states, the redox status of thiols is maintained by the glutathione pools 

and the antioxidant proteins that can facilitate dithiol/disulfide exchange reactions, such 

as thioredoxins and glutaredoxins. Such dithiol/disulfide exchange is essentials for cells 

to undertake their basic functions including cell proliferation, apoptosis and defence. For 

instance, the master transcription factor and tumor suppressor, p53, can be activated to 

induce transcription of antioxidant molecules, to decrease ROS and promote cell survival 

(Trachootham et al., 2008). Redox proteins can affect protein kinases (Corcoran & 

Cotter, 2013) and phosphatases (Raman & Pervaiz, 2019) which also directly participate 

in cellular signalling. 

When redox homeostasis is not maintained, the dysfunctional thiol redox can be an 

indicator of disease risk. Cardiovascular disease, for instance, has been shown in 

multiple studies to be strongly associated with the status of thiol content in myocardial 

tissue. Specifically, heart failure is associated with decreased redox capacity 

characterised by lower total glutathione (Sheeran & Pepe, 2017), and high levels of 

gamma-glutamyl transferase activity are found in atherosclerotic plaques (Ndrepepa & 

Kastrati, 2016). Thiols also regulate vascular function via the regulation of NO, which in 

turn can regulate blood pressure, and may be an important factor in hypertension 

(Robaczewska et al., 2016). Therefore, understanding how thiols are regulated or 

dysregulated may help advance our understanding of disease pathogenesis. 
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Apart from cardiovascular disease, thiol oxidation was found to increase in pre-diabetic 

patients (Ates et al., 2015) and so has the potential to be involved in the pathogenesis 

of diabetes. An abnormal state of thiol oxidation also has been linked to the pathogenesis 

of various types of cancer such as basal cell carcinoma (Erel & Neselioglu, 2014) and 

lung cancer (Dirican et al., 2016). Plasma protein thiol oxidation levels were also 

significantly different between normal versus patients with chronic kidney disease 

(Himmelfarb, McMonagle, & McMenamin, 2000) and numerous neurodegenerative 

diseases such as Alzheimer’s shows decreased level of free SH groups in proteins 

(Aksenov & Markesbery, 2001). Therefore, changes in thiol oxidation may reflect the 

progression of many diseases, with the potential to be useful for evaluating disease risk 

and pathology.  However, exact mechanisms of how thiols and their oxidised derivatives 

take part in the disease pathogenesis remain largely unknown. 

1.3 Current techniques to detect and measure thiol 
oxidation in biological samples 

Reliable techniques are necessary to measure thiol oxidation so that we can understand 

how thiol oxidation affects protein and cellular function. Detection and measurement of 

thiol oxidation are possible because of the relatively high reactivity of thiols (ie. the 

reduced form of the functional group of cysteine) compared with oxidation of other 

common biological species. In contrast, disulfides do not react directly except through 

thiol exchange or reduction reaction, and therefore quantifying disulfides typically 

involves reducing disulfides into thiols before the alkylation and quantification of thiols 

(Winther & Thorpe, 2014).  

To measure thiol oxidation, common techniques include Ellman’s assay which is based 

on colorimetric detection (as the reactant or product absorbs certain wavelength). 

Chemical labelling is often used, and two widely used chemical labels to measure thiol 

oxidation are iodoacetamide and maleimide (Figure 1.6). Thiol alkylating agents can also 

be linked to fluorescent adduct for downstream fluorescent assays, or linked to a high 

molecular weight molecule to cause visible shifts of protein bands in electrophoretic gel. 

The common approaches to detect and quantify thiols are summarised in Table 1.3.  
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Figure 1.6 Outline of the two main classes of molecular probes used to label thiols 

 

Table 1.3 Common techniques to detect and quantify thiols 

Techniques Principles References 

Colorimetric 

thiol detection: 

Ellman’s assay 

5,5’-dithiobis-(2-nitrobenzoate) (DTNB) or 

Ellman’s reagent is used to monitor and quantify 

protein free thiols (Ellman 1959) via the reaction of 

the thiol with DTNB to give the mixed disulfide and 

2-nitro-5-thiobenzoic acid (TNB) which is 

quantified by the absorbance of the anion (TNB2-) 

at 412 nm. 

(Ellman, 1959) 

Fluorescence 

adducts 

Fluorescence adducts linked to chemical label of 

thiols emit fluorescence signal and hence help 

detect sensitively detect and measure levels of 

thiols. Numerous reagents have been developed to 

achieve optimal labelling of cysteine residues. 

Examples of these include the maleimide-

functionalized BODIPY™ dyes, used in this thesis. 

(Armstrong, 

Zerbes, Fournier, 

& Arthur, 2011; 

Kim et al., 2016; 

Ogasawara et al., 

2007; Pretzer & 

Wiktorowicz, 

2008) 

Gel-shift assays 

Maleimide derivatives with high molecular weights 

are used to label proteins and hence cause shifts 

in the positions of protein bands in the gel. 

(Lim et al., 2020) 

Mass shifts in 

mass 

spectrometric 

spectra 

Isotopic labels are used to label thiols and thiol 

derivatives show up different masses in the output 

of mass spectrometer and hence help detect, 

identify and quantify levels of thiols. 

(Sethuraman et 

al., 2004) 
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Although iodoacetamide probes are more commonly used than maleimides, they have 

slower reaction rates and non-specific labelling. For example, iodoacetamides have 

been shown to modify lysine residues (Nielsen et al., 2008). These side reactions 

become problematic especially in proteomic studies that require identification of reacted 

modified species. 

Maleimide labels have the disadvantages of hydrolysis of the tag itself, leading to ring-

opening and may complicate the data analysis process (Boyatzis et al., 2017; Winther & 

Thorpe, 2014; Z. Yang & Attygalle, 2007). However, one remarkable advantage of 

maleimides is their high reactivity with thiols at neutral or slightly acidic pH, and react 

with thiols more completely compared with iodoacetamide (Boyatzis et al., 2017). 

Despite the drawbacks of each chemical label, both tags can be used to provide 

complementary data for studies of complex mammalian samples such as described in 

this thesis. 

Apart from maleimide and iodoacetamide which are the molecular components that 

directly label thiols, fluorescence adducts (for sensitive detection and quantification) and 

isotopic labelling (to introduce mass shifts in mass spectrometric spectra) can also be 

attached to the thiol-labelling component, enabling identification and quantification. 

Specifically, two fluorescent reagents that have been developed for dual-tag labelling of 

thiols and oxidised derivatives (Armstrong et al., 2011), and are used in this thesis, are 

shown in Figure 1.7. These labels exploit the maleimide component, which reacts with 

thiols and is also connected with the fluorescent component, which emits certain 

wavelengths that can be detected. 

 

Figure 1.7 Two fluorescent chemical label used to label thiols. The fluorescent 
label is attached to maleimide (shown in dotted box). (A) BODIPY™ FL Maleimide 
(BODIPY™ FL N-(2-Aminoethyl) Maleimide). (B) Texas Red™ C2 Maleimide. (Modified 
from https://www.thermofisher.com/order/catalog/product/B10250#/B10250 and 
https://www.thermofisher.com/order/catalog/product/T6008#/T6008, accessed on 08 
July 2020) 

https://www.thermofisher.com/order/catalog/product/B10250#/B10250
https://www.thermofisher.com/order/catalog/product/B10250#/B10250
https://www.thermofisher.com/order/catalog/product/T6008#/T6008
https://www.thermofisher.com/order/catalog/product/T6008#/T6008
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Mass spectrometry can also be used to identify labelled thiols, by distinguishing between 

peptides that are labelled with normal mass tags and those labelled with isotopic mass 

tags in the mass spectra – the output of mass spectrometry. The tags used in this thesis 

also take advantage of the maleimide chemistry to label thiol groups, since this has 

favourable kinetics and specificity in low pH (compared with iodoacetamide). In addition 

to the maleimide group, these tags also have the biotin component to help with thiol 

enrichment and detection in mass spectrometry (Figure  1.8). However, one potential 

disadvantage of such maleimide tags is that the biotin component makes them bulky, 

adding a significant mass shift that can compromise MS identifications. 

 

Figure  1.8 Mass tags used to label thiols and their oxidised derivatives. Maleimide 

and biotin components are in dotted blue box and solid green box respectively. (A) In-

house synthesised maleimide-biotin. (B) The isotopic (13C) maleimide biotin.  

The abovementioned range of tools provide the basis to develop useful techniques to 

sensitively detect and measure protein thiol oxidation of complex mammalian tissues. 

1.4 Protein thiol oxidation as biomarker of oxidative stress 

Given oxidative stress is known to exacerbate the progression of many diseases (Terrill 

et al., 2013), understanding oxidative stress could help in elucidating the molecular 

causes of disease progression. The molecular causes of disease progression, in addition 

to the traditional signs and symptoms, are useful in better defining and describing 

diseases (Kraus, 2018). For this reason, the discovery, validation and use of biomarkers 

for particular diseases have become increasingly useful in drug development and 

monitoring disease treatments (Kraus, 2018). Therefore, finding biomarkers of oxidative 

stress should also help with these clinical applications – to better understand disease 

progression, facilitate drug development and monitor treatments of multiple diseases. 
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The common biomarkers of excessive ROS/RNS include those arising from lipid 

oxidation (malondialdehyde, F2-isoprostanes)(Knasmüller et al., 2008; Marrocco, Altieri, 

& Peluso, 2017), protein oxidation (carbonyls, 3-nitrotyrosine, Cl-tyrosine)(Marrocco et 

al., 2017), oxidative DNA damage (8-hydroxy-2'-deoxyguanosine)(Liu et al., 2000), and 

endogenous antioxidants (ascorbic acid, alpha-tocopherol, glutathione, ubiquinone, 

ubiquinol, and cysteine) (Liu et al., 2000). Proteins are the main target for ROS/RNS 

assays because they account for approximately 69% of the oxidation events, compared 

with lipids (18%) and nucleic acids (15%); this is due to proteins being relatively more 

abundant and they have a higher rate constant for oxidation reaction (Davies, 2005). 

Protein biomarkers of oxidative stress that tend to focus on the irreversible oxidative 

damage to proteins (eg. carbonyls and 3-nitrotyrosine) have been shown to be 

associated with various oxidative stress conditions such as aging and many chronic 

physiological disorders (Butterfield, Gu, Di Domenico, & Robinson, 2014). However, 

protein thiols have been found to be more sensitive biomarkers of oxidative stress than 

traditional biomarkers such as lipid peroxidation (Tedesco, Jaafar, Coelho, & Sheehan, 

2012). Furthermore, changes in irreversible indicators such as carbonyls do not always 

reflect changes in protein thiol oxidation (El-Shafey, Armstrong, Terrill, Grounds, & 

Arthur, 2011). Therefore, data on protein thiol oxidation has the potential to provide 

valuable new insights. Identification and quantification of thiols-related modifications 

through proteomics techniques are highly desirable to not only to generate clinically 

relevant thiol profiles (Giral et al., 2008), but also to help understand mechanisms in 

tissue that exacerbate disease pathologies (Armstrong et al., 2011; El-Shafey et al., 

2011; Terrill et al., 2016). 

Because plasma possesses a different redox environment from the intracellular situation 

(Figure 1.9), plasma thiol quantification might present a distinct wealth of information in 

association with various diseases (cardiovascular, cancer, and neurodegenerative). 

However, techniques to measure plasma thiol biomarkers have not yet been established 

(Oliveira & Laurindo, 2018). This challenge is one focus of this thesis. 
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Figure 1.9 Comparison between the main thiols pools in plasma and within cells. 

Data are presented in a natural logarithmic scale. Note that the values are expressed as 

micromolar concentrations for plasma thiols, compared with millimolar levels for 

intracellular thiols. Because of the natural logarithm scale, values for intracellular 

cysteine is not proportionally represented because it is low. The plasma concentration 

range (in µM) for glutathione, cysteine, and protein thiols is 4.9–7.3, 202–281, and 250–

500, respectively. The intracellular concentration range (in mM) for glutathione, cysteine, 

and protein thiols is 2–17, 5–15 × 10−4, and 10–50, respectively. The range of values is 

represented by the dark bars [adapted from (Oliveira & Laurindo, 2018)]. 
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In human plasma, protein thiol concentration is up to 600 µM and is sensitive to oxidation 

(Oliveira & Laurindo, 2018). The concentrations of thiols and oxidised forms are not in 

equilibrium. This is due to various processes including thiol-disulfide exchange reactions, 

relative oxidative and antioxidative activities, intracellular metabolism, enzymatic 

extracellular degradation of glutathione, transport between the plasma compartment and 

cells, and release of thiol-containing molecules from liver such as human serum albumin 

(HSA) and glutathione (Turell, Radi, & Alvarez, 2013). 

Blood and plasma are useful biofluids for biomarker discovery (Kraus, 2018), and 

oxidative stress biomarkers in blood may reflect the oxidative states of certain tissues 

such as muscles (Grounds et al., 2020). Research efforts have also been made to 

measure plasma thiols levels to assess the overall systemic redox state in diseases 

(Andersson, Lindgren, Arnadottir, Prytz, & Hultberg, 1999) and also to explore potential 

biomarkers (Oliveira & Laurindo, 2018). However, limited research has been directed 

towards the oxidation levels of individual proteins in plasma. Where a particular plasma 

protein is investigated, the most abundant plasma protein, serum albumin, often receives 

the most attention as it is considered the main target for ROS/RNS (Turell et al., 2013). 

Minimal information is available for the oxidation of plasma proteins that have lower 

abundance than serum albumin, although these low abundant proteins may also be 

susceptible to oxidation. 

Regarding the oxidative landscape in tissues other than plasma, much research has 

focused on developing redox proteomics techniques that help identify and quantify 

specific post-translational modification of thiol proteins. Protein profiles of thiol-containing 

protein sub-proteomes promise to provide new information sensitive to reflect small 

changes in the redox state (Giustarini et al., 2017). However, there are multiple 

challenges in such comprehensive protein thiol analysis, including the need to minimise 

the unintentional generation of oxidative artefacts during the analytical process 

(Armstrong et al., 2011) and the transient nature of intermediate thiol derivatives 

especially with the on-going thiol/disulfide exchange reactions (Winther & Thorpe, 2014). 

In addition, there exist challenges associated with preparing a complex sample for 

proteomic analysis, which include specifically and sensitively detecting low-abundant 

proteins and reproducibly quantifying thiol oxidation in such proteins.  Protein cysteine 

thiols have the capacity and potential to be biomarkers of redox status, regulated by both 

enzymatic and non-enzymatic steps, and they are involved in many biological pathways.  

Nonetheless, the biological and clinical relevance of thiol oxidation as a biomarker is still 

constrained by the availability of robust methodologies able to identify and quantify 

specific thiol oxidation. This thesis aims to advance this front by developing reproducible 

methods to detect and measure thiol oxidation. 
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1.5 The value of protein thiol oxidation in plasma as 
biomarkers of oxidative stress in vivo 

A balance between the levels of ROS/RNS and antioxidants is needed for healthy cellular 

functions. However, the regulation of a homeostatic redox environment is not as simple 

as the overall amount of oxidants and antioxidants, but is based on different systems of 

pro-oxidants and anti-oxidants (Jones, 2006) and the different systems (e.g. cysteines, 

glutathiones and thiol proteins constituting different thiol pools) are not necessarily in 

equilibrium and present different oxidised/reduced ratios (Oliveira & Laurindo, 2018; 

Rossi, Giustarini, Milzani, & Dalle‐Donne, 2009). Therefore, additional insights would 

likely result from measuring changes in individual thiol pools, e.g. for cysteines/cystine 

or glutathiones or specific thiol proteins (Oliveira & Laurindo, 2018). No known studies 

have comprehensively measured the oxidation of individual plasma thiol proteins, except 

for the most abundant protein, serum albumin (Turell et al., 2013). As a first step toward 

addressing this gap in the literature regarding quantification of plasma protein thiols, this 

thesis aims to maximise the coverage of thiols identified, and to pinpoint the oxidative 

status of the specific peptides and proteins (such as HSA cysteine-34-containing peptide 

and others in human plasma samples). 

The responsiveness of total plasma free thiols (using Ellman’s assay) was demonstrated 

in vitro under the influence of 10 mM final concentrations of H2O2 and HOCl, and was 

also observed in vivo in chronic renal failure (Himmelfarb et al., 2000). The differential 

responsiveness of plasma thiols to various oxidative conditions means that thiols provide 

a promising avenue for finding biomarkers for oxidative stress in plasma, and they have 

been measured as an indication of redox status in healthy versus diseased plasma 

(Andersson et al., 1999). An increase in plasma cysteinylated albumin has also been 

proposed as a biomarker for chronic liver and kidney diseases and diabetes (Nagumo et 

al., 2014). 

Although cysteine, glutathione and albumin may form the most abundant thiol molecules 

in plasma, they are not necessarily the most sensitive or informative in providing redox 

state. Albumin is believed to be the preferred scavenger of ROS/RNS (Antonio Junior 

Lepedda et al., 2014), but there may be other unexplored proteins that are sensitive to 

changes in redox environment. In fact, if a plasma proteome exists, other plasma thiol 

proteins might provide richer information than other thiol pools, since thiol proteins are 

more distinguishable and can be located based on identity. 
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Knowing the sites of thiol modifications on proteins may help advance our understanding 

of their roles in physiology and mechanisms of diseases. However, specific target sites 

are mostly unknown partly because of technical difficulties to quantify the highly labile 

cysteine thiol groups (J. Yang, Carroll, & Liebler, 2016). To this end, my thesis uses 

isotopic mass tags to chemically label thiol groups in order to quantify them using 

proteomics techniques, allowing for site-specific quantification of thiol oxidation. 

1.6 Aims of this thesis 

The overall hypothesis is that thiol containing proteins will be sensitive biomarker tools 

to assess the oxidative environment in mammalian tissues such as muscles and blood. 

Therefore, the experimental aim of this thesis is to elucidate the protein thiol oxidation 

landscape. 

The specific aims of this thesis include: 

1. Optimise mass spectrometric methods to maximise the thiol coverage, starting 

with the single model protein Bovine Serum Albumin, which has thirty-five 

cysteines, and apply the optimised procedures to identify and quantify cysteine 

residue at position 34 of Human Serum Albumin in plasma (Chapter 2). 

2. Characterise the properties of in-house thiol alkylating reagents used to 

investigate the thiol proteome of complex samples (Chapter 3). 

3. Investigate the presence of the protein thiol proteome in plasma using a 

combination of fluorescent and mass spectrometric methods, paving the way for 

the discovery of protein thiol biomarkers in plasma (Chapter 4) 

4. Adapting a dual labelling method from work with muscles to investigate reversible 

thiol oxidation of plasma proteins, which contributes to investigating reversible 

thiol oxidation properties of protein thiol biomarker candidates in plasma (Chapter 

5) 

5. Evaluate transthyretin as promising protein thiol biomarker (Chapter 6). 
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Chapter 2 Maximising thiol coverage for identification 
and quantification using serum albumin as 
model protein 

2.1 Introduction 

Cysteine amino acid residues are relatively underrepresented in protein sequences but 

are frequently conserved in functional sites in proteins (Marino & Gladyshev, 2010; 

Poole, 2015), which builds a case for the important biological roles of these cysteine 

residues. Each cysteine residue has a thiol (-SH) group that is susceptible to oxidation, 

and these oxidative derivatives of thiols are forms of posttranslational modifications 

which can affect the functions of proteins (Poole, 2015). Excessive oxidation of cysteines 

are associated with chronic inflammatory conditions such as in Duchenne Muscular 

Disease (Terrill et al., 2016). Characterising the structure and location of oxidative 

modification of cysteines has the potential to provide insight into how oxidative 

modifications affect protein function in vivo. 

Mass spectrometry provides a powerful tool to comprehensively examine the 

modifications of multiple cysteines in a sample. Effective sample preparation is needed, 

however, before mass spectrometric analysis can provide precise information about 

protein targets of oxidative modifications, and to what extent cysteine residues are 

oxidised. Also, high thiol coverage for each mass spectrometric run means more 

cysteines can be investigated in a high-throughput manner. In finding the most effective 

sample preparation techniques to maximise the thiol coverage, this chapter sought to 

optimise various aspects of the proteomic workflow, using bovine serum albumin (BSA) 

as a model protein. 
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Serum albumin is the most abundant protein in blood and plasma, possessing thirty-five 

cysteines, which provides a good model for optimising conditions to achieve maximal 

coverage of cysteine residues. Cysteine at position 34 (Cys34) of BSA is of particular 

interest because unlike the 17 disulfides formed by other paired cysteine residues, Cys34 

is unpaired and can have a free thiol or be oxidised into various derivatives (Peters, 

1995). Cys34 is believed to have a role in scavenging ROS and is thus an important 

redox regulator in the extracellular compartments (Roche, Rondeau, Singh, Tarnus, & 

Bourdon, 2008). It represents the largest proportion of free thiols in body fluids and its 

thiol oxidation state has been suggested to be a biomarker of oxidative stress in multiple 

clinical conditions such as aging, renal disease, hepatic disease and diabetes (Colombo 

et al., 2012; A. J. Lepedda et al., 2014). Because of the multiple cysteines, the biological 

significance of Cys34, and the potential applications stemming from reproducibly 

detecting and quantifying Cys34, BSA was selected as a model protein for the proteomic 

workflow in this chapter. 

This chapter aims to establish where the thiol coverage for a protein sample could be 

improved by examining the proteomics workflow. Various conditions in the proteomic 

workflow were optimised to identify cysteine residues by mass spectrometric outputs, 

and especially to detect and quantify the thiol oxidation level of cysteine 34 of the model 

protein BSA. Specifically, one experimental aspect considered was the TCEP incubation 

needed to effectively reduce oxidised thiols, such as those in disulfide bonds, so that 

BSA can be effectively digested. Other optimised procedures included alkylating BSA 

thiols and removal of excess reagents, which ensures samples mainly consist of BSA 

instead of being swamped in excess reagents that can interfere with downstream mass 

spectrometric analysis. Alternative proteases to digest BSA were also tested to find a 

protease or combination of proteases that help achieve full thiol coverage. The desalting 

of BSA peptides was also introduced for efficient ionisation of BSA peptides in the mass 

spectrometry to enhance thiol coverage. Finally, the analysis of BSA samples was 

attempted with alternative mass spectrometric methods (MALDI-TOF/TOF or LC-

MS/MS). 

The optimised procedure was then applied to quantify the level of reversible thiol 

oxidation at Cys34 of human serum albumin in plasma. The work stemming from this 

chapter results formed part of a published paper (Lim et al., 2020). 
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2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Sample preparation for proteomic analysis 

The standard protocol is as follows, any deviation from this generic protocol is stated in 

the tables of results. 

Commercial bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Sigma) was dissolved in SDS/Tris buffer 

(0.5% SDS, 0.5 M Tris, pH 7.0). Samples (n=3) containing 50 g BSA in 70 L solution 

were aliquoted into separate 1.5 mL centrifuge tubes, then 5 L of 50 mM TCEP (also 

prepared in in SDS buffer) was added to each sample. The samples were then incubated 

at room temperature to reduce the oxidised cysteine residues in the proteins. 

Alkylating reagent, N-ethylmaleimide (NEM) or iodoacetamide (IAM), prepared in 

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), was then added to each sample at a final concentration of 

6.25 mM, followed by vortexing at room temperature for one hour. 

Excess tag was then removed either by precipitation with acetone (1 mL added, 

incubated –20C overnight, centrifuged at 3000g for 15 minutes and supernatant 

removed) or by cleaning with Zeba Spin Desalting column (40K MWCO, 0.5 mL, 

ThermoFisher). 

2.2.2 Digestion of BSA 

For digestion of protein into peptides, the BSA sample was resuspended in 500 L of 

digestion buffer, and digested by adding protease at protein:protease ratio of 20:1 (w/w), 

and incubated at 37C for 16 hours. The reaction was then quenched by addition of 10 

L of 10% formic acid. 

Four different digestion buffers were tested: (1) HEPES 10 mM, pH 7.0; (2) HEPES 100 

mM, pH 7.0; (3) Tris-Cl 10 mM, pH 7.0 and (4) Tris-Cl 100 mM, pH 7.0. Four different 

endoproteases were tested: Trypsin, Chymotrypsin, Asp-N and Glu-C (Sigma Aldrich). 

2.2.3 Desalting digested BSA 

Tris in the digestion solution was removed with a reversed phase polymeric solid phase 

extraction Ziptip C18 (Millipore) or StrataX Polymeric SPE Sorbents (Phenomenex). The 

standard procedures for using both of these were followed according to the Standard 

Operational Protocol at Proteomics International laboratory, based on manufacturer’s 

instructions, as described in the next paragraphs. Some variations of these standard 

procedures were also performed as indicated in the Results section. 
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The standard procedure for desalting samples using a Ziptip C18 (Millipore) involved 

reconstituting samples in 5 uL of 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) solution and conditioning 

the Ziptip chromatography bed with 10 uL of acetonitrile (ACN) four times, followed by 

washing the Ziptip with 10 uL water four times. The sample was then aspirated into the 

Ziptip and pipetted up and down 7-10 times to ensure optimal binding of polypeptides to 

the Ziptip resin. The solution was then returned into the original sample 1.5 mL centrifuge 

tube and labelled as ‘Residue’ sample to test for complete loading. The tip was then 

washed with 10 uL of 0.1% TFA three times, and these volumes were collected as ‘Wash’ 

sample to test whether peptides were lost during this process. Finally, each sample was 

eluted into a new centrifuge tube from the Ziptip C18 pipetting up and down 5 uL of 

solution including 80% ACN and 0.1% TFA. 

The standard procedure for using StrataX 33 µm polymeric SPE Sorbents 

(Phenomenex) involved firstly reconstituting dried peptides samples in double deionised 

water and preparing the reversed phase StrataX columns by flushing the column with 

two column volumes of methanol, followed by two column volumes of ACN and two 

column volumes of water. The reverse phase column was then flushed with 0.5 column 

volumes of elution buffer made up of 80% ACN and 0.1% formic acid (FA) in water, 

followed by two column volumes of water. The sample was then loaded into the StrataX 

column and washed with two column volumes of water. Finally, the sample was eluted 

with 0.5 column volumes of elution buffer (80% ACN/0.1% FA). 

The sample was then evaporated to dryness in a centrifugal vacuum concentrator before 

analysis by mass spectrometry. Two mass spectrometric approaches were used: Matrix 

Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization time-of-flight/time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF/TOF) and 

Liquid chromatography – tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) 

2.2.4 Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization (MALDI-TOF/TOF) 

Samples were reconstituted in 2% ACN/0.05% TFA, and a sample volume of 0.6 L was 

spotted on a stainless steel metal plate and mixed with an equal volume of 10 mg/mL 

CHCA (α-Cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid).  

An alternative matrix tested was a mixture of CHCA and DHB. This was prepared by 

firstly, preparing a 20 mg/mL solution of CHCA in a 70:30 (v/v) mixture of acetonitrile and 

5% formic acid, and preparing a DHB solution similarly but instead in 70:30 (v/v) mixture 

of acetonitrile and 0.1% TFA. These CHCA and DHB solutions were mixed in a 1:1 (v/v) 

ratio. This alternative matrix had been recommended in previous studies (Wa, Cerny, & 

Hage, 2006). 
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Samples were analysed with a 5800 MALDI-TOF/TOF mass spectrometer (Sciex, MA). 

Peaks from raw data from were exported into text file using the following parameters: 

Parameters – 10 peaks per 200 Da  

- min S/N 5  

- min Area 30  

- Max Peaks/Spot 100 

- Max Peaks/Precursor 100  

 

Numbers of MS1 peaks were counted from the ppw text files generated after launching 

peaks from raw data using the above parameters in the TOF/TOF Series Explorer 

Software (V4.1.0, AB Sciex). 

ID could be obtained via Mascot database using these parameters: 

- Database = SwissProt (September 2019, 560537 sequences) 

- Taxonomy = all  

- Peptide tol. = 0.4  

- MS/MS tol. = 0.4  

- 1 missed cleavage allowed  

- Pep charge as 1+ 

2.2.5 Liquid chromatography – tandem mass spectrometry (LC-
MS/MS): 

Samples were reconstituted in solvent A (2% ACN/0.1% FA) before being loaded into a 

Shimadzu Prominence nano HPLC system coupled to a 5600 Triple TOF mass 

spectrometer [AB Sciex]. The HPLC mobile phase consisted of 0.1% FA and 2% ACN in 

water (A) and 0.1% FA and 2% water in ACN (B). Gradient elution was performed with 

2% B for 3 min, increased to 40% B at 15 min, then ramped to 98% B by 16 min and 

held for 2 min before reduced back to 2% B within 1 min. Column temperature was 40°C.  

Positive electrospray ionization mode was operated to acquire MS data by information-

dependent acquisition (IDA), where only the top 20 MS peaks between 400 and 1250 

m/z were selected for MS/MS scans. Mass tolerance was 50 mDa. BSA calibration was 

conducted before a batch of samples were run. MS/MS data was imported into the 

database search engine Mascot (Version 2.4.1, www.matrixscience.com) and searched 

against the SwissProt database for identification of proteins and peptides using the 

following search conditions: all mammalian species, trypsin digest with allowance for up 

to one missed cleavage per peptide, no fixed modifications, variable modification of 

oxidation on methionine residues and alkylation of cysteines (depending on the alkylating 

reagent, the variable modifications included NEM or IAM accordingly).  

http://www.matrixscience.com)/
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For example, cysteine at position 34 (or 54 before preprotein is cleaved) produces a 

peak at 2435.243 m/z without labelling or 2560.373 m/z with labelling with NEM (Figure 

2.1). 

 

Figure 2.1 BSA peptide containing Cys34 labelled with NEM. 

Other search criteria included MS tolerance of 0.2 Da, MS/MS tolerance of 0.2 Da. 

Protein identification was determined on the basis of 2 or more identified peptides with 

ion scores exceeding the significance threshold.   

2.2.6 Analysis of mass spectrometric output for number of significant 
peptides and cysteines covered 

Technical replicates of at least n=3 were used for each variation of an experimental 

condition. 

BSA sequence is as follows (UniProt Consortium, 2018): 

>sp|P02769|ALBU_BOVIN Serum albumin OS=Bos taurus OX=9913 GN=ALB PE=1 

SV=4 

MKWVTFISLLLLFSSAYSRGVFRRDTHKSEIAHRFKDLGEEHFKGLVLIAFSQYLQQCP

FDEHVKLVNELTEFAKTCVADESHAGCEKSLHTLFGDELCKVASLRETYGDMADCCE

KQEPERNECFLSHKDDSPDLPKLKPDPNTLCDEFKADEKKFWGKYLYEIARRHPYFY

APELLYYANKYNGVFQECCQAEDKGACLLPKIETMREKVLASSARQRLRCASIQKFGE

RALKAWSVARLSQKFPKAEFVEVTKLVTDLTKVHKECCHGDLLECADDRADLAKYICD

NQDTISSKLKECCDKPLLEKSHCIAEVEKDAIPENLPPLTADFAEDKDVCKNYQEAKDA

FLGSFLYEYSRRHPEYAVSVLLRLAKEYEATLEECCAKDDPHACYSTVFDKLKHLVDE

PQNLIKQNCDQFEKLGEYGFQNALIVRYTRKVPQVSTPTLVEVSRSLGKVGTRCCTKP

ESERMPCTEDYLSLILNRLCVLHEKTPVSEKVTKCCTESLVNRRPCFSALTPDETYVP

KAFDEKLFTFHADICTLPDTEKQIKKQTALVELLKHKPKATEEQLKTVMENFVAFVDKC

CAADDKEACFAVEGPKLVVSTQTALA 
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There are 35 cysteine residues in a BSA protein molecule (underlined). Cysteine residue 

at position 34 (not counting the signal peptide at the first 18 positions), which is in bold 

and boxed above, mainly exists with a free thiol group in normal physiological conditions.  

In this thesis chapter, the number of cysteines reported to be ‘covered’ is the number of 

unique cysteines that are part of the sequence coverage reported in the Protein View of 

serum albumin in Mascot report. The number of significant peptides are those identified 

from Mascot database to be at confidence level of 95% or above. The percentage 

sequence coverage values were also directly obtained from the Protein View of Mascot 

report. 

2.2.7 Labelling Cys34 of human serum albumin in plasma for 
quantification 

Cys34 of human serum albumin (HSA) in plasma samples can be quantified using 

polyethylene glycol maleimide (PEG-mal) labelling and SDS-PAGE analysis (Lim et al., 

2020) or isotopic labelling for mass spectrometric analysis. The diagrammatic methods 

for labelling the HSA Cys34 with the two isotopic forms of IAM are shown in Figure 2.2. 

  

Figure 2.2 Diagram showing the labelling of reduced and reversibly oxidised thiols 

of HSA with isotopic iodoacetamide. Reduced thiols (-SH) were labelled with 

deuterated IAM (D4-IAM), and deuterium iodide (DI) was formed as a byproduct. 

Reversibly oxidised thiols (-SSX) were reduced by TCEP, followed by labelling with IAM, 

and hydrogen iodide (HI) was formed as a byproduct. 
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To compare the SDS-PAGE-based versus the mass spectrometric methods, a batch of 

ten plasma aliquots were prepared. Five underwent the SDS-PAGE method. The other 

five were labelled with firstly isotopic deuterated IAM (D4-IAM) and then IAM for mass 

spectrometric analysis.  

Ethical approval was obtained from the UWA Human Research Ethics Committee 

(RA/4/20/6030). The detailed dual isotopic alkylation is as follows. 

Plasma samples were first labelled with 6.25 mM deuterated D4-IAM to alkylate the 

single free thiols at Cys34 before reversibly oxidised thiols were reduced into free thiols 

with either cysteine at 10 mM over 1 hour at room temperature, as in described by Lim 

et al. (2020), or TCEP at 4.5 mM over 16 hours. The second labelling of the HSA with 

newly reduced free thiols was then performed using IAM at 12.5 mM. If the samples had 

been reduced with cysteine, they were further reduced and alkylated for optimal 

proteomic analysis. Specifically, these cysteine-reduced samples were diluted to 

approximately 0.4 g protein/L, and to 20 L (equivalent to 8 g protein or around 4 g 

serum albumin), 2 L of 50 mM TCEP was added, followed by incubation over 16 hours 

at room temperature. The sample was then alkylated with NEM at 6.5 mM for 1 h at room 

temperature (to prevent disulfide bonds from forming, and hence affect the digestion 

process). 

Excess alkylating agents were then removed with a Zeba Spin Desalting column (40K 

MWCO, 0.5 mL, ThermoFisher) before the samples were digested with Trypsin at 

protein:protease (w:w) ratio of approximately 25:1 in 100 mM Tris-Cl (pH 7.0) buffer 

solution. Peptides samples were then desalted with StrataX Polymeric SPE Sorbents 

(Phenomenex) before being evaporated to dryness in a centrifugal vacuum concentrator 

before analysis by Liquid chromatography – tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) as 

described above. 

2.2.8 Statistics 

Statistical analysis was undertaken using the data analysis and statistics software 

package, GraphPad Prism 8. Error bars shown in graph indicate SEM values. Unless 

otherwise stated unpaired t-tests or one-way ANOVA with post t-tests and Holm-Sidak 

correction for multiple comparison test were used. Groups were considered significantly 

different where p<0.05. 
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2.3 Results 

In order to achieve full coverage of thiols in serum albumin sequence, multiple aspects 

of a proteomic workflow (Figure 2.3) were optimised. 

Figure 2.3 Proteomic workflow to identify and quantify thiol oxidation of BSA. 

Specifically, step (1) TCEP reduction of BSA sample needs 16 hours of incubation in a 

suitable buffer, step (2) alkylating BSA with either N-ethylmaleimide or iodoacetamide, 

and removal of excess alkylating reagents with Zeba column, step (3) Trypsin is the 

optimal protease to digest BSA for full thiol coverage, step (4) desalting of peptides to 

facilitate efficient ionisation of BSA peptides for mass spectrometric analysis, and step 

(5) different matrices for analysis with MALDI-TOF/TOF or alternatively, LC-MS/MS. 

The following results present the optimised conditions for the multiple steps indicated the 

above diagram to aim for maximal coverage of thiols. 

2.3.1 Extensive reduction of BSA with TCEP in a suitable buffer was 
needed to label BSA thiols 

The number of unique cysteines detected in Mascot report from BSA samples 

undergoing TCEP incubation for one hour at room temperature (1h RT) was significantly 

less than that from BSA samples undergoing TCEP incubation for 16 hours both at room 

temperature (16h RT) and 37C (16h 37) (Figure 2.4). Therefore, TCEP incubation of 

BSA over 16 hours (either at room temperature or at 37C) was necessary to maximise 

cysteines coverage in BSA. 

Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) sample 

(1) Reduce reversibly oxidised thiols of BSA with TCEP 

(2) Alkylate BSA and remove excess alkylating reagents 

(3) Digest BSA 

(4) Desalt BSA peptides 

(5) Analyse sample with mass spectrometry 
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Figure 2.4 Number of cysteines covered for different TCEP incubation conditions. 

TCEP incubation conditions tested were 1 h at room temperature (1h RT) vs 16 hours at 

room temperature (16h RT) vs 16 hours at 37C (16h 37). The number of unique 

cysteines in coverage reported by Mascot (out of 35 cysteine residues in BSA). Data 

shown as mean  SEM (n = 4). 

In addition, the cysteine residue at position 34 (Cys34) was detectable only for TCEP 

incubation period of 16 hours at room temperature or at 37C (Figure 2.5). The fact that 

Cys34 detection was only possible with extensive TCEP incubation suggests that an 

extended TCEP incubation was needed for the reduction of disulfides in BSA, ensuring 

that the subsequent digestion was effective so that Cys34 (and other cysteine containing 

residues) can be detected and quantified. Therefore, BSA was incubated with TCEP for 

16h in 0.5% (w/v) SDS/0.5 M Tris buffer (pH 7) to achieve the optimal detection of 

cysteine residues of BSA in mass spectrometric output. 

2.3.2 Removing excess tags with Zeba spin desalting column gives 
higher yield than acetone precipitation 

Excess reactive alkylating reagents may result in non-specific labelling if left in the 

samples for an extended time. Furthermore, these tag molecules would likely to interfere 

with the ionisation of the actual peptides in the downstream mass spectrometric step, 

which would reduce the effectiveness of peptides detection. To remove excess tags 

before digesting sample proteins, the samples were precipitated in cold acetone 

overnight and centrifuged to recover proteins. A Zeba spin desalting column (40K 

MWCO) was tested as an alternative method. Compared to acetone precipitation, the 

Zeba column was found to give better yield of BSA (Figure 2.6).
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Figure 2.5 Representative MS1 spectra from MALDI-TOF/TOF. (A) With one-hour TCEP incubation, there was no MS1 peak for Cys34 

containing BSA peptide. (B) MS1 peak of 2560 m/z is the monoisotopic peak of Cys34-containing BSA peptide observed when incubated with 

TCEP over 16h.
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Figure 2.6 Yield of BSA after acetone precipitation versus Zeba spin desalting 

column. (A) Trichloroethanol visualisation of proteins (stain-free gel) on 16% SDS-

PAGE. Lane 1: BSA control, which is BSA sample that had not undergone acetone 

precipitation nor desalted by Zeba spin column. Lane 2: acetone precipitated BSA. 

Lane 3: BSA processed with Zeba spin desalting column. (B) The intensities (from stain-

free gel image) of BSA protein bands under different sample processing. Data shown as 

mean  SEM (n=3). 

The introduction of Zeba spin desalting column used to desalt samples at the protein 

level improved the percentage coverage of BSA sequence, but did not significantly 

increase the thiol coverage as measured by the number of cysteines covered out of 

thirty-five cysteines (Figure 2.7). 
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Figure 2.7 Effect of Zeba column on percentage coverage of BSA sequence and 

the number of cysteines covered. (A) Percentage coverage of BSA sequence 

(covered by both cysteine and non-cysteine residues) for samples cleaned with acetone 

precipitation or Zeba column. (B) Number of unique cysteines covered (out of 35) from 

samples cleaned with acetone precipitation or Zeba column. Data shown as mean  SEM 

(n=6). 
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2.3.3 Digestion of BSA 

Several proteases were tested to assess how well they could expand coverage of the 

BSA sequence. Samples digested with trypsin versus chymotrypsin were analysed with 

MALDI-TOF/TOF. Trypsin digestion resulted in more significant peptides confirmed for 

the identification of BSA on MALDI-TOF/TOF, an overall higher coverage of the protein 

sequence and a higher number of cysteines covered in Mascot report for MALDI-

TOF/TOF outputs (Figure 2.8). 

 

Figure 2.8 Effects of alternative proteases on Mascot results from MALDI-TOF/TOF 

outputs for BSA. (A) Percentage coverage of BSA sequence (covered by both cysteine 

and non-cysteine residues). (B) Number of unique cysteines covered (out of 35 cysteines 

in BSA). BSA was reduced with TCEP over 16 hours, followed by labelling with NEM and 

acetone precipitation to remove excess tags. Either trypsin or chymotrypsin was used to 

digest BSA with protein:protease (w:w) ratio of 25:1. Samples were then analysed with 

MALDI-TOF/TOF mass spectrometer and data were obtained from Mascot report. Data 

shown as mean  SEM (n=7).  
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Samples digested with Trypsin versus Asp-N versus Glu-C were analysed on LC-

MS/MS. Trypsin was also found to be the superior protease for the digestion of BSA to 

produce the highest coverage of the sequence and number of unique cysteines covered 

out of 35 cysteines of BSA (Figure 2.9). Overall, trypsin was still the protease of choice 

because Cys34 containing peptide peaks were only detected in samples digested with 

trypsin (for both MALDI-TOF/TOF and LC-MS/MS methods).  

 

  

Figure 2.9 Effects of alternative proteases on LC-MS/MS (n=3). (A) Percentage of 

coverage on Mascot report for BSA sequence. (B) Number of BSA cysteines covered 

for alternative proteases. Samples were reduced with TCEP for 16 hours, labelled with 

NEM and excess tags removed with Zeba column. Labelled BSA was then digested 

with alternative proteases with protein:protease (w:w) ratio of approximately 25:1 

before being desalted and analysed with LC-MS/MS.  

 
To effectively digest BSA, the protease and the protein sample should be mixed in an 

appropriate buffer. Four alternative buffers were tested for effectiveness in digesting BSA 

by trypsin. BSA identification was obtained and Cys34 containing peptides were 

observed for HEPES 10 mM (pH 7.0) and Tris-Cl 100 mM (pH 7.0) buffers (Figure 2.10).  
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1 MKWVTFISLL LLFSSAYSRG VFRRDTHKSE IAHRFKDLGE EHFKGLVLIA 
51 FSQYLQQCPF DEHVKLVNEL TEFAKTCVAD ESHAGCEKSL HTLFGDELCK 
101 VASLRETYGD MADCCEKQEP ERNECFLSHK DDSPDLPKLK PDPNTLCDEF 
151 KADEKKFWGK YLYEIARRHP YFYAPELLYY ANKYNGVFQE CCQAEDKGAC 
201 LLPKIETMRE KVLASSARQR LRCASIQKFG ERALKAWSVA RLSQKFPKAE 
251 FVEVTKLVTD LTKVHKECCH GDLLECADDR ADLAKYICDN QDTISSKLKE 
301 CCDKPLLEKS HCIAEVEKDA IPENLPPLTA DFAEDKDVCK NYQEAKDAFL 
351 GSFLYEYSRR HPEYAVSVLL RLAKEYEATL EECCAKDDPH ACYSTVFDKL 
401 KHLVDEPQNL IKQNCDQFEK LGEYGFQNAL IVRYTRKVPQ VSTPTLVEVS 
451 RSLGKVGTRC CTKPESERMP CTEDYLSLIL NRLCVLHEKT PVSEKVTKCC 
501 TESLVNRRPC FSALTPDETY VPKAFDEKLF TFHADICTLP DTEKQIKKQT 
551 ALVELLKHKP KATEEQLKTV MENFVAFVDK CCAADDKEAC FAVEGPKLVV 
601 STQTALA 

 

 

Figure 2.10 Detection of Cys34 containing peptide of BSA from MALDI-TOF/TOF when using either HEPES 10 mM (pH 7.0) or Tris-Cl 100 mM 

(pH 7.0) buffer. (A) BSA sequence with trypsin-digested Cys34 containing peptide highlighted. (B) Representative MALDI-TOF/TOF spectrum showing 

MS1 peaks of Cys34 labelled NEM and deuterated NEM.  

A 

B 
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2.3.4 Desalting samples at peptide level 

The effectiveness of desalting peptide samples with Ziptip C18 (Millipore) or StrataX 

Polymeric SPE Sorbents (Phenomenex) was evaluated. Desalting digested BSA 

samples using the standard procedures described in the Methods section 1.2.3 did not 

improve the coverage of cysteine residues of BSA (Figure 2.11). 

 

Figure 2.11 The number of cysteines covered for BSA using standard procedures 

for Ziptip and StrataX. The number of cysteines in coverage (out of 35) for BSA was 

obtained from Mascot reports. Control samples were not desalted by Ziptip or StrataX. 

Data are shown as mean  SEM (n = 4). 

I speculated that peptides containing NEM-labelled cysteines are relatively more 

hydrophobic than other peptides, and thus were retained inside the Ziptip C18. Hence, 

the one-time elution may not be adequate to elute NEM-labelled cysteines-containing 

peptides. To test this hypothesis, the column was eluted three times with 80% ACN. Few 

MS1 peaks were detected in the residual sample after the sample had been loaded into 

the desalting column, indicating effective loading step (Figure 2.12). The wash step 

(when water was flushed through the column to desalt samples) had few peptides and 

zero cysteines, indicating that thiols were not lost from this step. After the second elution, 

peptides and cysteine containing peptides were evident (Figure 2.12). Therefore, the 

one-time elution was not adequate to elute NEM-labelled cysteine-containing peptides. 
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Figure 2.12 Eluting peptides with 80% ACN three times (A) Number of MS1 peaks 

from samples obtained in different steps of desalting. (B) Number of cysteines covered 

from samples obtained in different steps of desalting. Non-desalt are the control sample 

peptides that were directly analysed by mass spectrometry without being desalted, 

Residual are the samples remaining after sample loading onto the desalting column, 

Wash are the samples containing salt and contaminants washed out from the column, 

First elution are the samples eluted from the first time the elution buffer (80% ACN) went 

through the desalting column, Second elution are those from the second time the elution 

buffer goes through the same desalting column, and Third elution are those samples 

from the third time the elution buffer goes through the same desalting column. Numbers 

of MS1 peaks were counted from ppw files generated with parameters reported above 

in the method section. * represents significantly different from the Non-desalt control 

samples (n=4). 

  

 

2.3.5 Preferred matrix solution for MALDI-TOF/TOF 

A previous study recommended a DHB and CHCA mixture to promote effective ionisation 

of peptides (Wa et al., 2006). After testing this mixture versus 10 mg/mL CHCA as the 

matrix solution, 10 mg/mL CHCA was found to result in more peptides and cysteines 

covered, and was chosen as the preferred matrix for ionising peptide samples. 
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Figure 2.13 Comparing two types of matrices CHCA versus mixture DHB and 

CHCA. (A) The number of MS1 peaks detected for each type of matrix (B) The number 

of significant peptides reported in Mascot (C) The number of cysteines covered (paired 

t-test, n=8) 

2.3.6 Storing peptides samples 

The longer period of time peptide samples can be stored, the larger the number of 

samples can be prepared accumulatively to be analysed by mass spectrometry at once. 

This facilitates high throughput sample analysis. To test the stability of peptide samples, 

mass spectrometric outputs from fresh samples were compared with those from samples 

that had been stored (1) in MALDI-TOF/TOF loading buffer (2% ACN/0.05% TFA) at 

20C for two days, or (2) spotted on a MALDI-TOF/TOF stainless steel plate and stored 

for two weeks. Desalted samples were found to be stable for either storage procedure. 

Storage in frozen loading buffer only marginally decreased the quality of samples, as 

evident in the reduced the number of MS1 peaks detected as well as the number of 

cysteines (Figure 2.14). However, the number of significant peptides and the thiol 

coverage were not affected. Therefore, in investigating the thiols, samples can be stored 

in buffer at –20C, which enable higher throughput for processing multiple samples for 

the sample analysis round. 
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Figure 2.14 Sample stability in loading buffer (2% ACN/0.05% TFA). (A) The number 

of MS1 peaks for fresh samples versus samples stored in loading buffer over two days. 

(B) The number of significant peptides. (C) the number of cysteines covered. Data shown 

as mean  SEM (paired t-test, n = 6) 

Once spotted on the stainless steel plate, it was found that samples could be kept on the 

stainless steel plate and reanalysed at least two weeks later without compromising the 

mass spectrometric outputs, as evident in no significant reduction in the number of 

peptides detected (Figure 2.15). However, the number of cysteines covered may have 

been decreased slightly (even though not statistically significant) (Figure 2.15).  
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Figure 2.15 Sample stability after spotting on the stainless steel plate for MALDI-

TOF/TOF. (A) Number of MS1 peaks for fresh versus samples spotted on the stainless 

steel plates for 2 weeks. (B) The highest MS1 signals for comparable samples. (C) The 

number of significant peptides for fresh and 2-week-old samples on the stainless steel 

plate. (D) The number of cysteines covered for fresh and 2-week-old samples on the 

stainless steel plate. (n = 6) 
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2.3.7 Alternative alkylating agents to label BSA thiols 

Alkylation of cysteine residues are important to prevent disulfide bond formation that 

reduces the effectiveness of the digestion step. To test whether alkylating reagents 

affected thiol coverage, two alternative alkylating reagents (IAM and NEM) were used to 

label the thiols of BSA. Larger coverage of BSA from MALDI-TOF/TOF analysis was 

achieved with NEM labelling using the optimised protocols described in the caption of 

Figure 2.16 (further details can found the Methods section). 

 

Figure 2.16 MALDI-TOF/TOF results showing coverage of BSA labelled with IAM 

or NEM. (A) Number of MS1 peaks for samples labelled with either IAM or NEM. (B) 

Percentage coverage of BSA sequence. (C) Number of cysteines covered. BSA samples 

(n=4) were reduced with TCEP over 16 hours at RT, then labelled with either IAM or 

NEM, followed by removal of excess alkylating agents with Zeba Spin Desalting column 

(40K MWCO, 0.5 mL, ThermoFisher). Samples were then digested with Trypsin in 100 

mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.0 before being desalted with Ziptip C18 (Millipore) and spotted on 

stainless steel plate for MALDI-TOF/TOF analysis. 

With LC-MS/MS analysis, labelling with either IAM or NEM gave comparable results in 

terms of the number of significant BSA peptides identified and percentage coverages of 

BSA sequence. However, significantly higher number of cysteines in coverage was 

achieved when BSA was labelled with NEM (Figure 2.17). It is worth noting that only on 

LC-MS/MS (as opposed to MALDI-TOF/TOF in the previous figures) can near complete 

coverage of BSA cysteines be achieved. Furthermore, complete thiol coverage was 

achieved with NEM (Figure 2.18). 
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Figure 2.17 LC-MS/MS results showing coverage of BSA labelled IAM or NEM. (A) 

Number of MS1 peaks for samples labelled with either IAM or NEM. (B) Percentage 

coverage of BSA sequence. (C) Number of cysteines covered. BSA samples (n=4) were 

reduced with TCEP over 16 hours at RT, then labelled with either IAM or NEM, followed 

by removal of excess alkylating agents with Zeba Spin Desalting column (40K MWCO, 

0.5 mL, ThermoFisher). Samples were then digested with Trypsin in 100 mM Tris-Cl, pH 

7.0 before being desalted with Ziptip C18 (Millipore) for LC-MS/MS. 
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Figure 2.18 Representative Protein Views of Mascot reports from LC-MS/MS output. 

 

2.3.8 Application to quantifying thiol oxidation at position 34 of Human 
Serum Albumin in plasma 

Human serum albumin (HSA) is the most abundant protein in blood and possesses a 

single free thiol at Cys34 that is sensitive to oxidation. Quantifying thiol oxidation level at 

Cys34, thus, provides a tool to assess the oxidative environment in plasma.  

Although Cys34 could be detected by both alkylation methods, it was observed that peak 

intensities for Cys34 containing peptides was higher when the samples were alkylated 

with IAM. Therefore, IAM and its isotopic deuterated equivalence was chosen as an 

alkylating reagent for quantification of thiol oxidation at Cys34. 
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To test the concentration of IAM required for complete labelling of the HSA thiols, thiol-

labelling fluorescent dye and SDS-PAGE were also used. Plasma was labelled with 

increasing concentrations of IAM, followed by labelling with fluorescent dye, then diluted 

to ensure equal loading onto SDS-PAGE (Figure 2.19). The fluorescent signal plateaued 

from final IAM concentration of 6.25 mM or above, confirming that alkylation of free thiols 

at Cys34 of HSA was sufficient at 6.25 mM, consistent with the recommended 

concentration of PEG-maleimide used to label plasma (Lim et al., 2020). Therefore, it 

was assumed that the PEG-maleimide chemistry was comparable with the IAM alkylating 

reaction with thiols in human plasma. The downstream procedure for dual labelling of 

free and oxidised thiols at Cys34 in HSA was thus based on the optimised PEG-mal 

labelling techniques (Lim et al., 2020), with variation at the reduction step to cross-

validate this mass spectrometric method with the SDS-PAGE-based method. 

 

 

Figure 2.19 IAM labelling of HSA. (A) Fluorescent SDS-PAGE image of plasma 

labelled with increasing concentrations of IAM, followed by fluorescent labelling with 

BODIPY FL-N-(2-aminoethyl) maleimide. (B) Relative fluorescence signals from 

fluorescent labelling of HSA protein band (the brightest band in the middle of the gel) 

following IAM labelling. *Significantly different from mean fluorescent value at 6.25 mM 

IAM concentration (p<0.05). Values are expressed in mean ± SEM (n=3). 
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In adapting this mass-spectrometer-based method to validate the accuracy of the SDS-

PAGE-based method, all HSA thiols could be reduced and alkylated because peptide 

peaks are distinguishable on mass spectra. Therefore, TCEP was used to reduce 

reversibly oxidised thiol at Cys34 as well as disulfide bonds. Furthermore, trypsin-

digested Cys34 containing peptides contain only this single thiol, which ensures that 

Cys34 can be quantified at MS1 level separately from the rest of the thiols. 

In contrast, the SDS-PAGE-based method used PEG-maleimide to label only the single 

Cys34 to shift the HSA protein band to one specific other location. Therefore, for SDS-

PAGE, cysteine was used to reduce Cys34 of HSA via thiol exchange while avoiding the 

reduction the disulfide bonds in HSA (Lim et al., 2020).  

For the purpose of cross-validation between the mass-spectrometric and the SDS-

PAGE-based methods, upon completion of the first tag labelling, the samples were 

reduced with either cysteine (same as SDS-PAGE-based method) or TCEP (to verify 

that cysteine was sufficient to reduce the reversibly oxidised Cys34) as described in the 

methods section 2.2.1, for 16 hours at 37C (as shown in the results section 2.3.1, such 

extensive TCEP incubation is needed for proper reduction of BSA). 

The results showed that reducing Cys34, whether by TCEP or by cysteine, yields no 

significant difference between the percentage value of reversible thiol oxidation of Cys34 

from the LC-MS/MS method and that from the SDS-PAGE method Figure 2.20.  

This confirms reduction of Cys34 of BSA with cysteines as described in (Lim et al., 2020) 

was sufficient to completely reduce Cys34 as much as with the stronger reducing agent 

TCEP. The results also cross-validates both the SDS-PAGE-based and the mass 

spectrometric methods in measuring the thiol oxidation at Cys34 of HSA in plasma. 
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Figure 2.20 Determining the percentage of reversible thiol oxidation of BSA at 

Cys34 residue with LC-MS/MS and SDS-PAGE. (A) Reversibly oxidised Cys34 was 

reduced by Cysteine. (B) Reversibly oxidised Cys34 was reduced by TCEP. (n=5). 

Percentage of reversible thiol oxidation was calculated as the percentage of reversibly 

oxidised thiols relative to the total thiols – calculated based on the corresponding MS1 

peak intensities from LC-MS/MS outputs, or intensities of the corresponding gel bands 

from SDS-PAGE. 

 

2.4 Discussion 

In this chapter, a comprehensive proteomic workflow was optimised for maximising 

coverage of thiols in serum albumin. Experimental factors examined included the 

reduction of serum albumin with TCEP, alternative alkylating reagents for cysteine 

residues, removal of excess alkylating reagents, different types of proteases and buffer 

solutions used for protein digestion, desalting of dried peptide samples, types of matrix 

used for MALDI-TOF/TOF, and alternative methods of mass spectrometric analysis 

(MALDI-TOF/TOF and LC-MS/MS). By improving the proteomic workflow, the number of 

unique cysteines covered increased from less than 5 cysteines initially, to full coverage 

(35 cysteines) using the optimal conditions. 
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The optimised sample preparation procedure for maximising the coverage of thiols 

detected for serum albumin included extensive TCEP reduction over 16 hours, sample 

alkylation with NEM, removal of excess tags at the protein level with Zeba column, 

followed by trypsin digestion and cleaning at peptide levels (with Ziptip C18 or StrataX 

Polymeric SPE Sorbents), and finally analysis by LC-MS/MS (as opposed to MALDI-

TOF/TOF). 

Bovine serum albumin (BSA, 66.5 kDa) was used as a model protein to ensure 

consistency in sample preparation and loading, but the optimised workflow should be 

applicable to complex samples to facilitate identification and quantitation of thiol oxidation 

at particular cysteine residues. For example, the technique here was applied to isotopic 

labelling of cysteine 34 and quantification of thiol oxidation at this residue for human 

serum albumin in complex blood samples. 

To improve the protein coverage in bottom-up proteomics (which involves identifying 

proteins from peptides), the reduction and the following alkylation of samples are typically 

performed, as these steps help unfold the protein and facilitate digestion (Gundry et al., 

2009). The reduction step is usually performed with reducing reagents such as tris(2-

carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) or dithiothreitol (DTT) (Winther & Thorpe, 2014). TCEP 

has previously been used with maleimide-based fluorescent tags to label thiols in muscle 

tissues (Armstrong et al., 2011). Therefore, in this chapter, BSA was reduced with TCEP 

before alkylation of thiols. Initially, incubation of one hour at room temperature was 

performed. However, zero BSA thiols could be identified. This could be attributed to the 

lack of reduction necessary to break the thirty-four disulfide bonds within a BSA 

molecule. To investigate the importance of lengthened reduction time in preparing BSA 

for mass spectrometric analysis of thiols, BSA samples were incubated with TCEP over 

different time periods up to 16 hours to determine the time needed to increase thiol 

coverage of BSA and particularly detect the free thiol at position 34. The duration of 16 

hours (either at room temperature or 37C) was found to be improve the identification of 

BSA thiols. This could be because BSA has relatively many (a total of 17) disulfide bonds, 

and hence requires extensive TCEP incubation for effective downstream digestion and 

mass spectrometric analysis. 
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After reduction and alkylation, protein samples could be cleaned with either acetone 

precipitation or Zeba column to remove excess alkylating reagents. However, using Zeba 

columns was found to provide better yield of sample compared to acetone precipitation. 

The Zeba column also acted as a filter to remove excess tags while keeping the 66.5 kDa 

BSA or HSA molecule. In addition, the Zeba Spin Desalting column (40K MWCO) was 

used, which means it also filtered out proteins in plasma that are smaller than 40kDa. 

Therefore, the Zeba column could also have helped to reduce sample complexity to allow 

for higher sequence coverage of serum albumin. 

For the digestion step, trypsin is the most commonly used protease in bottom-up 

proteomics. Using trypsin as the only protease has limitations in achieving maximal 

proteome coverage, so alternative proteases have been suggested to help expand the 

protein coverage (Giansanti, Tsiatsiani, Low, & Heck, 2016). However, in this chapter 

trypsin was still found to be the superior protease in providing the maximal coverage of 

BSA thiols. Trypsin is a more commonly used protease and more robust (few 

miscleavages) than most other proteases (Vandermarliere, Mueller, & Martens, 2013). It 

generates positively charged C-termini that facilitate the effective ionisation of peptides. 

Lysine and arginine are frequently occurring amino acids but not too frequent, such that 

trypsin digestion generates peptides of suitable sizes (within mass spectrometric ranges) 

for analysis. In the case of BSA, trypsin was the most suitable protease that helped 

achieve the highest coverage. Other proteins might still be best digested with an 

alternative protease. Oher proteases could also be useful as complements to trypsin 

(rather than replacing trypsin) in digesting other complex samples. 

Buffer components and other contaminants from digest solution can interfere heavily with 

the ionisation of the peptides, reducing the sensitivity of analysis by mass spectrometry 

(Naldrett, Zeidler, Wilson, & Kocourek, 2005). For this reason, desalting techniques have 

been developed and are often incorporated into the proteomic workflow before the mass 

spectrometric analysis step of the sample. Ziptip C18 and StrataX Polymeric SPE 

Sorbents were tested to clean samples at the peptide level. Cleaning samples with either 

of these ensure the salt in the digestive solution is washed out. This again should help 

increase the effectiveness of the ionisation of peptides because there would be fewer 

contaminants molecules which can interfere with the ionisation process, thereby 

enhancing mass spectrometric sensitivity.  
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Interestingly, the number of cysteine containing peptides from BSA was not increased 

after these desalting procedures were performed. This led to the hypothesis was that 

NEM-labelled cysteine residues were not eluted properly using the standard desalting 

protocols with the reversed phase platforms Ziptip C18 and StrataX Polymeric SPE 

Sorbents. In this case, NEM-labelled samples required a second elution to significantly 

increase the yield of the NEM-labelled thiol peptides. This is consistent with past results 

where thiol alkylating reagents were found to alter the chromatographic behaviour of thiol 

peptides in reverse-phased chromatography (Jiang, Shamshurin, Spicer, & Krokhin, 

2013). This is a novel finding as the effects of maleimide-based reagents (such as NEM) 

on the chromatographic profiles of labelled peptides have not been described by Jiang 

et al. (2013) or others.  

Samples were found to be relatively stable once spotted and stored on MALDI-TOF/TOF 

plate over two weeks without compromising the results. This enables multiple samples 

to be prepared and spotted before they are all analysed by MALDI-TOF/TOF in one run. 

Thus, there is less time and cost associated with instrumental tuning and calibration, 

which also improves the sample throughput. 

Analysis by LC-MS/MS offered remarkedly higher sensitivity than by MALDI-TOF/TOF. 

This is mainly because of the use of Nano LC with reverse phase C18 column which can 

concentrate peptides many folds before MS detection, and such increase in 

concentration led to increase in MS signal and thus increased the sensitivity remarkedly. 

Furthermore, only a small portion of sample loaded on a stainless steel plate for MALDI-

TOF/TOF is used, while almost all of the sample is used during electrospray in LC-

MS/MS. It is also worth noting that NEM provided higher thiol coverage of serum albumin. 

Therefore, the advantages of using NEM include not only better kinetics (Paulech, Solis, 

& Cordwell, 2013; Rogers, Leinweber, & Smith, 2006), and less non-specific binding with 

careful control of experimental conditions (Paulech et al., 2013), but also better thiol 

coverage. In the case of BSA, IAM provided better precursor ion (MS1) signals for 

Cys34-containing peptides, but this may not apply for all cysteine containing peptides. 

Overall, iodoacetamide- and maleimide-based reagents can serve as complementary 

alkylating tools to label and quantify thiol oxidation of cysteines. 
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The proteomic workflow in this chapter can be applied to more complex samples such 

as muscles or plasma. Adopting the principles derived from this optimised proteomic 

workflow is likely to improve the coverage of thiol proteome in complex samples. For the 

purpose of thiol oxidation quantification with mass spectrometry, isotopically labelled 

mass tags can be used to quantify the percentage of reversible thiol oxidation at 

particular cysteine residues in complex samples. This possibility is further explored in the 

next chapter. 
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Chapter 3  Characterising quantitative 
properties of biotinylated maleimide 
tags for labelling thiols in complex 
samples 

3.1 Introduction 

Protein thiol oxidation is a post-translational modification that can affect protein function 

and can affect many aspects of cell function due to the diversity of protein targets, as 

mentioned in Chapter 1, section 1.2.2 on page 4. Attempts to elucidate the complex 

landscape of protein thiol oxidation in tissues such as mammalian muscles involves 

developing high-throughput proteomic approaches that chemically label thiols to 

quantitate their oxidation level. Examples of such approaches include the oxICAT 

technique (Sethuraman et al., 2004) or maleimide-based molecular probes (Boyatzis et 

al., 2017). However, challenges exist in detecting the oxidative modifications of protein 

thiols, mainly due to the lack of sufficient specificity, sensitivity, and reproducibility 

(Paulsen, Carroll, Paulsen, & Carroll, 2013). In addition, the high reactivity of the 

deprotonated thiol group (the thiolate), as described in the general introduction of this 

thesis, can result in artifactual oxidation during sample preparation. Methods to 

accurately assess protein thiol oxidation state must therefore be rapid, irreversible, and 

complete. 

To assess the oxidation of thiols, alkylating reagents are needed to chemically label the 

thiol groups. To this end, iodoacetamide (IAM) chemistry is most often used to alkylate 

the thiols. Maleimide chemistry has been not as commonly used but can offer 

advantages. Maleimide has favourable kinetics and specificity to measure thiols 

compared to iodoacetamide chemistry because the rate of reactions of small thiols with 

N-ethylmaleimide (NEM) is 20 times faster than with IAM (Hansen & Winther, 2009). In 

labelling mouse muscles, NEM could completely alkylate all free thiols in 4 minutes which 

is much faster than the 4 h incubation time needed for IAM (Rogers et al., 2006). In some 

contexts, 6 h was still insufficient for complete alkylation of thiols with IAM (Galvani, 

Rovatti, Hamdan, Herbert, & Righetti, 2001), whereas most reports for alkylation with 

NEM only require up to 1 h (Paulech et al., 2013). Therefore, maleimides are superior in 

its kinetics for rapid and complete thiol alkylation.  
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The difference in reaction rates between IAM and NEM based reagents is also 

demonstrated in the stoichiometric excess required for global thiol tagging. In biological 

samples, complete alkylation was achieved with a 125 fold excess of NEM, in contrast 

with a 1000 fold excess required for IAM and iodoacetic acid (Rogers et al., 2006). The 

larger excess amount needed for IAMs increases the probability of nonspecific alkylation 

involving other nucleophilic functional groups such as lysine and histidine. Alkylation with 

IAMs has also been found to be less selective than with maleimides. When alkylating the 

cysteine residues of hemoglobin, the reaction rate of IAM with cysteine thiols was similar 

to that with histidine residues (Guidotti & Konigsberg, 1964). Nonspecific alkylation by 

IAM could lead to false positive identifications of cysteine oxidation in proteomic studies. 

Although maleimides have also been shown to alkylate lysine and histidine residues, in 

addition to cysteine residues, these nonspecific reactions can be minimized with 

appropriate experimental designs (Boyatzis et al., 2017; Paulech et al., 2013). 

As discussed, alkylation of cysteines using maleimide chemistry offers distinct 

advantages compared to IAM-based approaches. Maleimides react with thiols more 

rapidly, completely, and more specifically at neutral pH and below. However, IAM 

chemistry is more commonly used in current techniques (such as OxICAT) for 

investigating thiol oxidation status. In this chapter, the characteristics of malemide 

alternatives of OxICAT probes are examined. In particular, the two isotopic pairs of 

maleimide-based tags and their isotopic equivalents, which can be used to dually label 

thiols and their reversibly oxidised derivatives in complex samples such as mammalian 

tissues, are tested for their ability to provide quantitative assessment of labelled peptides, 

on both MALDI-TOF/TOF and LC-MS/MS instruments. Like ICAT reagents, these 

maleimide tags also possess the biotin affinity component (Figure 3.2) which allows for 

downstream purification of the labelled thiol-containing peptides. In order to achieve high 

throughput and maximise efficiency of proteomics analysis, it is desirable for isotopic 

labelled thiol-containing peptides to co-elute on LC-MS/MS and are quantifiable based 

on their relative mass spectrometric intensities. 

To explore the potential of using maleimide-based probes in investigating thiol oxidation 

of substances in complex mammalian tissues, these probes were used to label 

mammalian (dog) muscles. Proteomic data processing methods arising from the 

experiment are also discussed. 

Overall, this chapter examines how suitable the biotinylated maleimide-based tags are 

for quantitation of thiol oxidation of peptides in complex samples, as well as 

demonstrating proteomic data processing tools to make the most of the proteomic data 

acquired from LC-MS/MS. 
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3.2 Materials and methods 

3.2.1 Materials 

Double-deionized (DDI) water was used throughout. Acetone was purchased from 

Chem-Supply (Australia). Maleimide-biotin (MB) and the deuterated 2D labelled MB (2D-

MB), Maleimide-benzene-biotin (MbB) and the 13C isotopically labelled MbB (13C-MbB) 

tags were synthesized in-house. All other chemicals and reagents were obtained from 

Sigma–Aldrich (Castle Hill, Australia) unless otherwise stated. 

3.2.2 2D-MB maleimide tag 

The chemical structures of biotinylated maleimide (MB) tag and its isotopic form 

containing eight deuterated hydrogen atoms (2D-MB) are shown in Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1 Tag structures. (A) maleimide biotin tag (MB), and (B) its deuterated form 

(2D-MB). 

To determine whether these tags can be used for proteomic quantitative purposes, MB 

and 2D-MB were used to label reduced lysozyme samples and mixed at differing 

proportions before test analysis by mass spectrometry to assess the properties of these 

in-house chemical reagents. The specific details of sample preparation are described in 

section 3.2.4. 
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3.2.3 The alternative isotopic label: 13C-MbB maleimide tags 

The chemical structures of biotinylated maleimide (MB) tag and its isotopic form 

containing six heavy carbon atoms (13C-MbB) are shown in Figure 3.2. 

 

 

Figure 3.2  Structures of MbB and 13C-MbB reagents used to label thiols and their 

oxidised derivatives. Maleimide and biotin components are in dotted blue box and 

solid green box respectively. (A) In-house synthesised maleimide-benzene-biotin 

(MbB). (B) The isotopic maleimide-benzene-biotin (13C-MbB). 
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3.2.4 Preparation of standard protein and peptide 

A 2 mg/mL solution of purified lysozyme was prepared in SDS/Tris buffer (0.5% SDS, 

0.5 M Tris, pH 7.0). A 200 g lysozyme aliquot was reduced by adding 4.8 L of 50 mM 

tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP; pH 7.0). The sample was vortexed and incubated 

for two hours at room temperature. More SDS/Tris buffer was added to dilute the reduced 

lysozyme solution to 100 µg/mL. N-Ethylmaleimide (NEM), MB and 2D-MB, MbB and 13C-

MbB tags were stored at 5 mM in DMSO in –20C freezer. Three labelled 400 L aliquots 

of reduced lysozyme solution (each aliquot containing 40 g lysozyme) were alkylated 

by the addition of 16 µL of 5 mM MB, 2D-MB, MbB, 13C-MbB and NEM (ie. 2 nmol tag/g 

protein) respectively, followed by vigorous vortexing at room temperature for 1 hour. 

Standards of different proportions of MB:2D-MB or MbB:13C-MbB labelled lysozyme 

(0:100, 20:80, 35:65, 50:50, 65:35, 80:20 and 100:0 ratios) were prepared such that each 

standard contained 8 g of lysozyme. To remove excess tags and SDS, 1 mL of acetone 

precooled to –20C was added to each standard and an aliquot of 8 ug NEM-labelled 

lysozyme, briefly vortexed and incubated at –20C overnight. The samples were then 

centrifuged, using a benchtop centrifuge, at 10 000 g for 5 minutes at 4C, and the 

supernatant was removed. The protein pellets were redissolved in 200 L of 100 mM 

Tris (pH 7.0) and were digested at 37C for 16 hours with trypsin (Promega), at 1:25 

protease:protein (w/w) ratio. Each sample was then split into 4 g protein aliquots and 

desiccated by vacuum centrifugation. 

3.2.5 Solid phase extraction (SPE) 

3.2.5.1 ZipTip C18 resin (Merck Millipore) 

Each sample was reconstituted in 10 L 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA). Each Ziptip was 

pre-conditioned with 10 L of acetonitrile (ACN) four times, and then 10 L 0.1% TFA 

four times. The sample was then loaded onto a ZipTip, washed with 10 L 0.1% TFA 

four times, then eluted with 6 L of 80% ACN/0.1% TFA. All samples were then 

desiccated by vacuum centrifugation and stored at –80C until analysis by mass 

spectrometry.  
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3.2.5.2 StrataX polymeric reversed phase 

Each sample was reconstituted in 200 L water. Each StrataX column was pre-

conditioned with 2 mL of methanol then 2 mL of ACN, followed by trial elution with 500 

L 80% ACN/0.1% FA and washed with 1 mL water. The sample was then loaded onto 

the StrataX polymeric reversed phase column, washed with 2 mL water and finally eluted 

with 500 L 80% ACN/0.1% FA. All samples were then desiccated by vacuum 

centrifugation and stored at –80C until analysis by mass spectrometry. 

3.2.6 Mass Spectrometry 

3.2.6.1 Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI-TOF/TOF) 

Each sample was reconstituted in 5 μl 80% ACN, 0.05% TFA. Of the peptide solutions, 

0.6 μl was combined with 0.6 μl matrix solution (5 mg/mL α-cyano-4- hydroxysuccinamic 

acid, 10 mM ammonium citrate, 80%ACN, 0.1%TFA) on a MALDI-TOF/TOF- TOF plate, 

and allowed to air dry. Analysis was performed with a 5800 MALDI-TOF/TOF Mass 

Spectrometer (AB Sciex). Parent mass peaks (mass range m/z 800–4000 from 

combined MS and MS/MS spectra) were submitted to the MASCOT database for 

confirmation of labelled lysozyme peptides, using the following search conditions: 

Swissprot database, all mammalian species, trypsin digest with allowance for up to one 

missed cleavage per peptide, no fixed modifications, variable modification of oxidation 

on methionine residues and alkylation of cysteine residues with MbB and 13C-MbB tags, 

MS tolerance of 0.4 Da, MS/MS tolerance of 0.4 Da. Areas under the peaks 

corresponding to the labelled lysozyme peptide CELAAAMK were obtained from the 

TOF/TOF Explorer Series software (v 4.1.0, AB Sciex) to quantify the experimental ratio 

of the isotopic 13C-MbB tag versus MbB tag. 
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3.2.6.2 Liquid chromatography – mass spectrometry/mass 
spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) 

Each sample was reconstituted in 200 μl 80% ACN, 0.1% formic acid (FA) solution for 

loading into a Prominence (Shimadzu) HPLC for chromatographic separation, which was 

directly sprayed into a 5600 TripleTOFTM (Sciex) mass spectrometer. The HPLC mobile 

phase consisted of 0.1% FA and 2% ACN in water (A) and 0.1% FA and 2% water in 

ACN (B). Gradient elution was performed with 2% B for 3 min, increased to 40% B at 15 

min, then ramped to 98% B by 16 min and held for 2 min before reduced back to 2% B 

within 1 min. Column temperature was set at 40°C. Positive electrospray ionization mode 

was operated to acquire MS data by information-dependent acquisition (IDA), whereby 

only the top 20 MS peaks between 400 and 1250 m/z were selected for further MS/MS 

scans. Mass tolerance was 50 mDa. A BSA calibration was conducted before a batch of 

samples was run. 

Areas under the peaks of the extracted ion chromatograms corresponding to the labelled 

lysozyme peptide CELAAAMK were obtained from the Skyline software (AB Sciex, 

version 4.1.0) to quantify the experimental ratio of the isotopic 13C-MbB tag versus MbB 

tag. 

3.2.7 Proteomic data analysis pipeline 

The overall pipeline to process raw proteomics data (for quantitative analysis of 

chemically labelled samples) is shown in Figure 3.3 
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According to the manufacturer, the PeakView (ABSciex) software is designed for spectral 

analysis or data interrogation. However, it can also be used to recalibrate the MS/MS 

output post-acquisition, especially if calibration was not optimal pre-acquisition. Below 

are the steps used for re-calibration of samples to effectively obtain identifications of 

labelled thiol proteins in dog muscles. 

The steps to re-calibrate MS1 spectra from LC-MS/MS are as follows: 

First, the LC-MS/MS output of at least one well-calibrated and successful run of a similar 

sample is needed as a well-calibrated reference to obtain the theoretical m/z and elution 

time of several peptides in the sample (Figure 3.4). In this case, a few dog muscle 

samples had undergone pilot run successfully beforehand, so these peptide parameters 

were obtained from one of the successful runs. 

 

Mass spectrometric output files 
eg. WIFF files from 5600 system (AB Sciex) 

Open in PeakView for re-calibration 
+ Recalibration of MS1 spectra 
+ Recalibration of MS2 spectra 

*Optional step, depending on how well-
calibrated the instrument is during sample 

acquisition. 

Process well-calibrated MS/MS data in 
ProteinPilot Software 

Advanced configuration of ProteinPilot 
Software to add custom modifications to 

search algorithms 

Figure 3.4 Representative screenshot of PeakView. An example screenshot showing 

theoretical m/z and elution time profiles of several peptides of a similar sample which 

had been successfully run after an effective calibration. 

Figure 3.3 Workflow to analyse complex samples containing custom-tag labelled 

cysteine residues. The middle step (re-calibration) is particularly useful for when the 

mass spectrometer is not optimally caliabrated, or for large sample batches where the 

mass spectrometric calibration is slightly shifted during the run.  
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Second, an LC-MS/MS output from the poorly calibrated set of samples is opened in 

PeakView. Based on the theoretical m/z and elution time values of the well-calibrated 

reference, the corresponding monoisotopic MS1 peak m/z values are manually obtained. 

These are called measured m/z values in PeakView (Figure 3.5 C). Measured m/z values 

of the poorly calibrated sample needed to be manually selected because for complex 

samples such as muscle tissues, MS1 spectra are quite noisy with many MS1 peaks that 

have m/z values close to the theoretical m/z values. Therefore, I could not rely on 

PeakView to automatically detect the correct corresponding MS peaks for the selected 

peptides used to do post-acquisition re-calibration. The manual selection process is more 

reliable because even with poor calibration, the elution time and the isotopic patterns of 

peptides help find the corresponding measure m/z for most (if not all) theoretical m/z 

values in a similar complex sample to the reference sample. After calibration, 

measured m/z are adjusted to match the theoretical m/z (Figure 3.5 A and B). 
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Figure 3.5  MS1 post-acquisition recalibration to match the measured m/z with the 

theoretical m/z. (A) Time versus precursor m/z for information dependent acquisition 

dependents for a representative dog muscle samples without post-acquisition 

recalibration (B) Time versus precursor m/z for information dependent acquisition 

dependents for the same sample with post-acquisition recalibration of MS1 in PeakView. 

(C) List of theoretical m/z and the equivalent measured m/z values. Highlighted example 

of initial measured m/z of 601.4 m/z becoming 601.32 m/z to match with theoretical m/z 

in (A) and (B). 

To calibrate MS1 in PeakView, the MS1 spectrum that needs calibrating was opened, 

followed by clicking Menu\Process\Recalibrate Spectrum (Ctrl + R). The values of 

“Theoretical m/z” and “Measured m/z” were entered in corresponding columns, then 

“Recalibrate Sample” button was clicked, followed by clicking “Current Experiment” to 

recalibrate the sample MS1 Spectrum post-acquisition. 

 

Figure 3.6 Representative screenshot for MS1 Recalibration. Screenshot showing 

Recalibration window in PeakView and the Excel sheet consisting of identified theoretical 

m/z and matching measured m/z. 

The steps to re-calibrate MS2 spectra from LC-MS/MS are as follows:  

Upon recalibration of MS1, MS2 spectra could be re-calibrated using only one 

representative peptide. Again, a Mascot report of the output of a well-calibrated sample 

run was needed to identify the theoretical product ion m/z values of the representative 

peptide. In PeakView, IDA explorer was opened, Table Tab was made activated, then 

the representative peptide of choice was selected (based on peptide m/z value and 

elution time which should be reflected in the Mascot report). The list of “Theoretical m/z” 

values was entered in the Recalibration window, the “Measured m/z” values were then 

automatically generated in PeakView because MS2 spectrum is not as noisy as MS1 

spectrum. The “Recalibrate sample” window (Figure 3.7) was clicked open, and “All 

experiments of the same scan type as current spectrum” (ie. only calibrating MS2 

spectra, not MS1 spectrum again) was selected. This means all the MS2 spectra of the 
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current sample were calibrated. Once the first sample is calibrated, the time to recalibrate 

other similar samples in the same batch was minimal given the list of theoretical m/z 

values of the representative had been extracted from Mascot report (ie. there was no 

need to examine the Mascot report again to choose another representative peptide). 

 

Figure 3.7 Recalibrate Sample window for MS2 recalibration 

3.2.8 The operation of the ProteinPilot software  

In order to incorporate customised biotinylated maleimide tags (and its isotopic 

equivalence) as variable modifications to cysteine residues, the tags formula and 

molecular weights were added to the contents of the files ProteinPilot.DataDictionary.xml 

and ParameterTranslation.xml. These files set the parameters for the methods shown in 

the Paragon Method dialog box in ProteinPilot to search mass spectrometric data against 

the Swissprot database. 

Shown below are representative additions to coding in the files in order to account for 

the customised tags. 

ProteinPilot.DataDictionary.xml file: 
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ParameterTranslation.xml file: 

 

Once customised tags were added these files, the search was performed as usual as 

per standard ProteinPilot searching procedure, with selection of the customised tags for 

the Cys Alkylation parameter and other appropriate parameter settings before starting 

the search algorithm. 
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3.2.9 Dog muscle samples preparation 

Muscle samples were obtained from 4 healthy control (unaffected normal) male golden 

retriever dogs and 5 GRMD male dogs, aged approximately 8 months. These dogs were 

handled and housed in the Boisbonne Center for Gene Therapy (ONIRIS, Atlantic Gene 

Therapies, Nantes, France). The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the 

Region des Pays de la Loire (University of Angers, France) approved all these protocols. 

Skeletal muscles samples (biceps femoris) were obtained after the dogs were sacrificed, 

performed by intravenous injection of pentobarbital sodium (Dolethal, Vetoquinol). 

Muscle samples were placed into sterile microtubes, frozen in liquid nitrogen and 

subsequently stored at about – 80 °C until further sample processing.  

Reduced and oxidised protein thiols in the dog muscle tisues were measured using the 

2-tag technique as described previously (El-Shafey et al., 2011; Terrill et al., 2016), 

except that mass tags (MbB and 13C-MbB) were used instead of the fluorescent 

maleimide tags. In addition, instead of using fluorescent plate assay and SDS-PAGE gel 

for analysis, the isotopically labelled muscle protein samples were subjected to a 

proteomics workflow with an affinity purification to enrich labelled cysteine containing 

peptides as described below. Protein was digested overnight at 37 °C by the addition of 

sequencing grade Trypsin (Roche) at approximately 1:20 protease:protein w/w ratio in 

25 mM TRIS. Biotin-conjugated peptides were cleaned up via cation exchange and 

enriched via an avidin column. Purification using these ICAT cation exchange and ICAT 

avidin affinity columns was carried out as per protocols provided by the manufacturer 

(available at http://tools.thermofisher.com/content/sfs/manuals/cms_041337.pdf). 

MS/MS analysis to identify the modified protein residue was carried out with a 5600 

TripleTOF system (Sciex, MA) as describe in Section 3.2.6.2. 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 2D-MB tag has quantitative property with LC-MS/MS 

Biotinylated maleimide (MB) tag and its isotopic form containing eight deuterated 

hydrogen atoms (2D-MB) (Figure 3.1) were used to label the free and oxidized thiols in a 

sample as described in 3.2.4. The MS1 peak of the 2D-MB-labelled peptides was shifted 

8 Da compared to the equivalent MB-labelled peptide. The biotin component allows for 

purification with biotin-avidin or biotin-streptavidin system to enrich samples with labelled 

thiol-containing peptides.  

http://tools.thermofisher.com/content/sfs/manuals/cms_041337.pdf
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For two isotopic chemical labels to be used for quantitative purposes based on MS 

intensities, the experimental ratio of peak intensities should be proportional to the 

theoretical ratios of the levels of correspondingly labelled peptides. Therefore, to test 

whether the normal and the deuterated form of biotinylated tags give the agreement 

between theoretical and experimental values, reduced lysozyme was labelled and 

different theoretical ratios were mixed and areas under the corresponding MS1 peaks 

were obtained and experimental ratios calculated (see Methods above). A linear curve 

was observed, confirming the quantitative property of the maleimide biotin tag (MB) and 

its deuterated form (2D-MB) (Figure 3.8).  

 

Figure 3.8 Representative standard curve showing quantitative properties of MB 

and 2D-MB biotinylated maleimide tags. The proportional relationship between 

theoretical and experimental ratios of levels of cysteines labelled isotopic 2D-MB and 

the normal form of biotinylated maleimide is shown. 

 

3.3.2 2D-MB tag shows lack of co-elution in many peptides 

The 2D-MB tags are useful in quantifying thiol oxidation status, but peptides labelled with 

2D-MB tag also showed different elution time from the equivalent peptides labelled with 

the MB tag. Examples of chromatograms showing this differential retention times on the 

HPLC are shown in Figure 3.9 for labelled peptides in pure lysozyme sample and 

complex muscle sample. 
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Figure 3.9 Chromatograms illustrating the different elution times of 2D-MB-

labelled and MB-labelled peptides. (A) Lysozyme peptides CELAAAMK labelled with 

2D-MB tag (m/z 618.20, elution time 17.5 min) and MB tag (m/z 616.20, elution time 22 

min). (B) Chromatogram illustrating the different elution times of titin peptide 

KDVHETLGFPVAFECR labelled with 2D-MB tag (m/z 705.66, elution time 90 min) and 

MB tags (m/z 708.34, elution time 95 min) from a mouse muscle tissue sample. 

Lack of co-elution hinders the automatic data processing workflow to analyse the mass 

spectrometric data, which means all data must be processed manually. Therefore, 

isotopic labelling with tags that can produce co-eluting peptides will be helpful in 

facilitating the search process. 

 

3.3.3 MbB and the isotopic 13C-MbB maleimide tags are quantitative 
using MALDI-TOF/TOF 

In order to address the lack of co-elution, a second set of isotopic maleimide tags were 

produced in-house: the Maleimide-benzen-biotin (MbB) compound and the 13C-MbB 

isotopic equivalent. 
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MbB and 13C-MbB maleimide tag labelled lysozyme peptides were detectable on MALDI-

TOF/TOF (Figure 3.10), as can be seen in the distinct monoisotopic peaks at 1250 m/z 

and 1256 m/z respectively. The ratio of areas under these peaks is directly proportional 

to the theoretical ratio of the mixture of corresponding proportions of MbB and 13C-MbB 

labelled peptides (Figure 3.11). This means a standard curve can be generated to 

quantify the relative amounts of peptides that have been isotopically labelled by these 

two tags. Therefore, such proportionality demonstrated the quantitative property of these 

thiols labelling maleimide tags that is compatible with the MALDI-TOF/TOF method. 
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Figure 3.10 Representative MS1 spectra from MALDI-TOF/TOF showing different 

proportions of lysozyme peptides labelled with MbB and 13C-MbB mass tags. 

Lysozyme peptides of sequence CELAAAMK labelled with MbB and 13C-MbB are 

shown at 1250 and 1256 m/z respectively. 

 

 

Figure 3.11 Representative standard curve showing the quantitative property of 

MbB and 13C-MbB tags. Theoretical versus experimental MALDI-TOF/TOF ratios of 

MbB:13C-MbB labelled lysosome peptides. 

3.3.4 MbB and the isotopic 13C-MbB maleimide tags are quantitative, 
and co-elute with LC-MS/MS 

In contrast to MB-labelled and 2D-MB-labelled lysozyme peptides (Figure 3.9), MbB and 

13C-MbB maleimide tag labelled lysozyme peptides demonstrated identical 

chromatographic mobilities and were also detectable with LC-MS/MS, as can be seen in 

the MS1 peak eluted at around 22-23 minutes into the run (Figure 3.12). The ratio of 

areas under these MS1 peaks was also directly proportional to the theoretical ratio of the 

mixture of corresponding proportions of MbB and 13C-MbB labelled peptides (Figure 

3.13), which demonstrates the quantitative property of these thiols labelling maleimide 

tags.  
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Figure 3.12 Representative MS1 spectra from LC-MS/MS showing different 

proportions of lysozyme peptides labelled with MbB and 13C-MbB mass tags. 

Lysozyme peptides of sequence CELAAAMK labelled with MbB (m/z 625.74) and 13C-MbB 

(m/z 628.75) are shown in blue and pink respectively. 
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Figure 3.13 Standard curve demonstrating the quantitative property of MbB and 

13C-MbB tags. Theoretical versus experimental area under LC-MS/MS peaks ratios of 

MbB:13C-MbB labelled lysosome peptides. 

3.3.5 13C-MbB labelled peptides are co-eluted consistently with MbB 
labelled peptides 

Ideally, a pair of isotopically labelled peptides should have identical physical properties 

and hence comparable retention time to ensure they are ionized at the same time and 

identically upon entering the mass spectrometric component, and also to facilitate 

efficient identification and quantification of these peptides. For these reasons, the 

retention times of MbB and 13C-MbB labelled peptides were assessed. It was noticed 

that retention time may have varied slightly across different chromatograms, but for the 

same run, 13C-MbB-labelled and MbB-labelled peptides were consistently eluted 

between 21.6 and 22.9 minutes into the chromatographic gradient described in the 

Method section above (Figure 3.14). 

This consistency in chromatographic mobility allows for downstream automatic analysis 

workflow of the proteomic data, as opposed to manual search for MS1 peaks of 

isotopically labelled peptides as with the MB and 2D-MB tags. 
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Figure 3.14 Retention time of labelled CELAAAMK peptides. The elution time of both 

MbB and 13C-MbB is consistent within a sample as well as between samples. The names 

of the seven different samples containing different proportions of MbB and 13C-MbB 

labelled peptides are shown on the horizontal axis. The different coloured rectangles 

represent the different precursor ions as annotated in the boxed legend. The lengths of 

these rectangles show the durations of elution of the identified precursors (‘retention 

time’ on the vertical axis is equivalent to ‘elution time’). 

3.3.6 MbB and 13C-MbB tags are compatible with different peptide 
desalting methods 

To test whether the tags could be recovered from desalting techniques in proteomic 

workflow, two commonly used methods of desalting peptides were performed on each 

sample of MbB and 13C-MbB labelled lysozyme peptides (Ziptip with C18 Resin and 

StrataX polymeric reversed phase).  

The standard curves in Figure 3.15 show that both eluting methods could be used to 

desalt the labelled peptide samples while maintaining the relative amounts (or the ratio) 

of isotopically labelled peptides. The quantitative property of the tags was fully retained 

because the eluents from both desalting procedures could be used to generate a linear 

standard curve. 
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Figure 3.15 The effect of desalting on relationship between theoretical ratios and 

experimental ratios of MbB:13C-MbB tag. (A) desalted by Ziptip. (B) desalted by 

StrataX. 

 

3.3.7 Application in dog muscle tissues 

To verify that peptides labelled with MbB/13C-MbB were coeluted, multiple isotopically 

labelled pairs of peptides were manually examined. Coelution of MbB/13C-MbB-labelled 

peptides were observed in muscles tissue in contrast to the MB/2D-MB-labelled peptides. 

Representative MS1 peaks of muscle peptides are shown in Figure 3.16, in contrast to 

the non-co-eluted examples in Figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.16 Representative extracted ion chromatographies of isotopically 

labelled peptides using MbB and 13C-MbB tags. (A) Example of coelution of myosin 

peptide HDCDLLR. MbB-labelled peptide has m/z 643.3, 13C-MbB-labelled peptide has 

m/z 646.3. (B) Example of coelution of isotopically labelled creatine kinase peptide 

AGHPFMWNEHLGYVLTCPSNLGTGLR. MbB-labelled peptide has m/z 821.89. 13C-

MbB-labelled peptide has m/z 823.39. 

Calibration of LC-MS/MS was usually performed before sample acquisitions. However, 

even if the machine is not ideally calibrated (such as in the case of continuous running 

of a large sample batch), calibration could be performed post-acquisition. Demonstration 

of the process is as follows: 

Figure 3.17 shows that increasing search tolerance (from 0.2 Da or 0.6 Da) for non-

calibrated data significantly increased the numbers of identified thiol proteins and 

peptides. However, recalibration increased these numbers even more than the increased 

search tolerance. 
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Figure 3.17 Recalibration is necessary to improve the identifications of proteins 
and peptides. Searching against the same database (Mus muscularis), the number of 
identified proteins and peptides could be significantly increased by enlarging the 
searching tolerance for m/z differences from 0.2 Da to 0.6 Da. However, performing post-
acquisition recalibration of sample further increased the number of identified proteins 

and peptides even when keeping the tolerance of 0.2 Da. Data shown as mean  SEM 
(paired t-test, n = 10). 
 

MS/MS spectra of dog muscle samples were searched against both the dog (Canis lupus 

familiaris) and mouse (Mus musculus) database. The mouse database gave a markedly 

higher number of proteins and peptides detected (Figure 3.18). Nevertheless, the dog 

database provided some distinct protein identifications that were not shown from the 

mouse database (Figure 3.19). 
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Figure 3.18 Identifications obtained from dog and mouse databases for dog 

muscle samples. Although the dog muscle samples were used, the mass spectrometric 

outputs were used to search against both the dog (Canis lupus familiaris) and the mouse 

(Mus musculus) databases. Data shown as mean  SEM (paired t-test, n = 10). 

 

Figure 3.19 Representative samples showing the number of proteins identified 

using the Canis lupus familiaris database versus the Mus musculus database. 

(See Appendix A for complete list of proteins) 
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3.4 Discussion 

This chapter has shown the application of maleimide-derived reagents in labelling thiols. 

Their isotopic forms can be used to label peptides and undergo various proteomic 

protocols (such as desalting and affinity purification) for quantitative analysis. As 

demonstrated, both pairs of isotopic thiol labels, MB/2D-MB and MbB/13C-MbB, could be 

used for quantitative measuring of thiol oxidation in complex samples. However, 2D-MB-

labelled peptides do not always co-elute with their MB-labelled equivalents. 

Desalting or cleanup steps are important in the proteomics workflow but may lead to 

excessive loss of peptides, so attention was directed to minimizing sample losses during 

such cleanup steps (Naldrett et al., 2005).  Common desalting techniques used for 

proteomic workflow include the Ziptip C18 (Millipore) and StrataX Polymeric SPE 

Sorbents (Phenomenex). As demonstrated in Chapter 2 with the model protein BSA, 

these desalting techniques reduce the concentration of salt in peptides samples and 

minimise competition for the ionisation of peptides. Without desalting, mass 

spectrometric outputs are minimal, hindering the identification and subsequent 

quantification of desired thiols.  In this chapter, the isotopically labelled peptides were 

subject to the two aforementioned desalting methods, and it was confirmed that they 

could be recovered after the desalting steps and were sufficiently abundant to be used 

for quantification. 
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The isotopic pair MB/2D-MB produced a linear standard curve on mass spectrometric 

instruments and can thus be used for quantification of labelled peptides. However, its 

drawback is that the peptides that are isotopically labelled with these tags may not co-

elute on LC-MS/MS. This distinctive chromatographic separation due to the incorporation 

of deuterium in otherwise identically labelled peptides has been reported as the 

deuterium isotope effect (Di Palma, Raijmakers, Heck, & Mohammed, 2011). Previous 

work on the iodoacetamide-based tags (ICAT), also used for labelling thiols, also noted 

the effects of non-coelution in deuterated isotopic tags (Zhang, Sioma, Wang, & Regnier, 

2001). Non-coelution means the otherwise identical peptides have distinctive 

chromatographic retention time, so they reach the interface between the LC and the 

mass spectrometry (MS/MS component) at different times. Consequently, these 

peptides may experience different ionisation energies and lead to unreliable quantitation 

results at times. The non-coelution of peptides does not always occur (some MB and 2D-

MB labelled peptides can still co-elute). However, when they exhibit non-coelution, 

quantification process is hindered. The non-coelution would also be problematic if 

multidimensional separations were used in the proteomic workflow, in cases when only 

half of one peak was sent into the second chromatographic separation. Similar problems 

arise for collection of fractions across a chromatographic peak for analysis with MALDI-

TOF/TOF (Zhang et al., 2001). Therefore, it is better to design thiol-labelling reagents or 

carefully control the chromatographic conditions such that isotopically labelled peptides 

coelute. 

To address the non-coelution issue, another pair of isotopic maleimide-based reagents 

were synthesised in-house, the MbB and 13C-MbB tags. Similar to the MB/2D-MB pair, 

this pair of tags can label peptides which can produce a linear standard curve on MALDI-

TOF/TOF and LC-MS/MS, demonstrating that their mass spectrometric output signals 

are proportional to their relative abundance. This enables the relative quantification of 

isotopically labelled peptides. Unlike the MB/2D-MB pair, non-coelution was not observed 

for MbB and 13C-MbB labelled peptides. This is consistent with previous literature as no 

research has reported issues with the co-eluting characteristics 13C or 15N-coded 

reagents (Di Palma et al., 2011; Zhang, Sioma, Thompson, Xiong, & Regnier, 2002).  

Given the co-elution of MbB/13C-MbB labelled peptides on LC-MS/MS, this pair of 

isotopic tags is more desirable in performing quantitative proteomics for complex 

samples. 
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From the experimental work as part of this chapter, it is worth noting that sample 

processing may also affect the detection of isotopic mass tags. After desalting, peptide 

samples needed to be dried before reconstitution in loading buffer for mass spectrometric 

analysis. Hydrolysis can occur when samples are in solutions. For example, vacuum 

centrifugation to dry sample from 500 L resulted in no protein identification and minimal 

peptide signals; while vacuum centrifugation to dry sample from volume less than 100 L 

allowed for MS1 peaks to be detected and proteins identified. Careful processing and 

control of pH was also important for the detection of MbB and 13C-MbB-labelled peptides. 

These tags were labelled and processed in pH 7.0 aqueous solutions for positive 

detection and identification. Compromise was needed for the Trypsin digestion step 

because the digestion is more effective with buffer in the basic range, but the maleimide 

reagent would not be stable in basic solutions (Boyatzis et al., 2017). 

This chapter also demonstrated how the processing of proteomic data can remarkably 

influence the results. In particular, (1) recalibration of samples after acquisition by LC-

MS/MS can significantly boost the number of identifications of proteins and peptides. 

This is noteworthy especially if the instrument had not been freshly calibrated before the 

sample batch was run, or when the sample batch submitted for analysis is so large that 

the mass spectrometric calibration is slightly shifted during the batch run. (2) Dog 

database is not as well annotated compared to mice, which explained why identifications 

of dog proteins submitted to the dog database did not provide as many confident 

identifications as when submitting to the more well-annotated mouse database. Such 

differences can influence the biological findings and interpretations of proteomic 

experiments. However, some protein identifications are unique to dog database and so 

can complement the identifications from the mouse database. Therefore, it was worth 

consulting both databases.  
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Chapter 4 Identification and quantification of 

thiols in complex protein samples – plasma 

4.1 Introduction 

As discussed in the General Introduction (Chapter 1), thiol groups (–SH) are prone to 

reaction with various ROS/RNS and are responsive to changes in the intracellular 

oxidative environment (Baba & Bhatnagar, 2018). Modifications on the thiol groups can 

have an impact on protein and cellular functions. Although the modifications of protein 

thiol groups are involved in many physiological and pathological processes, the identity 

and physiological significance of most protein thiol modifications remain unknown. 

While several studies have used proteomic approaches to identify the oxidation of thiol 

proteins in cellular contexts such as in cardiac (Kumar, Kleffmann, Hampton, Cannell, & 

Winterbourn, 2013) or skeletal muscles (Armstrong et al., 2011), relatively little attention 

has been directed to thiol proteins in the more oxidising extracellular environment of 

plasma. Oxidation of thiols in plasma tends to be studied from a global perspective, 

pooling sets of proteins or small thiol molecules and measuring the overall parameter or 

index (Giustarini et al., 2017). In cases when a specific thiol protein is mentioned, the 

most mentioned protein in plasma is also the most abundant plasma protein, albumin, 

which is also considered to be the main target for any oxidative insults (Turell et al., 

2013). Limited information is available for individual lower abundant thiol proteins which 

may also be sensitive to fluctuations in oxidative environment of plasma. 

This chapter is focused on delving into the thiol proteome of plasma, with two main aims: 

(1) identify the proteins that contain free thiols in plasma, and (2) test whether these thiol 

proteins can respond to oxidants. If a thiol proteome exists in plasma and is responsive 

to different oxidants, then it is of interest to examine the relative sensitivities of these thiol 

proteomes to various oxidants. Given oxidative stress is involved in multiple 

pathophysiological conditions (as discussed in Chapter 1), identifying thiol proteins that 

have superior sensitivity to oxidative modifications might provide useful biomarkers for 

oxidative stress in plasma. 

In this chapter, a maleimide-based fluorescent alkylating reagent is used to label and 

visualise the plasma thiol proteins on electrophoretic gels. Plasma thiol proteins can then 

be identified using bottom-up proteomics techniques. Two common oxidants, hydrogen 

peroxide and hypochlorous acid, are then used to test how responsive plasma thiol 

proteins are to these oxidants. Hydrogen peroxide is (H2O2) is a relatively weak ROS but 

can act as a messenger molecule in cellular processes, and can react directly with thiols 
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(see General Introduction further information on the interaction of H2O2 with thiols). Most 

(if not all) human cells are exposed to some levels of H2O2. H2O2 circulates in blood at 

substantial levels up to ~35 M (Halliwell, Clement, & Long, 2000). Hypochlorous acid 

(HOCl) is an oxidant generated by myeloperoxidase, which is a heme-containing enzyme 

found in neutrophils and other blood cells. Activated neutrophils generate large quantities 

of HOCl, and at sites of inflammation, HOCl can have an estimated concentration to be 

as high as 5 mM (Colombo et al., 2017). By exposing plasma to various concentrations 

of these two oxidants, the effects of these oxidants was assessed using thiol fluorescent 

probes on plasma samples. Relative responsiveness of different plasma thiol proteins, if 

present, was also analysed to identify thiol proteins as promising oxidative stress 

biomarkers. 

4.2 Materials and methods 

4.2.1 Chemicals 

All chemicals and reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Castle Hill, Australia) 

unless otherwise stated. All vacuum centrifugation was performed using the Virtis Sentry 

2.0 freezemobile system and SpeedVac Concentration SVC 100H (Savant). Molecular 

weight ladder used was Precision Plus ProteinTM All Blue Prestained Protein Standards 

(Bio-rad). Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) pH 7.4 was prepared by adding one tablet 

of condensed PBS (Medicago) into 500 mL water. 

4.2.2 Testing for the presence of plasma thiol proteome 

Fluorescently labelled plasma thiol proteins with BODIPY FL-N-(2-aminoethyl) 

maleimide (FLM; Invitrogen) labels, combined with analysis by Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate 

Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) was used to test for the presence of a 

reduced thiol proteome. Specifically, venous blood was collected from a volunteer, 

centrifuged and plasma was aliquoted. The plasma was snap frozen in liquid nitrogen 

and stored at –80C. A 10 µL volume of plasma was labelled with 2 L of 0.5 mM 

fluorescent maleimide label in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). Another plasma sample of 10 

L volume was added to the same volume of 30% w/v stock H2O2 (Univar) (final H2O2 

concentration is 5 M), followed by labelling with fluorescent maleimide tag. Samples were 

diluted with SDS/Tris, containing 0.5% (w/v) SDS and 0.5 mM Tris (pH 7.0), to the same 

dilution factor before loading onto SDS-PAGE (16%) for analysis of fluorescence signals. 

4.2.3 Participants 

Five healthy participants were recruited from the student population of the University of 

Western Australia (UWA). Participants were informed of all the risks associated with the 
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study and signed the informed consent. Ethical approval (RA/4/20/6030) was obtained 

from the UWA Human Research Ethics Committee. 

4.2.4 Plasma processing 

A sterile lancet was used to lance the finger of five healthy volunteer participants (18+ 

year-old adults) to obtain approximately 50 L of blood into a 1.5 mL centrifuge tube, 

containing Ethylenediaminetetra-acetic acid tetra-sodium salt (EDTA) (Unilab, Ajax 

chemicals) at a final concentration of 1.5 mg/mL. The blood was immediately centrifuged 

at 3000 g for 2 minutes at 4C and 15 L of plasma was obtained. Plasma was diluted 1 

in 18 with Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) pH 7.4, before being aliquoted out to obtain 

9 L aliquots for treatment with various oxidants. 

 

To test the effect of oxidants on thiol proteins in plasma, 1 L of PBS or oxidant (either 

hydrogen peroxide or hypochlorous acid) prepared in PBS was added to 9 L diluted 

plasma, so that the oxidant with the final concentrations up to 10 mM reacted with 20 

fold diluted plasma during 15 minutes of incubation at room temperature. 

 

After being exposed to various concentrations of H2O2 and HOCl, the remaining thiol 

groups (-SH) of plasma proteins were fluorescently labelled with BODIPY FL-N-(2-

aminoethyl) maleimide (FLM; Invitrogen) by adding 1 L of 10 mM FLM into the plasma 

sample, followed by vortexing the plasma sample. Thiol groups which had been oxidised 

were not labelled with any fluorescent tags (Figure 1). 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Labelling of thiol groups (-SH) with FLM. Thiol groups of plasma proteins 

were labelled with the fluorescent tag FLM. When plasma was treated with various 

oxidants, thiols can be oxidised into a disulfide or other oxidised forms, making them 

unavailable for fluorescent tag labelling. 
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Labelled plasma samples were diluted with 2  loading dye (0.5 M Tris, pH 6.8, 3% SDS 

w/v, 30% v/v glycerol, 0.03% w/v bromophenol blue, 0.25 M dithiothreitol), and then 

heated at 95˚C for 5 minutes to denature proteins. For each sample, a volume of 10 L 

(including loading dye) was applied to each gel lane. 

 

SDS-PAGE was performed using the Hoefer SE 400 Series system (glass plate of size 

18  16 cm). Gel and buffer compositions were based on manufacturer’s instructions. 

Samples were resolved on 4-16% polyacrylamide gel. For trichloroethanol-UV 

visualisation of proteins in gel (stain-free gel), trichloroethanol of final concentration 1% 

(v/v) was added to the resolving gel solution (Ladner, Edwards, Schriemer, & Turner, 

2006). Electrophoresis was performed at 10 mA with voltage not exceeding 120 V and 

run for 12-16 hours at 4˚C. 

 

The fluorescent gel was scanned using the ChemiDoc XRS+ system (Bio-Rad) for 

fluorescence (FLM, Blue Epi illumination excitation source, 530/28 emission filter; TRm, 

Red Epi illumination excitation source, 695/55 emission filter). The bands were quantified 

using densitometry with ImageJ version 1.48 software (W. Rasband, U.S. National 

Institutes of Health, USA), using 16 bit Image type and Mean gray value function. Protein 

thiol oxidation states of specific protein bands were quantified by fitting the bands to FLM 

and TRm in-gel standard curves using second-order polynomial regression.  

 

4.2.5 Alternative alkylating agents for gel-free approaches to 

identify plasma thiol proteomes 

For labelling with iodoacetamide reagents, plasma samples were first labelled with 6.25 

mM deuterated iodoacetamide (D4-IAM) to alkylate the free thiols before reversibly 

oxidised thiols were reduced into free thiols with TCEP at 4.5 mM over 16 hours. The 

remaining sample was alkylated with iodoacetamide (IAM) at 12.5 mM. Excess alkylating 

agents were then removed with Zeba Spin Desalting column (40K MWCO, 0.5 mL, 

ThermoFisher). 
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For labelling with maleimide reagents, freshly collected blood samples were immediately 

labelled with either N-ethylmaleimide (NEM) or biotinylated maleimide (MB) within one 

minute in order to trap the free thiols. Specifically, a blood volume of 5 L was added 

into 95 L of PBS containing 1 mM final concentration of either NEM or MB before being 

centrifuged at 3000 g for 5 min at 4C and 10 L of partially labelled plasma transferred 

out. The plasma samples were further incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature to 

complete labelling of free thiols. A volume of 1L of 10 mM cysteine solution was added 

into each sample, followed by incubation at room temperature for 30 minutes, to remove 

excess alkylating reagent. To reduce the disulfide bonds for optimal protein coverage 

with mass spectrometric analysis, 1 L of 50 mM TCEP in SDS/Tris solution was added 

to each sample before incubation at 65C for 5 h. Newly reduced disulfide bonds were 

alkylated by addition of 1 L of 10 mM deuterated NEM and vortexing for 30 minutes at 

room temperature. Active deuterated NEM was removed by adding 1 L of 100 mM 

cysteine before the protein samples were precipitated to remove small molecules by 

adding 1 mL of cold acetone and incubating samples at -20C over 16 hours. Proteins 

were recovered by centrifugation at 10,000 g for 5 min at 4C, and the acetone 

supernatant was removed. The protein pellet was washed with 1 mL of cold acetone and 

recovered again as above. Cleaned protein samples were then further processed for 

mass spectrometric analysis as described in the section below. 

4.2.6 Sample processing for mass spectrometric analysis 

For in-gel protein bands, each gel band containing a thiol protein to be identified was cut 

into 1 mm cubes and de-stained 3 times with 100 μl of 25 mM ammonium bicarbonate 

in 50% acetonitrile (ACN) at 37°C for 30 minutes before drying by vacuum centrifugation. 

Protein was digested by addition of 150 ng trypsin in 25 mM ammonium bicarbonate. 

The digestion reaction proceeded at 37°C for 16 hours. Digested protein was extracted 

by 3 additions of 1% triflouroacetic acid in ACN and incubation at room temperature for 

20 minutes before desiccated by vacuum centrifugation. 

Gel-free plasma samples were digested by adding trypsin directly at protein:protease 

(w:w) ratio of approximately 25:1 in 100 mM Tris-Cl (pH 7.0) buffer solution.  

Biotin-conjugated peptides were further cleaned using cation exchange and enriched via 

an avidin column. Purification using these ICAT cation exchange and ICAT avidin affinity 

columns (Sciex) was carried out as per protocols provided by the manufacturer. 
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Peptides were desalted on a Strata-X 33 µm polymeric reversed phase column 

(Phenomenex) before being evaporated to dryness in a centrifugal vacuum concentrator 

before analysis by Liquid chromatography – tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) as 

described below. 

For analysis with MALDI-TOF/TOF mass spectrometry, dried peptides were 

reconstituted in 10 μL 80% (w/v) ACN, 0.1% (w/v) trifluoroacetic acid (TFA). Of the 

extracts, 0.6 μL was combined with 0.6 μL matrix solution (10 mg/mL α-cyano-4- 

hydroxycinnamic acid, 10 mM ammonium citrate, 80% ACN, 0.1% TFA) on a stainless 

steel plate, and allowed to air dry. Analysis was performed with a 5800 MALDI-TOF/TOF 

Mass Spectrometer (Applied Biosystems, MA). Parent mass peaks (mass range m/z 

800–4000 from combined MS and MS/MS spectra) were submitted to the MASCOT 

database for identification of peptides, using the following search conditions: Swissprot 

database, species Homo sapiens, trypsin digest with allowance for up to one missed 

cleavage per peptide, no fixed modifications, variable modification of oxidation on 

methionine residues, MS tolerance of 0.4 Da, MS/MS tolerance of 0.4 Da. Proteins were 

identified on the basis of two or more peptides with ion scores exceeding the significance 

threshold (p < 0.05), and also validated by the existence of the cysteine residue (which 

would be necessary to be labelled with the fluorescent maleimide tag), and the mass 

position also had to be matched to the corresponding protein identified. 

 

For LC-MS/MS analysis, the extract was reconstituted in 2% acetonitrile (ACN), 0.1% 

formic acid (FA) solution for loading into a Prominence (Shimadzu) HPLC for 

chromatographic separation, which was directly sprayed into a 5600 TripleTOFTM (Sciex) 

mass spectrometer. The HPLC mobile phase consisted of 0.1% FA and 2% ACN in water 

(A) and 0.1% FA and 2% water in ACN (B). Gradient elution was performed with 2% B 

for 3 min, increased to 40% B at 15 min, then ramped to 98% B by 16 min and held for 

2 min before reduced back to 2% B within 1 min. Column temperature was set at 40°C. 

Positive electrospray ionization mode was operated to acquire MS data by information-

dependent acquisition (IDA), whereby only the top 20 MS peaks between 400 and 1250 

m/z were selected for further MS/MS scans. Mass tolerance was 50 mDa. A BSA 

calibration was conducted before a batch of samples was run.  

 

For LC-MS/MS analysis with Q Exactive™ HF Hybrid Quadrupole-Orbitrap™ Mass 

Spectrometer (Thermofisher): plasma thiol proteins labelled with NEM or biotinylated 

maleimide (described in section 4.2.5) were reconstituted in 2% ACN, 0.1% formic acid 

(FA) solution (using ultrapure LC-MS grade water). The sample was then analysed by 

electrospray ionisation mass spectrometry using a Thermo UltiMate 3000 nanoflow 

UHPLC system (Thermo Scientific) coupled on-line to a Q Exactive HF mass 
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spectrometer (Thermo Scientific). Peptides were loaded onto an Acclaim™ PepMap™ 

100 C18 LC Column, 2 µm particle size x 150 mm (Thermo Scientific) and separated 

with a linear gradient of water/acetonitrile/0.1% FA (v/v).  Specifically, the HPLC mobile 

phase consisted of 0.1% FA and 2% ACN in water (A) and 0.1% FA and 2% water in 

ACN (B). Gradient elution was performed with 3% B for 5 min, increased to 10% B at 12 

min, then further increased to 25% B at 66 min and 45% B at 73 min, and ramped to 

98% B by 74 min and held for 5 min before reduced back to 10% B within 1 min. Column 

temperature was set at 40°C. MS data was acquired using a data-dependent method 

whereby the top 20 MS peaks between 350 and 1400 m/z were selected for further 

MS/MS scan. The resolution for full MS and data-dependent MS2 were 60,000 and 

15,000 respectively, and dynamic exclusion was 30.0 s. MS/MS data were converted 

into Mascot Generic Format (MGF) using Proteome Discoverer (v 2.3.0.523) before 

being imported into the database search engine Mascot (www.matrixscience.com) for 

identification of peptides and proteins as described below. 

 

4.2.7 Database searching to identify plasma thiol proteins and 

peptides 

MS/MS data was imported into the database search engine Mascot 

(www.matrixscience.com) for identification of peptides and proteins, using the following 

search conditions: Swissprot database, all mammalian species, trypsin digest with 

allowance for up to one missed cleavage per peptide, no fixed modifications, variable 

modification of oxidation on methionine residues and appropriate alkylating reagents 

(such as NEM, IAM, in-house biotinylated maleimide), MS tolerance of 0.2 Da, MS/MS 

tolerance of 0.2 Da. Protein identification was determined on the basis of 2 or more 

identified peptides with ion scores exceeding the significance threshold, containing thiol 

groups and having an appropriate molecular weight given the relative position of the 

protein band on the gel. 

 

http://www.matrixscience.com/
http://www.matrixscience.com/
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4.2.8 Immunoblot to confirm transthyretin identification 

Plasma samples were mixed with or without 5000 Da PEG-maleimide in 40 mM 

imidazole solution (pH 7.4) at 6.25 mM final concentration to label free thiols with PEG. 

Samples were resolved on 4-15% SDS-PAGE TGX Stain-Free gels (Bio-Rad) followed 

by protein transfer onto nitrocellulose membranes using a Trans Turbo Blot system (Bio-

Rad). Immunoblots were performed with the anti-human transthyretin antibody 

(Invitrogen) diluted 1:1000 in 5% skim milk in Tris buffered saline with Tween (TBST). 

HRP-conjugated goat anti-rabbit secondary antibodies were from Thermo Fisher 

Scientific diluted 1:10,000 in 5% skim milk in TBST. Chemiluminescence signal was 

captured using the ChemiDoc MP Imaging System (Bio-Rad). 

 

4.2.9 Statistics 

Data analysis was performed using Microsoft Excel for Office 365 MSO 

(16.0.12026.20334) and plotted using RStudio version 3.4.0 (RStudio Team, 2015), 

ggplot2 package (Wickham, 2016). T-tests were used to compare plasma samples 

subject to oxidants to the control samples. Groups were considered significantly different 

where p<0.05. All data points are presented ± SEM and n=5 (biological replicates).  

 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 In human plasma exists a thiol proteome that consists of 

more than one protein 

Fluorescent labelling of free thiols indicated that a thiol proteome exists in plasma. 

Excess H2O2 was added to completely oxidise most (if not all) thiol groups on proteins to 

prepare a negative control sample. Figure 4.2A shows that plasma proteins once 

oxidised by H2O2 did not react with FLM labels to the same extent. An alternative 

possibility for the reduction in FLM signal could be that proteins were degraded by 

excessive H2O2 exposure. However, a stain-free gel image of the same lanes indicated 

that proteins did not undergo substantial degradation (Figure 4.2-B). 
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Figure 4.2 Example SDS-PAGE analysis showing the presence of proteins 

containing thiol groups in plasma. FLM was used as a fluorescent chemical labelling 

reagent to label thiol groups. The first lane in (A) and (B) shows the plasma sample 

treated with excess (5 M) H2O2 before remaining thiol groups were labelled with FLM. 

FLM-plasma is plasma labelled with FLM directly. (A) Fluorescent image of fluorescently 

labelled thiol proteins showing the oxidation of thiols when treated with excess H2O2, with 

excess FLM observable at the bottom of the gel. (B) Stain-free image (showing protein 

amounts in gels) of the same gel lanes as (A). 

 
 

4.3.2 Thiol proteome mapping of plasma 

Using one-dimensional electrophoresis gel with fluorescently labelled thiol proteins, 

eleven thiol containing proteins were identified (Table 4.1). Most proteins were identified 

with at least two significant peptides. The exception was transthyretin, whose 

identification was based on only one significant peptide and thus was confirmed with 

immunoblot (Figure 4.3). 

Table 4.1 Identification of plasma thiol proteins from fluorescent gels.  

 Protein name 
Number of 
cysteines 

Accession 
number 

Number of 
significant 
peptides 

1 Inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy 
chain H2 

8 P19823 2 

2 Alpha-2-macroglobulin 25 P01023 5+ 

3 Serotransferrin 40 P02787 3 

4 Serum albumin 35 P02768 5+ 
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5 Fibrinogen beta chain 12 P02675 2 

6 Fibrinogen gamma chain 11 P02679 6 

7 Immunoglobulin gamma-1 heavy 
chain 

 11 P0DOX5 3 

8 Haptoglobin   12 P00738 3 

9 Serum amyloid P-component 2 P02743 2 

10 Immunoglobulin lambda-1 light 
chain 

5 P0DOX8 2 

11 Transthyretin 2 P02766 1 
 

 
 
From LC-MS/MS analysis with 5600 TripleTOFTM (Sciex) for plasma thiol proteins 

labelled with D4-IAM, eight proteins with free thiols were identified (Table 4.2). 

Table 4.2 Identifications of plasma thiol proteins from D4-IAM-labelling. 

 Protein name 
Number of 
cysteines 

Accession 
number 

Number of 
significant 
peptides 

1 Fibronectin 63 P02751 1 

2 Serum albumin 35 P02768 5+ 

3 Serotransferrin 40 P02787 5+ 

4 Immunoglobulin heavy constant 
gamma 2 

11 P01859 5+ 

5 Immunoglobulin heavy constant 
gamma 3 

18 P01860 4 

6 Ig gamma-2B chain C region 11 P20761 2 

7 Immunoglobulin lambda constant 2 3 P0DOY2 4 

8 Immunoglobulin lambda constant 1 3 P0CG04 3 

 

From LC-MS/MS analysis with Q Exactive™ HF Hybrid Quadrupole-Orbitrap™ Mass 

Spectrometer (Thermofisher) for NEM-labelled plasma, eighty-five proteins with free 

thiols, as confirmed with labelling by NEM, were identified (Table 4.3). 
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Table 4.3 Identifications of plasma thiol proteins from NEM-labelling.  

 Protein name 
Number of 
cysteines 

Accession number 
Number of 
significant 
peptides 

1 Afamin 34 P43652 5+ 

2 Alpha-1-acid glycoprotein 1 4 P02763 5+ 

3 Alpha-1-antitrypsin 3 P01009 5+ 

4 Alpha-2-antiplasmin 6 P08697 5+ 

5 Alpha-2-HS-glycoprotein 14 P02765 5+ 

6 Alpha-2-macroglobulin 25 P01023 5+ 

7 Apolipoprotein A-II 2 P02652 5+ 

8 Apolipoprotein B-100 24 P04114 5+ 

9 Apolipoprotein E 2 P02649 5+ 

10 Beta-2-glycoprotein 1 23 P02749 5+ 

11 C4b-binding protein alpha chain 36 P04003 5+ 

12 Carboxypeptidase N subunit 2 15 P22792 5+ 

13 CD5 antigen-like 27 O43866 3 

14 Ceruloplasmin 15 P00450 5+ 

15 
Complement C1q subcomponent subunit 
B 

4 P02746 3 

16 Complement C3 27 P01024 5+ 

17 Complement C4-B 27 P0C0L5 5+ 

18 Complement C4-A 28 P0C0L4 5+ 

19 Complement factor B 24 P00751 5+ 

20 Complement factor H 82 P08603 5+ 

21 E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase UBR5 56 O95071 0 

22 Fibrinogen alpha chain 13 P02671 5+ 

23 Fibrinogen beta chain 12 P02675 5+ 

24 Fibrinogen gamma chain 11 P02679 5+ 

25 Gelsolin 7 P06396 5+ 

26 Haptoglobin 12 P00738 5+ 

27 Haptoglobin-related protein 9 P00739 5+ 

28 Hemoglobin subunit beta 2 P68871 5+ 

29 Hemoglobin subunit delta 2 P02042 5+ 

30 Hemopexin 13 P02790 5+ 

31 Heparin cofactor 2 3 P05546 5+ 

32 Immunoglobulin alpha-2 heavy chain 16 P0DOX2 5+ 

33 Immunoglobulin gamma-1 heavy chain 11 P0DOX5 5+ 

34 
Immunoglobulin heavy constant alpha 
1 

15 P01876 5+ 

35 
Immunoglobulin heavy constant 
gamma 2 

11 P01859 5+ 

36 
Immunoglobulin heavy constant 
gamma 3 

18 P01860 5+ 

37 
Immunoglobulin heavy constant 
gamma 4 

9 P01861 5+ 

38 Immunoglobulin heavy constant mu 12 P01871 5+ 
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39 Immunoglobulin heavy variable 3-23 3 P01764 5+ 

40 Immunoglobulin heavy variable 3-30-5 3 P0DP03 5+ 

41 Immunoglobulin heavy variable 3-30-3 3 P0DP02 5+ 

42 Immunoglobulin heavy variable 3-30 3 P01768 5+ 

43 Immunoglobulin heavy variable 3-33 3 P01772 5+ 

44 Immunoglobulin heavy variable 3-64 3 A0A075B6Q5 2 

45 Immunoglobulin heavy variable 3-64D 3 A0A0J9YX35 5+ 

46 Immunoglobulin heavy variable 3-72 3 A0A0B4J1Y9 5+ 

47 Immunoglobulin kappa light chain 5 P0DOX7 5+ 

48 Immunoglobulin kappa constant 3 P01834 5+ 

49 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 6-21 2 A0A0C4DH24 2 

50 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1D-13 3 A0A0B4J2D9 5+ 

51 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-13 3 A0A0C4DH69 5+ 

52 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-5 4 A0A0C4DH67 5+ 

53 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1D-39 3 P04432 5+ 

54 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-39 3 P01597 5+ 

55 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-27 3 A0A075B6S5 5+ 

56 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-6 3 A0A0C4DH72 5+ 

57 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1D-12 3 P01611 5+ 

58 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-12 3 A0A0C4DH73 5+ 

59 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-9 3 P01599 5+ 

60 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-8 4 P04430 3 

61 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-17 3 P01602 5+ 

62 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-16 3 P0DP09 4 

63 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-33 3 P01594 5+ 

64 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1D-33 3 P01593 5+ 

65 Immunoglobulin lambda constant 7 3 A0M8Q6 5+ 

66 Immunoglobulin lambda-1 light chain 5 P0DOX8 5+ 

67 Immunoglobulin lambda-like polypeptide 5 6 B9A064 5+ 

68 Immunoglobulin lambda constant 2 3 P0DOY2 5+ 

69 Immunoglobulin lambda constant 3 3 P0DOY3 5+ 

70 Immunoglobulin lambda constant 6 3 P0CF74 5+ 

71 Immunoglobulin lambda-1 light chain 5 P0DOX8 5+ 

72 Immunoglobulin mu heavy chain 14 P0DOX6 5+ 

73 Kallistatin 3 P29622 5+ 

74 Kininogen-1 19 P01042 5+ 

75 N-acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine amidase 10 Q96PD5 5+ 

76 
Phosphatidylcholine-sterol 
acyltransferase 

6 P04180 1 

77 Plasminogen 48 P00747 5+ 

78 Protein AMBP 16 P02760 5+ 

79 Prothrombin 26 P00734 5+ 

80 Serotransferrin 40 P02787 5+ 

81 Serum albumin 35 P02768 5+ 

82 Serum paraoxonase/arylesterase 1 3 P27169 5+ 
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83 Transthyretin 2 P02766 5+ 

84 Vitamin D-binding protein 28 P02774 5+ 

85 Vitronectin 14 P04004 5+ 

 

From LC-MS/MS analysis with Q Exactive™ HF Hybrid Quadrupole-Orbitrap™ Mass 

Spectrometer (Thermofisher) for biotinylated-maleimide labelled plasma, identified thiol 

proteins are shown in Table 4.4. Using biotinylated-maleimide labelling and the 

subsequent purification step at the peptide level (Section 4.2.6) means only thiol-

containing peptides were eluted in the final sample to be identified by mass spectrometry. 

Other peptides that do not contain thiols would have been lost during the wash steps of 

the purification protocol. The resultant protein identifications are thus based on the 

identified thiol-containing peptides that have been labelled and eluted after the 

purification process. Two thiol-containing peptides (VTITCR and ATLSCR) are common 

among several alternatives of immunoglobulin kappa variables, as reported in Table 4.4. 

Other than that, only three other proteins were identified using this method. 

Table 4.4 Identifications of thiol proteins with biotinylated maleimide labels.  
Protein name No. of cysteines Accession number 

1 Serum albumin 35 P02768 

2 Serotransferrin 40 P02787 

3 Fibrinogen gamma chain 11 P02679 

4a Immunoglobulin kappa light chain  

Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-13 

Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1D-39 

Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-16 

Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1D-12  

Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-5 

Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1D-16  

Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-17 

Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-39  

Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-12  

Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-6  

Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-9  

Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-8  

Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1D-13  

Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-27  

Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1D-17  

5 

3 

3 

4 

3 

3 

4 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 

3 

3 

3 

P0DOX7 

P0DP09 

P04432  

P04430 

P01611  

P01602  

P01601 

P01599  

P01597  

A0A0C4DH73  

A0A0C4DH72  

A0A0C4DH69  

A0A0C4DH67 

A0A0B4J2D9  

A0A075B6S5 

A0A075B6S4  
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Immunoglobulin kappa variable 6-21 

Immunoglobulin kappa variable 6D-21 

2 

2 

A0A0C4DH24 

A0A0A0MT36 

5b Immunoglobulin kappa variable 3-11 

Immunoglobulin kappa variable 3-15 

Immunoglobulin kappa variable 3-20 

Immunoglobulin kappa variable 3D-7 

Immunoglobulin kappa variable 3D-11 

Immunoglobulin kappa variable 3D-15 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

P04433 

P01624 

P01619 

A0A0C4DH55 

A0A0A0MRZ8 

A0A087WSY6 

a VTITCR, the peptide containing labelled cysteine, is a common part of the sequence of all 
the proteins in the respective row. 

b ATLSCR, the peptide containing labelled cysteine, is a common part of the sequence of all 
the proteins in the respective row. 

 
 

For the gel-based method, at least two significant peptides were obtained for all thiol 

protein identifications except for transthyretin, where there was only one significant 

peptide observed (see Table 4.1). In order to confirm that this lower abundant 

transthyretin protein in plasma contains free thiols, plasma was labelled with PEG-

maleimide which reacts with free thiols to cause shifts of proteins by SDS-PAGE. The 

shifting of transthyretin is evidence that free thiols exist in transthyretin (Figure 4.3). 
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Figure 4.3 Immunoblot confirming transthyretin is a thiol containing protein in 

plasma. Plasma was directly labelled with heavy PEG-maleimide to label potential free 

thiols in plasma proteins before the sample was analysed by SDS-PAGE and transferred 

onto nitrocellulose membrane to detect transthyretin with anti-transthyretin antibody. No 

reducing agents (TCEP or DTT) were added to the plasma in order to test for the 

presence of free thiol(s) in the native proteins. Transthyretin has two cysteine residues 

which can both be labelled with PEG, allowing up to two extra bands of shifted 

transthyretin detected. 

 

Samples that were labelled with biotinylated maleimide tags could be enriched further 

with an avidin column. In theory, such an enrichment (also called purification) process 

should have enhanced the number of identifications obtained from mass spectrometric 

outputs. However, in my work, the numbers of thiol-containing proteins and peptides 

identified from NEM-labelled blood protein sample were significantly higher than from the 

blood protein samples where biotinylated tag was used in alkylation, followed by 

enrichment or purification of biotin-labelled peptides (Figure 4.4). 
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Figure 4.4 Thiols from NEM-labelled versus MB-labelled samples. NEM-labelled 

samples provide higher numbers of thiol proteins and peptides compared to MB-labelled 

samples. 

 

A total of 98 plasma thiol proteins were identified from all methods (fluorescent SDS-

PAGE preceding mass spectrometric identifications, LC-MS/MS analysis with 

iodoacetamide or maleimide tags, and LC-MS/MS with biotinylated tags). The numbers 

of common and unique thiol proteins identified for all methods are shown in Figure 4.5 

Venn diagram, and the functional classifications of these plasma thiol proteins are shown 

in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.5 Identification of plasma thiol proteins using different analytical 

techniques. Number of thiol protein identifications from fluorescent gel bands (Table 

4.1), from direct LC-MS/MS after labelling plasma thiols with either IAM or NEM (Table 

4.2 and Table 4.3) and from LC-MS/MS after purifying plasma thiols that had been 

labelled with biotinylated maleimide (Table 4.4). 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Classification of 98 plasma thiol proteins according to their functional 

categorization. The number of proteins in each category is shown in parentheses after 

each function category. A number of proteins are included in multiple categories, 

therefore the total number of proteins in the brackets add up to more than 98. 
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4.3.3 Decrease in free thiols when plasma is subject to oxidants 

The presence of distinct thiol proteins in blood led to the question of whether these 

proteins can respond to oxidative insults. To test whether the plasma thiol proteins were 

sensitive to oxidants, plasma was exposed to varying concentrations of oxidants such 

as hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and hypochlorous acid (HOCl) and the relative levels of 

thiols were compared with the control sample. Seven thiol proteins that were visible as 

distinct fluorescent bands were used to quantify levels of thiol oxidation under varying 

concentrations of different oxidants as shown in Figure 4.2. 

 

The levels of free thiols in plasma were measured based on the fluorescent signals of 

FLM alkylating reagent. When subjecting plasma proteins to different concentrations (up 

to 10 mM) of hydrogen peroxide and hypochlorous acid, the levels of free thiols at 

different protein bands were evidently decreased (Figure 4.8). Comparing across the two 

oxidants, hypochlorous acid was the more potent oxidant, significantly oxidising serum 

albumin, fibrinogen beta chain, fibrinogen gamma chain, haptoglobin and transthyretin 

at 10 mM.  Hydrogen peroxide, in contrast, only causes significant decrease in the level 

of free thiols for transthyretin at 10 mM  (Figure 4.8). 

 

 
Figure 4.7 Fluorescently labelled thiol proteins under various oxidising 

conditions. Plasma were treated with up to 10 mM of H2O2 or HOCl (prepared in PBS 

buffer), followed by labelling of protein thiols with the fluorescent thiol-alkylating reagent. 

PBS instead of H2O2 and HOCl was added to control samples. Protein loading was the 

same for each gel lane (15 g), and levels of protein thiols were measured based on the 

fluorescent signals of FLM. Significant protein identifications obtained using MALDI-

TOF/TOF or LC-MS/MS are shown adjacent to the corresponding band of a control 

sample 

 

Immunoglobulin lambda-1 light chain 
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Figure 4.8 Decrease in free thiols of plasma proteins in response to hydrogen peroxide 

and hypochlorous acid. Relative thiol levels of seven different proteins (serum albumin, 

fibrinogen beta chain, fibrinogen gamma chain, haptoglobulin, serum amyloid P-component, 

immunoglobulin lambda-1 light chain, transthyretin) are shown after treatment of plasma with 

different concentrations of hydrogen peroxide and hypochlorous acid. Relative thiol levels were 

calculated based on the fluorescent signals emited by each thiol protein band, with the value of 1 

set for the fluorescent signal of the corresponding protein band in the control sample. 

*Significantly different from the control sample thiol level (Dunnett test for multiple comparisons, 

p < 0.05). Five biological samples from different volunteer particiants were used (n=5). 
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For the more potent hypochlorous acid, both serum albumin and transthyretin were 

comparable in their responses, with decreases in thiol levels detected at all 

concentrations of hypochlorous acid added. However, for hydrogen peroxide, 

transthyretin was the only protein that was responsive to addition of 5 mM and 10 mM 

hydrogen peroxide (paired t-test, p=0.03 and p=0.008 respectively) (Figure 4.8).  

 

4.3.4 Decrease in thiol levels is independent from abundance 

There are two possible causes for the decrease of thiols when plasma was treated with 

high concentration of oxidants, which are (1) degradation of plasma proteins in response 

to oxidants added or (2) oxidation of free thiols. The same amounts of plasma proteins 

(the same volume extracted from the same sample) were subjected to oxidants and were 

diluted by the same factors and loaded at the same amount onto SDS-PAGE gels. The 

possibility of degradation could be tested by staining the SDS-PAGE gel with Coomassie 

to measure the abundance of protein levels. The abundance of plasma proteins 

remained stable, even when the levels of plasma thiols decreased (Figure 4.9).  

Therefore, the reduction in thiol levels can be attributed to the oxidation of free thiols, 

which made them no longer available for reaction with the fluorescent dye FLM.  

 

Figure 4.9 Plasma thiol levels and protein abundance upon treatment of plasma with HOCl. 

Levels of free thiols were measured based on the fluorescent signals from FLM (left vertical axis), 

and abundance levels of plasma proteins were measured based on the signals from Coomassie 

staining (right vertical axis). These two measurements are shown in relation to the concentration 

of hypochlorous acid used to treat plasma (horizontal axis). Plasma treated with HOCl was 

labelled with FLM, then run on SDS-PAGE for fluorescence analysis, followed by Coomassie stain 

for abundance analysis. Thiol levels were read from the fluorescence signal of the thiol-reactive 

dye FLM, and protein abundance values of the same protein were measured from the Coomassie 

signals for the respective protein band.  
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4.4 Discussion 

Preliminary fluorescent labelling combined with SDS-PAGE analysis demonstrated the 

presence of multiple plasma proteins which possess free thiol groups that can react with 

thiol-reactive fluorescent probes. Proteomic workflows were then employed to identify 

the thiol proteins present in plasma. By using various alkylating reagents to capture the 

free thiol groups of cysteine residues on plasma proteins, followed by different mass 

spectrometric instrumentation, a total of 98 plasma thiol proteins were identified. 

Proteome thiol proteins were also categorised according to their functions. Most of the 

98 plasma thiol proteins identified were found to be part of the immune system. 

Plasma thiol proteins can be oxidised when exposed to oxidants. When plasma samples 

were exposed to various concentrations (up to 10 mM) of hydrogen peroxide and 

hypochlorous acid, the levels of thiols were decreased to different extents for different 

proteins. Using the relative fluorescent signals on SDS-PAGE from fluorescent thiol-

labelling probes, transthyretin appears to be the most susceptible to oxidation upon 

exposure to these oxidants, even more sensitive to oxidation than albumin. This was 

particularly evident for the case of hydrogen peroxide as transthyretin was the only 

protein that showed significant reduction in the number of thiols available while even 

albumin did not show significant changes. Therefore, transthyretin was the most 

sensitive thiol protein in responding to hydrogen peroxide. 

A drawback in the experiment testing the effects of hydrogen peroxide and hypochlorous 

acid on plasma, is that the high concentrations of oxidants are unlikely to reflect the 

physiological concentrations of these oxidants in blood. Specifically, peroxide has an 

estimated concentration generally below 600 M (Varma & Devamanoharan, 1991), and 

HOCl can have concentration up to 5 mM at inflammatory sites as mentioned in the 

Introduction, and has been tested over the range 0.1-1mM to induce pore formation on 

red blood cells (Zavodnik et al., 2000). Nonetheless, this chapter has successfully 

demonstrated the differential sensitivity of plasma thiol proteins when subject to oxidative 

stress.  

Most previous research tended to focus on albumin, which is the most abundant plasma 

protein and able to react with a wide variety of oxidant species (Turell et al., 2013). Many 

studies assess oxidative stress via measuring protein carbonyls, which arise from direct 

attack of ROS/RNS on proteins, or from secondary reactions with oxidised lipids (Suzuki, 

Carini, & Butterfield, 2009). Albumin was previously found to be the most sensitive to 

carbonylation at the lowest concentration of HOCl (Colombo et al., 2017). However, a 

recent study also suggested that transthyretin has a free thiol that is more readily 

accessible to oxidation compared to that of albumin or other blood proteins (Pereira, 
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Minamino, & Takao, 2015). This recent finding is thus consistent with the finding of this 

chapter, suggesting that transthyretin is a potentially useful thiol protein in assessing the 

levels of oxidative stress in blood. Differential responses of plasma proteins to oxidants 

in plasma also opens possibilities of using thiol proteins as a novel set of biomarkers of 

oxidative stress, distinctive from and perhaps complementary to the traditional 

measurement of carbonylation of proteins as the readout for oxidative stress levels. 

Several methods have been employed in this chapter to delve deeper into this plasma 

thiol proteome, each of which has its advantages and limitations. For example, the 

proteins identified from cutting fluorescent gel bands from section 4.3.2 offered a 

sensitive visual image of thiol proteins that are matched with their specific identifications, 

which is helpful for analysing effects of oxidants on the specific thiol proteins. However, 

these identifications were based on the assumption that protein with free thiols did not 

co-migrate with other proteins containing cysteine residues. Therefore, confirmation of 

protein identification was done via other techniques such as immunoblotting (to confirm 

the identification of the thiol protein transthyretin) and non-gel approaches to confirm and 

complement the identifications of plasma thiol proteins. 

Non-gel approaches involved labelling free thiols with specific chemical agents (NEM, 

IAM or MbB). These helped further identify thiol containing proteins, thereby expanding 

the coverage of plasma thiol proteome that had not previously been investigated. These 

non-gel techniques also offered more confidence in confirming of the existence of thiol 

proteins as the modified peptides were identified by Mascot bioinformatics algorithm to 

achieve 95% confidence. Given the Q Exactive™ HF Hybrid Quadrupole-Orbitrap™ is a 

more sensitive mass spectrometer than 5600 TripleTOFTM (Sciex), it is unsurprising that 

NEM labelling of plasma thiol proteins followed by analysis with Q Exactive™ HF Hybrid 

Quadrupole-Orbitrap™ Mass Spectrometer (Thermofisher) provided the highest number 

of thiol protein identifications. 
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My findings indicate that the different techniques resulted in differences in the number of 

thiol containing proteins. In planning this experiment, I assumed that MB-labelled 

samples would yield the largest number of identified proteins because of the purification. 

Thus, it was surprising that even after purification, MB-labelled samples did not achieve 

as large a coverage as the equivalent NEM-labelled samples (with no purification). This 

could be because NEM is lighter (at 125 m/z) than MB (476.5 m/z), and is more easily 

ionised and detected on LC-MS/MS. Another factor could be that the purification process 

has not been sufficiently optimised. Perhaps the pH and other aspects of the purification 

steps could be modified in order to minimise hydrolysis and oxidation that could have 

occurred to the MB tags during the time-consuming sample preparation (Boyatzis et al., 

2017). 

Overall, these novel results demonstrate the existence of a thiol proteome in plasma. 

These plasma thiol proteins can show differential responses upon in vitro exposure to 

high concentrations of oxidants.  
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Chapter 5 Optimised dual labelling method to measure 

reversible oxidation of plasma thiol proteins 

5.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter (Chapter 4), I established the existence of a rich thiol proteome 

in blood and plasma. Moreover, the plasma thiol proteins appeared to be oxidised to 

different extents when plasma was treated with high concentrations (up to 10 mM) of 

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and hypochlorous acid (HOCl). In other words, plasma thiol 

proteins may exhibit differential sensitivities to oxidative stress in blood, which means 

some proteins will likely be better oxidative stress biomarkers than others. The work in 

this chapter sought to develop a sensitive fluorescent method to quantify the changes in 

the levels of total thiols and reversible thiol oxidation. Plasma proteins were now exposed 

to much lower levels of oxidants and the changes in thiol oxidation of plasma proteins in 

response to such exposure was analysed. 

No known study has comprehensively quantified reversible thiol oxidation of various thiol 

proteins in blood or plasma. The lack of research into blood protein thiol oxidation could 

be because the extracellular environment such as blood has much higher oxidising 

potentials than the intracellular (Y.-M. Go & Jones, 2008). Thiols are prone to oxidation 

and reversible thiol oxidation are labile in nature (Ying et al., 2007). Therefore, the 

proteome of blood and plasma has not been examined, except for most abundant serum 

albumin cysteine 34 (Anraku, Chuang, Maruyama, & Otagiri, 2013; Turell et al., 2013). 

However, the presence of multiple plasma thiol proteins warrants further research into 

how these plasma thiol proteins behave under oxidative stress. In particular, reversible 

thiol oxidation may affect protein function so it is of interest to understand how the levels 

of reversible thiol oxidation of individual proteins change in response to oxidative stress. 

Given reversible thiol oxidation is labile in nature, robust methods are needed to 

sensitively quantify reversible thiol oxidation to detect meaningful and statistically 

significant changes. Sensitive techniques, such as fluorescent or mass spectrometry-

based approaches have been developed to quantify the levels of thiol oxidation and 

helped reveal insights into the thiol oxidation landscape in some biological tissues 

(Armstrong et al., 2011; El-Shafey et al., 2011; Terrill et al., 2016). Such approaches 

could provide the sensitive tools needed to delve into the reversible oxidation of plasma 

or blood thiol proteome. 
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One approach to quantify reversible oxidation of plasma proteins is to employ a highly 

sensitive dual fluorescent labelling technique, where reduced and reversibly oxidised 

protein thiols are consecutively labelled with different fluorescent alkylating reagents. 

This technique has previously developed to analyse reversible thiol oxidation in muscle 

tissues (Armstrong et al., 2011). The subsequent analysis of relative fluorescent signals 

from the protein thiols, which are labelled with the two different fluorescent labels, allow 

for quantification of reversible thiol oxidation. The work in this chapter will involve 

optimising different steps of the dual labelling procedures (first labelling step, removal of 

excess first label, reduction step, second labelling step and adjusting the range of in-gel 

standards) in order to adapt this technique from quantifying protein thiols in muscles to 

quantifying protein thiols in plasma. 

The two fluorescent labels had previously been chosen and tested so that their excitation 

and emission spectra do not overlap, which allows for measurements of their individual 

signals on the same SDS-PAGE image (Armstrong et al., 2011; Lui, Lipscombe, & 

Arthur, 2010). Choosing such dual tags allows for ratiometric analysis of reversible thiol 

oxidation relative to total thiol oxidation. The ratiometric approach provides the 

advantage of eliminating the need to adjust for variations in protein abundance or protein 

loads among different lanes. This helps improve the sensitivity in detecting and 

quantifying thiol oxidation despite the varying amounts of individual proteins in different 

physiological conditions (Lui et al., 2010). Therefore, this fluorescent dual labelling 

technique should provide a powerful and sensitive tool to measure changes in plasma 

protein thiols caused by changes in oxidant levels. 

In this chapter, fluorescent maleimide alkylating reagents were used to label plasma 

treated with only up to 100 µM of H2O2 and HOCl. These concentrations are 100 fold 

less than those used in the previous chapter. These concentration values were arbitrarily 

chosen to investigate the responses of blood thiol proteins to oxidants, given 

physiological levels of H2O2 in blood and plasma are still controversial (Forman et al., 

2016), and the concentrations of HOCl are also dependent on tissue conditions 

(Colombo et al., 2017).  Because the oxidant concentrations are much lower than those 

used in the previous chapter, a more sensitive technique needed to be developed to 

detect differences in protein thiol oxidation across samples. 
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To simulate endogenous production of oxidants in blood in vitro, phorbol 12-myristate 

13-acetate (PMA) was used. PMA is known to stimulate neutrophils to produce oxidants 

(via stimulation of protein kinase C to activate neutrophil NADPH-oxidase). In this 

chapter, PMA was added directly to freshly collected blood from volunteer participants 

and the resultant thiol oxidation of different plasma proteins was analysed and compared 

to the control blood samples. The relative sensitivities of different thiol proteins to 

endogenous superoxide production induced by PMA was analysed. 

The aim of this chapter is to quantify the levels of thiol oxidation (both total and reversible 

oxidation) of the seven specific plasma proteins when the blood was subjected to (1) low 

concentrations of oxidants (up to 100 M) such as hydrogen peroxide or hypochlorous 

acid, (2) PMA stimulation at 100 ng/mL of blood. To achieve this aim, the fluorescent 

dual labelling technique which had been established to quantify reversible thiol oxidation 

in muscles (Armstrong et al., 2011) will be applied to labelling the reduced and oxidized 

protein thiols in plasma, and to allow for the subsequent analysis of reversible thiol 

oxidation. 

5.2 Materials and methods 

5.2.1 Materials 

Double-deionized (DDI) water was used throughout. Acetone was purchased from chem-

supply. Maleimide-biotin (MB) and the deuterated 2D labelled MB (2D), Maleimide-

benzene-biotin (MbB) and the 13C isotopically labelled MbB (13C) tags were synthesized 

in-house. All other chemicals and reagents were obtained from Sigma–Aldrich (Castle 

Hill, Australia) unless otherwise stated. Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) pH 7.4 was 

prepared by adding one tablet of condensed PBS (Medicago) into 500 mL water. 

5.2.2 Dual labelling technique plasma thiol proteins with two 

different fluorescent tags to assess oxidation of thiol proteins 

Two different fluorescent tags BODIPY FL-N-(2-aminoethyl) maleimide (FLM; Invitrogen) 

and Texas Red C2-maleimide (TEX; Invitrogen) were used to sequentially label thiol 

groups and the reversibly oxidised thiol groups. The schematic diagram of the dual 

labelling procedure is illustrated in Figure 5.1 (FLM and TEX are Tag1 and Tag2 

respectively). This dual labelling procedure had previously been developed to measure 

thiol oxidation in muscle tissues (Armstrong et al., 2011), and was optimised to analyse 

reversible thiol oxidation in plasma.  

The optimised procedure for plasma, in brief, involved: diluting plasma 20 fold in PBS 

buffer pH 7.4 while trapping with the 0.75 mM TEX (in DMSO). The sample was then 
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incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes to complete the first labelling with TEX. A 

volume of 10 L from each sample was then transferred to a new centrifuge tube, to 

which 1 L of 10 mM cysteine was added (to remove excess tag), followed by incubation 

for 30 minutes at room temperature. The sample was then reduced by adding 1 L of 

50 mM TCEP and incubated at 65C for 4 hours. The second labelling was performed 

by adding 1 L of 8 mM FLM (the final concentration of FLM is 0.6 mM). After incubation 

of sample for 30 minute at room temperature, the excess FLM removed by adding 1 L 

of 100 mM cysteine. The concise protocol for processing blood shown in the Appendix 

B. 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Flow diagram showing the fluorescent dual tag labelling procedure and 

the specific steps that were optimised to adapt this procedure to analysing plasma 

samples. These specific optimised steps were (1) 1st labelling: reduced cysteine 

residues were labelled with the first fluorescent maleimide-based alkylating reagent 

(Tag1), (2) removal of excess first tags: by the addition of cysteines (so that cysteines 

react with active Tag1, rendering it inactive), (3) reduction with TCEP: reversibly 

oxidised cysteine residues were converted into reduced forms by incubation with TCEP, 

and (4) 2nd labelling: cysteine residues reduced in step (3) were now labelled with the 

second fluorescent reagent (Tag2).  
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The optimisation process is described as follows: 

The dual labelling procedure started with labelling diluted blood with TEX, then removing 

excess TEX with cysteine. To minimise artificial oxidation in blood, whole blood was 

diluted (one in twenty) in pre-cooled PBS containing sufficient fluorescent tags for 

labelling. Various concentrations of TEX were tested to determine the concentration of 

TEX needed to sufficiently trapping and labelling thiol proteins in blood. An appropriate 

TEX concentration was added to blood, and then the samples were centrifuged at 3000g 

at 4C. Proteins in plasma were transferred to new labelled centrifuge tubes and 

incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes for complete labelling with TEX. The 

excess TEX was then removed by adding various concentrations of cysteine (0 mM, 

5 mM, 10 mM, 20 mM, 50 mM and 100 mM). The samples were then reduced of protein 

samples with TCEP to determine the appropriate cysteine concentration needed to 

completely react with excess TEX. 

The samples were reduced with TCEP by adding 1 L of 50 mM Tris(2-

carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) in SDS/Tris (final pH adjusted to 7.0 with NaOH) to each 

plasma sample. Various time durations (0 h, 2 h, 4 h, or 6 h) were tested to see if 

reduction occurred sufficiently by incubating plasma with TCEP before labelling with 

FLM. The sufficient duration of incubation for reduction with TCEP was 4 hours at 65C. 

After TCEP incubation was the labelling of the reduced blood sample with the second 

tag, FLM, followed by removal of excess active FLM with cysteine. Following TCEP 

incubation, various concentrations of FLM were tested to find the sufficient amounts of 

FLM needed as a second alkylating reagent to label originally reversibly oxidised thiols. 

In the optimised procedure, a final FLM concentration 0.54 mM was added to the 

samples to label newly reduced thiols (which were originally oxidised before the TCEP 

reduction step) by incubation at room temperature for 30 minutes. Excess FLM was 

removed by the addition of excess cysteine (adding 1 L of 100 mM cysteine) before the 

samples were analysed on SDS-PAGE. 

5.2.3 Preparation of in-gel standards 

Fluorescent BSA standards were prepared by mixing different concentrations of tags 

with excess BSA (using 10 mg/mL BSA in SDS/Tris stock), followed by incubation of 

standards for 30 minutes at room temperature in the dark. Final concentrations of in-gel 

standards for FLM and TEX ranged from 1 M to 0 M (Table 5.1). 
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Table 5.1 Preparation of fluorescent in-gel standards for SDS-PAGE. 

Standard Preparation 

60 M FLM, 

60 M TEX. 

4.8 L 5 mM FLM + 11.2 L DMSO + 384 L 10 mg/ml BSA, 

4.8 L 5 mM TEX + 11.2 L DMSO + 384 L 10 mg/ml BSA. 

Incubated for 30 min in dark 

2 M FLM, 

2 M TEX 

2 L 60 M FLM + 58 L SDS/Tris 

2 L 60 M TEX + 58 L SDS/Tris 

1 M FLM and 1 M 

TEX. 
20 L of 2 M FLM + 20 L of 2 M TEX 

0.5 M FLM and 0.5 

M TEX, 

0.25 M FLM and 

0.25 M TEX 

Serially diluted 1 in 2 with SDS/Tris from 1 M FLM and 1 M TEX 

standard 

0 M 100 L of SDS/Tris. 

Resultant SDS-PAGE images were quantified using ImageJ software. The percentages of 

total thiol oxidation were calculated as follows: 

% Thiol oxidation = 
Number of oxidised thiols

Number of oxidised thiols + Number of reduced thiols
 

 = [TEX]

[TEX] + [FLM]
 

 

5.2.4 Collection of blood from participants 

Five healthy participants were recruited from the student population of the University of 

Western Australia (UWA). Participants were informed of all the risks associated with the 

study and signed the informed consent. Ethical approval was obtained from the UWA 

Human Research Ethics Committee (RA/4/20/6030). 

A volume of approximately 100 L of blood was collected by lancing a finger of healthy 

volunteer participant with a sterile lancet, and collected into a clean sterile centrifuge 

tube containing 1 L of 150 mg/mL EDTA in DMSO (so that the final EDTA concentration 

was 15 mg/mL). 

 

5.2.5 Applications of 2-tag methods to analysing blood treated with 

hydrogen peroxide and hypochlorous acid  

The blood was immediately centrifuged at 3000 g for 2 minutes at 4C, and the plasma 

(in the supernatant) obtained was diluted 1 in 18 with Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) 
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pH 7.4, before being aliquoted out to obtain seven 9 L aliquots for treatment with various 

oxidants. 

To test the effect of oxidants on thiol proteins in plasma, 1 L of PBS or oxidant (either 

hydrogen peroxide or hypochlorous acid) prepared in PBS was added to 9 L diluted 

plasma, so that the oxidant with the final concentrations of 20 M, 50 M or 100 M. The 

oxidant was left to react with the blood for 15 minutes at room temperature. All samples 

were then dually fluorescently labelled using the optimised procedure described earlier. 

 

5.2.6 Simulation of in vivo conditions by inducing oxidation stress in 

blood with PMA 

Upon collection, the blood sample was aliquoted into six 9 L volumes (three for control 

and three for PMA stimulation). Oxidative stress was induced in blood in vitro by adding 

1 L of 1000 ng/mL PMA directly into blood for a final concentration of 100 ng/mL PMA 

(diluted in PBS) and the sample was incubated at 37C for 15 minutes. To prepare the 

control samples, 1 L of PBS (without PMA) was added to into one of the 9 L aliquots 

prepared. Blood samples were then dually labelled with fluorescent tags using the 

optimised procedure (see Appendix C for the concise protocol). 

5.2.7 Statistics and figures 

Unless otherwise stated, statistical analyses were carried out using GraphPad Prism 

version 8. Error bars shown in graph indicate SEM values. Unless otherwise stated t-

tests or one-way ANOVA with post t-tests and Holm-Sidak correction for multiple 

comparison test were used. Groups were considered significantly different where 

p<0.05.  

The majority of figures generated in this chapter were generated with RStudio 

(Version 1.1.456). R packages used included ggplot2, plyr and tidyverse. 

5.3 Results   

Saturation labelling was performed to optimise the levels of Tag 1, cysteine, TCEP, and 

Tag 2, in order to determine the optimal reagent concentrations and other experimental 

conditions (flow diagram in Section 5.2.2) for the fluorescent dual labelling protocol. 

5.3.1 Labelling of first tag TEX 

The saturation curve plateaued at 0.5 mM TEX concentration (Figure 5.2). Therefore, 

the minimum TEX concentration of 0.75 mM was chosen for the first labelling of free 

thiols in blood and plasma. 
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Figure 5.2 First labelling of free thiols with TEX. Different concentrations of TEX in 

precooled-PBS were used to label 1/20 diluted blood. Fluorescent signals of a particular 

protein band relative to the maximum value were measured (ie. maximum arbitrary value 

of fluorescent signal was assigned the value of 1). Data are presented as mean  SEM  

(n=3). *Significantly different from the maximal fluorescent signal from TEX. 

 

5.3.2 Removal of excess first tag by Cys 

Before incubating the sample with TCEP to convert reversibly oxidised cysteine residues 

into reduced forms, excess TEX had to be removed to prevent unwanted labelling of 

newly reduced cysteine residues (Figure 5.1). Without cysteine addition, there was 

additional labelling following TCEP reduction (point A indicated in Figure 5.3). A minimum 

concentration of 10 mM cysteine was necessary to remove all the excess TEX. At 10 

mM or higher concentration of cysteine, no more TEX was present to further label the 

reduced plasma proteins (boxed region B indicated in Figure 5.3). Therefore, signal 

plateaued to the baseline level due to the pre-existing reduced cysteines that had been 

labelled with TEX before cysteine and TCEP were added. 
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Figure 5.3 Removal of excess TEX with cysteines. To plasma labelled with 0.75 mM 

TEX, various cysteine concentrations were tested. Fluorescent signals of the serum 

albumin protein bands were measured after the samples were reduced and analysed on 

SDS-PAGE (the maximum fluorescent value was assigned the value of 1). Cysteine of 

10 mM concentration was sufficient to remove excess TEX. Data are presented as mean 

 SEM  (n=3). *Significantly different fluorescent signal compared to minimum signal. 

5.3.3 Reduction for TCEP 

To fully reduce reversibly oxidised cysteine residues, samples were incubated with TCEP 

over different time periods. Then, relative fluorescent signals of the serum albumin 

protein bands on SDS-PAGE were measured (Figure 5.4). It was found that incubation 

of plasma sample with TCEP at 4 mM over four hours at 65C was sufficient to maximally 

reduce reversibly oxidised thiols such as those forming disulfide bonds (Figure 5.4). 
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Figure 5.4 TCEP reduction. Fluorescent signals relative to the maximum value were 

measured from the serum albumin band on SDS-PAGE. Data are presented as mean  

SEM  (n=3). * Significantly different from maximum fluorescent signal. 

As shown in Figure 5.4, for samples that were incubated with TCEP at room temperature, 

there was no significant change in relative fluorescent signal over time. An elevated 

temperature was tested, and TCEP incubation at 65C was found to be more effective 

in reducing reversibly oxidised thiols than incubation TCEP at the same concentration at 

room temperature. At least 4 hours at 65C was required to get maximal reduction. 

5.3.4 Labelling of second tag FLM 

Increasing concentrations of FLM were added to label new free thiols (after TCEP was 

used to reduce all reversibly oxidised thiols), and maximum FLM signal was achieved for 

protein bands on SDS-PAGE at an FLM concentration at 0.54 mM (Figure 5.5). 

Therefore, 0.6 mM final FLM concentration was chosen as the optimised concentration 

for labelling the reversibly oxidised thiols in plasma samples. 
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Figure 5.5 Labelling with FLM as second tag. Plasma samples were labelled with 

the first tag (TEX), excess TEX was removed and samples were then reduced with 

TCEP over 65C for 4 hours before various FLM concentrations were tested to provide 

the labelling for newly reduced thiols. Fluorescent signals of serum albumin bands on 

SDS-PAGE were measured relative to the maximum value. Data are presented as 

mean  SEM (n=3). *Significantly different from maximal FLM fluorescent signal. 

5.3.5 In-gel standards 

Free and reversibly oxidised thiols of specific proteins were quantified with one-

dimensional SDS-PAGE using in-gel standards (Figure 5.6). Various working ranges 

were tested for these in-gel standards and it was found that the suitable maximum 

standard was 10 pmol. However, due to the large dynamic range of protein abundances 

in plasma, two or more different dilutions of plasma samples were needed in order to 

quantify reversible thiol oxidation levels with confidence. For example, plasma sample 

needed to be diluted further so that fluorescent signals from serum albumin were within 

the standard range (illustrated in Figure 5.7); whereas higher protein loading was needed 

to make the low abundant transthyretin protein visible and its fluorescent signals sit within 

the standard range. 
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Figure 5.6 In-gel fluorescent standards. (A) TEX scan of in-gel fluorescent standards. 

(B) FLM scan of in-gel fluorescent standards. (C) TEX gel standard curve working range 

0–10 pmol. (D) FLM gel standard working range 0–10 pmol. 

 

Figure 5.7 Representative example of fluorescent signal outside standard range. 

(A) TEX signals. (B) FLM signals. Fluorescent standard curves are shown. Fluorescent 

signals from three protein bands in the same sample, on the same electrophoretic gel 

with the fluorescent standards, are illustrated as horizontal dotted lines. While fibrinogen 

gamma chain and serum amyloid P-component fluorescent signals fall within the 

standard range, signals for serum albumin fall outside the standard range. Hence, the 

sample needs to be diluted before the percentage of serum albumin thiol oxidation is 

calculated. 
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After the optimisation was completed, plasma samples were analysed with SDS-PAGE 

and various thiol proteins in plasma were analysed for their reversible thiol oxidation 

levels with in-gel fluorescent standard curves. A representative fluorescent SDS-PAGE 

is illustrated in Figure 5.8, showing the seven thiol proteins that were consistently 

quantifiable using this technique. 

 

 

Figure 5.8 Representative SDS-PAGE showing dually labelled plasma proteins 

and in-gel fluorescent standards. The first nine lanes are replicates of a dually 

labelled plasma protein sample. The last four lanes contain in-gel fluorescent 

standards, and other lanes are dually labelled plasma proteins. Fluorescent signals 

from tag 1 (TEX) and tag 2 (FLM) were set to be in green and red respectively. For this 

gel, approximately 15 g of plasma protein was loaded into each lane. Identifications 

shown correspond to findings from previous chapter. 
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5.3.6 Reproducibility of 2-tag labelling on plasma and whole blood 

The technique needs to be reproducible to sensitively detect meaningful statistical 

significance in proteins across samples. To assess the reproducibility of the fluorescent 

dual labelling technique, the coefficient of variation percentages (CV%) were calculated 

for different proteins across technical replicates for plasma and blood samples. 

Percentage values of thiol oxidation of particular proteins using this protocol were found 

to be robust, with CV% values consistently under 10% (n=3) for both plasma and blood, 

as long as the blood was collected directly into EDTA-containing tube at final EDTA 

concentration of 1.5 mg/mL (Table 5.2). EDTA prevented the blood from clotting and 

ensured accurate volumes for transferring of blood. Without EDTA, blood of healthy 

volunteer participants clotted quickly, leading to inaccuracies in transferring blood 

volumes. 

Table 5.2 List of proteins and CV% for reversible thiol oxidation measurements. 

The samples underwent the entire fluorescent duel labelling protocol. These are CV% 

values of the final percentages of reversible thiol oxidation calculated for plasma, whole 

blood without EDTA addition during collection, and whole blood with EDTA addition 

(n=3). Separate blood aliquots as technical replicates underwent the entire labelling 

procedure in parallel. 

Protein 
CV% for 

plasma 

CV% for 

blood 

(without 

EDTA) 

CV% for 

blood (when 

collected 

with EDTA) 

Albumin 6.7% 26.7% 5.3% 

Fibrinogen beta chain 9.2% 22% 2.8% 

Fibrinogen gamma chain 9.4% 17.0% 1.4% 

Haptoglobin 9.2% 26.2% 5.3% 

Serum amyloid P-component 5.9% 6.0% 1.1% 

Immunoglobulin lambda 1 light-chain 5.1% 8.7% 9.8% 

Transthyretin 7.2% Not available* 5.3% 

*Flm signals from excess tags cover the transthyretin protein bands 

 
Measurements of reversible thiol oxidation of plasma proteins using the dual labelling 

technique have lower CV% (Table 5.3) than if only one fluorescent tag was used to 

measure the reduced thiols (Figure 5.9). Better reproducibility means more sensitivity at 

detecting changes in the levels of oxidation. Therefore, the dual labelling method is 

preferable especially when small changes in reversible thiol oxidation are expected. 
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Table 5.3 List of proteins and CV% for fluorescent signal from the 1st tag. This is 

equivalent to 1-tag labelling, on plasma and whole blood without EDTA addition and 

with EDTA addition (n=3). 

Protein 
CV% for 

plasma 

CV% for 

blood 

(without 

EDTA) 

CV% for 

blood (when 

collected 

with EDTA) 

Albumin 10.2% 67.7% 25.5% 

Fibrinogen beta chain 10.8% 54.7% 13.8% 

Fibrinogen gamma chain 10.4% 48.1% 20.9% 

Haptoglobin 11.0% 41.5% 26.8% 

Serum amyloid P-component 8.8% 32.3% 9.3% 

Immunoglobulin lambda 1 light-chain 14.2% 24.4% 19.4% 

Transthyretin 22.9% 15.4% 6.8% 

 

 

Figure 5.9 Comparison of CV% of dual tag labelling versus one tag labelling in 

plasma and blood. The CV% values were obtained from Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 for 

(A) plasma, and (B) blood with EDTA. Data are presented as mean  SEM (paired t-

test, n=7 for the seven proteins presented in the tables). Significance expressed as * p 

< 0.05. ** p < 0.005. 
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5.3.7 Applications of dual labelling methods to analysing blood 

treated with hydrogen peroxide and hypochlorous acid 

The optimised dual labelling procedure was applied to measuring the levels of reversible 

thiol oxidation of plasma proteins upon exposure to low concentrations (up to 100 M) of 

hydrogen peroxide and hypochlorous acid. Only transthyretin showed significant 

decrease in reversible thiol oxidation when exposed to 20 M of hypochlorous acid 

(Figure 5.10). There were no other significant changes in the level of reversible thiol 

oxidation for other proteins and other conditions. 
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Figure 5.10 Relative levels of reversible thiol oxidation of plasma proteins when 

exposed to up to 100 M H2O2 and HOCl. Biological replicates (n=3-5) were 

subjected to different concentrations of hydrogen peroxide and hypochlorous acid. The 

levels of reversible thiol oxidation of various plasma proteins are shown relative to 

control (no oxidant). *Significantly different from control (using Dunnett’s test by 

GraphPad Prism) 
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5.3.8 Using 1-tag to analyse blood treated with hydrogen peroxide 

and hypochlorous acid 

When blood was exposed to physiological concentrations of H2O2 and HOCl (less than 

or equal to 100 M) and analysed using the experimental approach from the previous 

chapter (ie. using only the first labelling with Tag 1 in Figure 5.1) to alkylate reduced 

cysteine residues), no significant decreases in the levels of reduced cysteine residues 

were found (Figure 5.11). 
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Figure 5.11 Relative levels of total thiols of plasma proteins when exposed to up 

to 100 M H2O2 and HOCl. Biological replicates (n=3-5) were subjected to different 

concentrations of hydrogen peroxide and hypochlorous acid. The levels of thiol oxidation 

of various plasma proteins (measured by the fluorescent signal of the 1-tag labelling) are 

shown relative to the maximum fluorescent value. No significant difference using 

Dunnett’s test by GraphPad Prism. 
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5.3.9 Applications of dual labelling methods to analysing blood 

stimulated with PMA. 

Next, the dual labelling method was applied to analysing blood that had been treated 

with PMA to stimulate neutrophils in blood to produce oxidants. After correction for 

multiple t-test comparisons using the Holm-Sidak method, transthyretin was the only 

plasma thiol protein which showed significant responses in two out of five blood samples 

stimulated with PMA. Interestingly, transthyretin did not respond in the same way when 

tested across different biological samples (Figure 5.12). For example, the thiol protein 

oxidation profile in Figure 5.12 (B) showed a significantly increase in reversible thiol 

oxidation of transthyretin, whereas this percentage value was a significant decrease in 

Figure 5.12 (C). 

 

Figure 5.12 Responses of plasma thiol proteins to PMA stimulation of blood. Blood 

from five volunteer participants (A – E) were stimulated with PMA. Three technical 

replicates (n=3) for each biological samples were chosen to detect a difference in 

percentage thiol reversible oxidation values between control and PMA-stimulated blood 

samples. *Significant difference between control and PMA-stimulated blood. 
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5.4 Discussion 

In this chapter, a dual fluorescent labelling technique was successfully developed to 

reproducibly measure the reversible thiol oxidation levels of specific plasma proteins. 

When low concentrations of oxidants (up to 100 M) were directly added to blood, 

transthyretin was the only protein found to respond to a low dose (20 M) of 

hypochlorous acid. However, when blood was treated with PMA to stimulate the 

neutrophil production of ROS, only two out of five cases showed responses of 

transthyretin to PMA stimulation. This could be because of various antioxidant capacities 

among individuals. Overall, transthyretin appeared to be the most sensitive thiol protein 

in response to minor changes in oxidative stress conditions of plasma. Therefore, 

transthyretin remains a promising thiol protein biomarker for oxidative stress 

A fluorescent dual labelling technique involving consecutive labelling of free and oxidised 

thiols in blood had been developed to label muscle proteins previously (Armstrong et al., 

2011; Terrill et al., 2016). In order to adapt the muscle-optimised technique to plasma 

samples, the types and amounts of reagents at specific steps in the protocol were 

optimised to establish the new protocols to cater for analysing plasma samples (Figure 

5.1). Since the dual labelling method uses ratiometric measurement of the thiol redox 

state, it is independent of variations in protein amounts. Therefore, this allowed for a 

more robust (lower CV%) and sensitive quantification. 

As with previous chapter, plasma samples were subjected to different concentrations of 

oxidants to test the effects of these on reversible thiol oxidation of the seven identified 

blood proteins. The dual labelling technique was applied and a significant decrease was 

detected in reversible thiol oxidation of transthyretin when exposed to 20 M of 

hypochlorous acid. It was surprising that no other significant changes in the reversible 

thiol oxidation were detected in transthyretin, nor any other proteins under other 

concentrations of oxidants. The lack of responses despite exposure to antioxidants could 

be due to a number of reasons: (1) the high antioxidant capacity of blood in healthy, non-

smoking volunteers (Bloomer, 2007) which can react to quench the introduced oxidants 

(Racek, Herynková, Holecek, Jerábek, & Sláma, 1997), (2) red blood cells also have 

antioxidant enzymes activity (Ogunro, Ogungbamigbe, & Muhibi, 2010; Revin et al., 

2019). For future experiments, perhaps a higher concentration of hydrogen peroxide or 

hypochlorous acid, or a longer sustained exposure is needed to overwhelm the 

antioxidant capacity of the blood before changes in thiol oxidation can be detected. This 

experiment needs to be repeated, but it was not done due to time constraints. 
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When blood was stimulated with PMA, intriguing results arose as thiol proteins did not 

respond in the same way across different biological samples.  This could be because of 

the varying antioxidant potentials among individuals (Pandey, Mehdi, Maurya, & Rizvi, 

2010). Blood is a complex tissue, and different individuals have varying oxidative 

environments in blood depending on their gender, exercise training status and dietary 

intake (Bloomer & Fisher-Wellman, 2008). Therefore, the responses in thiol oxidation of 

individual blood thiol proteins differed despite having the same stimulation with PMA.  

Although responses to plasma proteins to oxidative stress in PMA-stimulated blood 

varied on individual basis, the overall finding is that among the complex combination of 

various oxidants and antioxidants in blood, transthyretin appeared to be the most 

sensitive blood thiol protein in response to changes in the oxidative environment such 

as stimulation with PMA. However, the significant changes in thiol oxidation of 

transthyretin could also be due to chance. In either case (causal or by chance), further 

investigation is needed to understand how responsive transthyretin is to oxidation. 

Measuring only reversible thiol oxidation offered an interesting observation as higher 

concentration of oxidant did not necessarily mean increased reversible thiol oxidation. 

Specifically, the level of reversible thiol oxidation in transthyretin decreased as a result 

of exposure to 20 M of hypochlorous acid (Figure 5.10 G) although the overall levels of 

reduced thiols are not changed (Figure 5.11 G). Given the dual labelling method only 

measures the reversible oxidation of thiol, this could mean that transthyretin thiols 

underwent irreversible oxidation instead of reversible oxidation. This could also have 

been a technical problem, but due to insufficient time, the experiment could not be 

repeated. Therefore, future work would involve the experiment being repeated with more 

sustained exposure of blood to oxidants. The varying responses of transthyretin in 

different blood samples in response to the same PMA stimulation are also intriguing, but 

it still supports the idea that transthyretin is relative more sensitive than other blood 

proteins in response to changes in the oxididative environment. 
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Chapter 6 Immunoblotting investigation of 
sensitivity of transthyretin thiols in 
response to oxidative stress 

 

6.1 Introduction 

Transthyretin was identified as the most sensitive thiol protein in plasma based on 

electrophoretic work in the previous two chapters. This is intriguing because serum 

albumin has been suggested to be a sensitive oxidative stress biomarker (Anraku et al., 

2013; Lim et al., 2020). In this chapter, further investigation was undertaken to establish 

whether transthyretin is a more sensitive to oxidation than serum albumin in response to 

oxidative stress. 

The sensitivity of albumin in response to oxidative stress (by stimulation of blood with 

PMA) has previously been assessed using an SDS-PAGE approach based on the PEG-

labelling method (Lim et al., 2020). This involved labelling blood samples with PEG 

maleimide, followed by visualising and quantifying albumin bands in electrophoretic gels. 

This technique was not suitable for use with lower abundant proteins such as 

transthyretin because it lacks sufficient sensitivity to detect transthyretin with 

electrophoretic gel. Quantification of less abundant protein required a more sensitive 

technique to visualise the unlabelled and PEG-labelled proteins. To this end, an 

immunoblotting approach was chosen following the electrophoretic step, in order to 

amplify the signals from the low abundant transthyretin and allow for the quantification 

of transthyretin with different oxidative states of its thiol groups. 

Serum albumin thiol has thirty-five cysteine residues, only one of which (cysteine at 

position 34) is partially oxidised and can have a free thiol, while the other cysteines are 

completely oxidised to form disulfide bonds (Anraku et al., 2013; The UniProt 

Consortium, 2019). Reversibly oxidised cysteine 34 can be selectively reduced (while 

not reducing other disulfide bonds) by adding L-cysteine (Lim et al., 2020). In contrast, 

transthyretin only has two cysteine residues (The UniProt Consortium, 2019). Its 

reversibly oxidised thiols can thus be reduced with TCEP, which is a standard reducing 

reagent used in proteomic processing of many complex samples (Melnikova, Skirda, & 

Nesmelova, 2019). Therefore, to analyse the thiol oxidation of serum albumin in parallel 

with transthyretin, two separate reduction procedures were performed, one with TCEP, 

and the other with cysteine. 
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This chapter aimed to investigate the sensitivity of transthyretin thiols to oxidative stress 

induced by PMA stimulation of blood (refer to Section 5.1 for further information), using 

chemical labelling with PEG and immunoblotting. First, a method to detect and quantify 

the thiol oxidation of transthyretin in PEG-labelled blood samples was developed. 

Second, the oxidation of transthyretin was compared to serum albumin oxidation in 

response to the same PMA stimulation. By examining the relative sensitivities of these 

two plasma thiol proteins (albumin versus transthyretin) in response to oxidative stress 

induced via PMA stimulation, preliminary results provided information on how promising 

transthyretin is as a biomarker of oxidative stress. 

6.2 Materials and methods 

6.2.1 Materials 

Protein molecular weight standards were from Bio-Rad (Dual colour standards, Bio-Rad, 

Australia) and polyethylene glycol maleimide (PEG), 2000 g/mol, was from JenKem 

Technology (USA). All other chemical reagents were obtained from Sigma–Aldrich 

(Castle Hill, Australia) unless otherwise stated. 

6.2.2 Participants 

Three healthy participants were recruited from the student population of the University 

of Western Australia (UWA). Participants were informed of all the risks associated with 

the study and signed the informed consent. Ethical approval was obtained from the UWA 

Human Research Ethics Committee (RA/4/20/6030). 

6.2.3 Treatment of blood 

A sterile lancet was used to lance the finger of each healthy volunteer participants (18+ 

year-old adults) to obtain approximately 50 L of blood into a 1.5 mL centrifuge tube, 

containing Ethylenediaminetetra-acetic acid tetra-sodium salt (EDTA) (Unilab, Ajax 

chemicals) at a final concentration of 1.5 mg/mL.  

Before labelling with PEG, blood was stimulated with PMA by the addition of 1 L of 1000 

ng/mL PMA (in PBS) into 9 L of blood for a final concentration of 100 ng/mL PMA. The 

sample was then incubated at 37C for 15 minutes before being labelled with PEG. For 

control samples, the same volume of PBS (without PMA) was added to each blood 

sample, and the sample was also incubated at 37C for 15 minutes.  
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To label blood with the 2000 Da PEG-maleimide, the blood was mixed with PEG in 40 

mM imidazole solution (pH 7.4) at 6.25 mM final concentration to label free thiols with 

PEG. The tubes were vortexed briefly and then centrifuged (3000 g, 10 min). The 

supernatant containing the plasma was collected and incubated at room temperature for 

20 min. These are considered Before reduction samples. Two separate reduction 

procedures were performed, and separate SDS-PAGE gels were prepared for analysis 

of serum albumin and transthyretin.  

An additional non-PEG blood sample was prepared by diluting the control blood samples 

(not stimulated with PMA) to the same final dilution factor as other blood samples on the 

same gel, using SDS/tris buffer containing 0.5% (w/v) SDS and 0.5 mM Tris (pH 7.4), as 

with other blood samples before loading onto SDS-PAGE. 

6.2.4 Analysis of SDS-PAGE for serum albumin thiols 

As described by by Lim et al. (2020), to measure the level of reversibly oxidised cysteine 

34, a thiol-disulphide exchange reaction (using L-cysteine) was used to create a free 

thiol on cysteine 34 which could then be labelled with PEG. Hence, for analysis of serum 

albumin thiols, a 2.5 L aliquot of the PEG-labelled (Before reduction) plasma sample 

was mixed with 2.5 uL of 20 mM L-cysteine before incubation at room temperature for 

30 minutes, and then a further 5 L of 25 mM PEG was added with a further 30-minute 

incubation at room temperature. This PEG-labelled After reduction sample was diluted 

with SDS/Tris to achieve a final dilution factor of 110 (ie. 110 times diluted compared to 

the original blood). The Before reduction samples, and the non-PEG blood sample, were 

also diluted in SDS/Tris to achieve the same dilution factor. Each sample was mixed with 

equal volume of loading buffer containing 0.5 M tris buffer (pH 6.8), 3% (w/v) SDS, 30% 

(v/v) glycerol and 0.03% (w/v) bromophenol blue in water. A volume of 10 L of each 

sample was loaded on 4-15% SDS-PAGE TGX Stain-Free gels (Bio-Rad), which were 

then electrophoresed at 180 V for 2 hours. Following electrophoresis, the gel was 

washed twice with water before being placed on a UV transilluminator (ChemiDocTM, 

BioRad, Australia) for 5 min and visualised with Image LabTM software (BioRad, 

Australia). The image of the gel was analysed with the National Institute of Health (NIH) 

ImageJ software (version 1.49v, USA; (Schneider, Rasband, & Eliceiri, 2012)). The 

image was inverted, and after background subtraction and editing for speckling and 

noise, a signal profile was plotted for each lane from the gel (ImageJ user Guide 1.46r, 

2012; (Schneider et al., 2012)). The area under each peak was measured using wand 

tool of ImageJ to quantify the intensity for each band. The percentages of free thiols, 

irreversibly oxidised thiols, and reversibly oxidised thiols for HSA cys34 were calculated 
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as described in the method recently developed in our laboratory and published (Lim et 

al., 2020). 

 

6.2.5 Analysis of immunoblot signals for transthyretin 

The blood samples that had been labelled with PEG, with or without reduction with 

TCEP, along with the non-PEG control blood sample, were diluted to the same final 

dilution factor before being loaded onto SDS-PAGE. Samples were resolved on 4-15% 

SDS-PAGE TGX Stain-Free gels (Bio-Rad) followed by protein transfer onto 

nitrocellulose membranes using a Trans Turbo Blot system (Bio-Rad). Immunoblots were 

performed with the anti-human transthyretin antibody (Invitrogen) diluted 1:1000 in 5% 

skim milk in Tris buffered saline with Tween (TBST). HRP-conjugated goat anti-rabbit 

secondary antibodies were from Thermo Fisher Scientific diluted 1:10,000 in 5% skim 

milk in TBST. Chemiluminescence signal was captured using the ChemiDoc MP Imaging 

System (Bio-Rad). 

 

The analysis of transthyretin from immunoblot signals, which possesses two cysteine 

residues and thus can have up to two free thiols, is based on the explanation shown in 

Figure 6.1. Different ratios of immunoblot signals, or the absolute immunoblot signals, of 

respective bands were compared between Before reduction versus After reduction, or 

control versus with PMA stimulation, as shown in the results below. 
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Figure 6.1 Explanation of immunoblotting band components for transthyretin. Transthyretin 

has two thiol groups, each of which could be a free thiol, reversibly oxidised thiol, or irreversibly 

oxidised (referred to as f, r or p respectively in the figure) thiol. Thus, there are six possible 

combinations of the two thiols with varied oxidation status (pp for two irreversibly oxidised thiols, 

or pr, pf, rf, rr or ff). When the 2000 Da PEG-maleimide (PEG) is added to blood to react with free 

thiols, each transthyretin molecule can be labelled with up to two PEG molecules, and are shifted 

up in SDS-PAGE gel, resulting in the appearance of two new bands in the immunoblot image. For 

samples that do not undergo reduction (Before reduction), the top band (2xPEG-transthyretin) 

consists of transthyretin protein molecules that possess two free thiols (ff) and have been labelled 

with two PEG molecules. The middle band (1xPEG-transthyretin) is comprised of transthyretin 

with only one free thiol (pf and rf) and thus labelled with one PEG molecule. The bottom band is 

unlabelled transthyretin (pp + pr + rr). For samples that have been reduced and further labelled 

with PEG (After reduction), all the reversibly oxidised thiols have been reduced by TCEP and 

labelled with PEG, shifting some transthyretin upwards, and hence, the top band (2xPEG-

transthyretin) are combined signals from (ff + rf + rr), the middle band (1xPEG-transthyretin) is (pf 

+ pr), and the bottom band is (pp) as irreversibly oxidised thiols remain oxidised even after 

reduction and cannot be labelled with PEG. 

6.2.6 Statistics 

Statistical analyses were carried out using GraphPad Prism version 8.4.2 g for Windows 64-bit, 

GraphPad Software. Unless otherwise stated, paired T-tests were used. Groups (n=3) were 

considered significantly different where p < 0.05. 
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6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Labelling transthyretin with PEG maleimide 

For the non-PEG control, there was one band at the correct molecular mass expected 

for transthyretin, with no evidence of non-specific binding (Figure 6.2). For blood samples 

that had been labelled with the PEG, two additional bands were observed, consistent 

with the presence of two thiols in transthyretin and with PEG-labelled transthyretin 

molecules being shifted upwards on SDS-PAGE gel (Figure 6.2; explained in Figure 6.1). 

 

Figure 6.2 Representative immunoblotting image of transthyretin in PEG-labelled 

blood samples. Lane 1: Molecular weight (MW) - Precision Plus Protein All Blue 

Standards. Lane 2: Non-PEG blood sample. Lane 3: PEG-labelled PMA-stimulated 

blood Before reduction. Lane 4: PEG-labelled PMA-stimulated blood After reduction, 

Lane 5: PEG-labelled control blood Before reduction. Lane 6: PEG-labelled control blood 

After reduction. Composition of bands: single dark band in lane 2, total transthyretin 

signal from non-PEG blood sample = (ff+pf+rf+pp+pr+rr); top band in lanes 3 and 5 = (ff); 

middle band in lanes 3 and 5 = (pf + rf); bottom band in lanes 3 and 5 = (pp + pr + rr); 

top band in lanes 4 and 6 = (ff + rf + rr); middle band in lanes 4 and 6 = (pf + pr); bottom 

band in lanes 4 and 6 = (pp). See Figure 6.1 for explanation of symbols. 
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6.3.2 Immunoblotting of transthyretin shows linear range for signals 

of unlabelled transthyretin 

For transthyretin that is unlabelled (either because the blood is not labelled with PEG, or 

because the transthyretin has two oxidised thiols which do not react with PEG), the 

amounts of transthyretin can be quantitatively determined using a linear range of 

immunoblot signal for plasma diluted from 5 up to 40 fold (Figure 6.3). More concentrated 

or further diluted plasma outside this linear range meant the immunoblot signal was no 

longer proportional to the amounts of transthyretin present. Therefore, to perform 

quantitative analysis of transthyretin, plasma was diluted to within this range before 

loading onto the SDS-PAGE gel. 

 

Figure 6.3 Quantitative analysis of unlabelled transthyretin. Linear range for 

quantitation of unlabelled transthyretin was observed for dilution of plasma from around 

5 folds up to 40 fold. 

Because unlabelled transthyretin demonstrates linearity on immunoblotting, the level of 

transthyretin possessing two irreversibly oxidised thiols (ie. unlabelled transthyretin 

band) could be determined quantitatively by measuring the signal from the (pp) band 

(which is the unlabelled transthyretin or bottom band in the After reduction blood samples 

as shown in Figure 6.1). The percentage of (pp) was determined by measuring signal 

from this band relative to the total transthyretin signal from the non-PEG blood sample 

(lane 2, Figure 6.2) as follows: 

 

Percentage of transthyretin with two irreversibly oxidised thiols or % (pp)  

= 
bottom band in After reduction sample

total transthyretin signal from non-PEG blood sample
  =  

pp

ff+pf+rf+pp+pr+rr
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Similarly, the percentage of (pp + pr +rr) was determined from unlabelled transthyretin 

band in Before reduction samples (Figure 6.1).  

= 
bottom band in Before reduction sample

total transthyretin signal from non-PEG blood sample
  =  

pp + pr + rr

ff+pf+rf+pp+pr+rr
 

 

To test how stimulation of blood with PMA affects the change of the oxidation of 

transthyretin thiol, percentages of (pp) and (pp + pr + rr) were calculated for transthyretin 

in PMA-stimulated blood samples and control samples. 

No significant changes in the percentage of (pp) were found when blood was stimulated 

with PMA (Figure 6.4 A). However, the percentage of (pp + pr + rr) significantly increased 

when blood was stimulated with PMA (Figure 6.4 B). Given the lack of change in (pp) 

this was likely a result of an increase in reversibly oxidised thiol components, (pr) and 

(rr). 

 

Figure 6.4 Percentages of (pp) and (pp + pr + rr) without and without PMA 

stimulation of blood. (A) Percentage of (pp), which is the proportion of transthyretin 

with the two thiol groups being irreversibly oxidised. (B) Percentage of (pp + pr + rr), 

which represents the proportion of transthyretin with two thiol groups being both 

irreversibly oxidised, or both reversibly oxidised, or one reversibly oxidised and the other 

one irreversibly oxidised. The percentages are calculated by measuring the signal 

intensities of unlabelled transthyretin in the PEG-labelled blood samples relative to the 

non-PEG blood samples. The signals from the unlabelled transthyretin in the samples 

Before reduction and After reduction allows for the calculations of percentages of (pp) 

and (pp + pr + rr) respectively. 
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One way to calculate the level of thiol oxidation is to measure the signal of each band 

relative to another band or to the total signals of all bands in the same lane of the 

immunoblot. For instance, to assess serum albumin oxidation, ratio of the PEG-labelled 

band to the unlabelled band is calculated (Lim et al., 2020). This is dependent on the 

total signal (labelled plus unlabelled) not being affected by PEG labelling. However, for 

transthyretin, the total signal of bands in a sample containing PEG was found to be 

substantially higher than the single transthyretin band in the absence of PEG (Figure 

6.5). Although the protein loading is the same across the samples, Figure 6.5 shows that 

the PEG-labelled samples gave significantly more immunoblot signals compared to the 

non-PEG samples, indicating the interference of PEG with immunoblot visualisation. 

Therefore, only ratios among unlabelled transthyretin bands were quantitative (Figure 

6.3, Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.8 C); calculations involving individual labelled transthyretin 

(1xPEG-transthyretin or 2xPEG-transthyrein) were considered semi-quantitative, 

because the linear range had not been tested for these bands (Figure 6.6, Figure 6.8 A, 

Figure 6.8 B and Figure 6.9); whereas ratiometric data across differently labelled bands 

(for example, ratio of 2xPEG-transthyretin/1xPEG-transthyrein) can only be regarded as 

arbitrary (Figure 6.7). 

 

Figure 6.5 Total immunoblotting signals of transthyretin from non-PEG and PEG-

labelled samples. The diagram shows unlabelled transthyretin immunoblot signal in the 

non-PEG blood samples versus the total transthyretin immunoblot signal combined from 

three bands (the unlabelled, the 1xPEG- and the 2xPEG-labelled transthyretin bands) in 

the PEG-labelled blood samples. Data shown as mean  SEM (n = 3). 
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Comparing the signal of 2xPEG-transthyretin in After reduction sample relative to that in 

Before reduction sample, immunoblot signal was found to significantly increase as a 

result of reduction (Figure 6.6). In other words, immunoblot signal of (ff + rf + rr) was 

significantly more intense than that of (ff). 

 

 

Figure 6.6 Immunoblotting signals of PEG-labelled transthyretin bands before 

versus after reduction. (A) Immunoblotting signals of 2xPEG-transthyretin. Signals 

in Before reduction sample come from transthyretin with two free thiols (ff) that have 

been labelled with two molecules of 2 kDa PEG. Signals in After reduction sample come 

from transthyretin with two free thiols (ff), one free thiol and the other reversibly oxidised 

(rf), and two reversibly oxidised thiols (rr); or (ff + rf + rr). (B) Immunoblotting signals 

of 1xPEG-transthyretin. Signals in Before reduction sample come from transthyretin 

with one irreversibly oxidised thiol and one free thiol (pf), combined with (rf); or (pf + rf). 

Signals in After reduction sample come from (pf) and transthyretin with one irreversibly 

oxidised thiol and the other reversibly oxidised thiol (pr); or (pf + pr). See Figure 6.1 for 

explanation of symbols. Data shown as mean  SEM (n = 3). 
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Upon stimulation of blood with PMA, there were no significant changes in the arbitrary 

ratios of immunoblot signal of 2xPEG-transthyretin to that of 1xPEG-transthyretin in both 

Before reduction and After reduction samples (Figure 6.7 A and B respectively). The 

arbitrary ratios of immunoblot signal in After reduction sample over Before reduction 

sample for the three respective transthyretin bands were also not significantly changed 

(Figure 6.8).  

The absolute immunoblot signals of 2xPEG-transthyretin in the Before reduction sample 

(which represents transthyretin with two free thiols, or ff) significantly decreased as a 

result of PMA stimulation of blood (Figure 6.9 A). No statistically significant difference 

was found in the After reduction 2xPEG-transthyretin immunoblot signals, which is the 

combined signals from ff + rf + rr transthyretin  (Figure 6.9 B). 

 

Figure 6.7 Ratios of signal from transthyretin labelled with two PEG molecules to 

signal from transthyretin labelled with one PEG molecule. (A) Before reduction 

sample, which means that only free thiols are labelled by PEG, and that the ratios 

represent (ff) / (pf + rf) signal (B) After reduction sample, which means that both free 

thiols and reversibly oxidised thiols are labelled by PEG, and that the ratios represent (ff 

+ rf + rr) / (pf + rf). 
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Figure 6.8 Ratios of three different transthyretin bands After reduction relative to 

Before reduction for control and PMA-stimulated sample (A) Ratio of signals from 

transthyretin labelled with two PEG molecules, which means the (ff + fr + rr) / (ff) ratio. 

(B) Ratio of signals from transthyretin labelled with one PEG molecule, which means the 

(pf + pr) / (pf + rf) ratio. (C) Ratio of signals from unlabelled transthyretin in samples After 

reduction over Before reduction, which means the (pp) / (pp + pr+ rr) ratio. 

 

Figure 6.9 Signal of transthyretin labelled with two PEG molecules (A) Before 

reduction sample, the signal is from transthyretin with two free thiols (ff) (B) After 

reduction sample, the signal is the combined signals of transthyretin with two free thiols, 

transthyretin with one free thiol and the other one reversibly oxidised, and transthyretin 

with two reversibly oxidised thiols (ff + rf + rr). 
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6.3.3 Response of HSA to PMA stimulation 

To compare the relative sensitivities of HSA and transthyretin in response to PMA 

stimulation of blood, the levels of free thiols, reversibly oxidised thiols and irreversibly 

oxidised thiols were assessed. In contrast to observed changes in level of transthyretin 

oxidation, no significant changes in the levels of these thiol states were found in HSA 

when blood was stimulated with PMA (Figure 6.10). 

 

Figure 6.10 No detectable significant differences in thiol oxidation of albumin in 

response to PMA. (A) Representative gel lanes showing HSA bands of unlabelled 

versus 2 kDa PEG-labelled human blood samples. Lane 1: PEG-labelled human blood 

sample, showing both PEG-HSA and unlabelled HSA protein bands. Lane 2: control lane 

showing unlabelled human blood, containing only unlabelled HSA protein band. (B) 

Control samples were incubated at 37C for 15 minutes with PMA stimulated samples. 

PMA samples were blood samples incubated at 37C for 15 minutes with 100 ng PMA 

per mL blood to stimulate production of oxidants. Data are shown as mean  SEM (n=3). 
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6.4 Discussion 

An immunoblotting PEG-based method of measuring thiol oxidation of transthyretin was 

developed in this chapter to assess the sensitivity of transthyretin relative to serum 

albumin. Although PEG labelling of transthyretin interferes with immunoblot signals, 

several preliminary findings are presented in this chapter including: (1) a small portion 

(less than 5%) of transthyretin has two irreversibly oxidised thiols; (2) most transthyretin 

molecules have one free thiol while the other is oxidised; (3) PMA  stimulation appears 

to significantly increase reversible oxidation rather than irreversible oxidation of 

transthyretin thiols; and (4) transthyretin is potentially more sensitive than albumin in 

responding to oxidative stress. 

Labelling with PEG can shift free-thiol-containing transthyretin bands to be 

distinguishable from unlabelled transthyretin band. This mobility shift approach can be 

combined with immunoblotting to sensitively interrogate the thiol oxidation of lower 

abundant proteins such as transthyretin (van Leeuwen, Hinchy, Murphy, Robb, & 

Cochemé, 2017). The molecular weight of the PEG used for experimental work in this 

chapter was 2000 Da, which was sufficient to separate transthyretin into three visually 

distinct bands: unlabelled, labelled with one PEG molecule and labelled with two PEG 

molecules. Because the bands are composed of differently oxidised transthyretin, such 

separation enables investigation into how different oxidation states of transthyretin 

respond to oxidative stress.  

Despite the usefulness of PEG, it was found that PEG interferes with immunoblot signals 

of transthyretin. The immunoblotting technique in this chapter was optimised to cover the 

linear range for quantitative analysis of unlabelled transthyretin (Figure 6.3). However, 

transthyretin that was labelled with PEG had unexpectedly intense signal (Figure 6.5). 

This means further optimisation is needed to re-establish the linear range for PEG-

labelled transthyretin bands, which will allow for the quantitative analysis of 2xPEG-

transthyretin and 1xPEG-transthyretin band densities. Examples of optimisation direction 

include attempting more dilution to lower the overly intense signals of PEG-containing 

bands, or changing experimental conditions such that band shifts can occur while the 

immunoblot signals are not affected. Otherwise, quantifying partially saturated 

immunoblots likely leads to underestimating changes across samples (Janes, 2015). 
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Several useful results could still be deduced from the preliminary data in this chapter. 

One conclusion is that there appears to be a very small portion of transthyretin that 

possess two irreversibly oxidised thiols. This is because when excess PEG was added 

to the blood samples that had previously been reduced with TCEP (After reduction 

samples), less than 5% of transthyretin remains unlabelled (this is the (pp) transthyretin, 

with two irreversibly oxidised thiol groups) (Figure 6.4 A). The other 95% (or above) of 

transthyretin was labelled with either one PEG molecule (1xPEG-transthyretin) or two 

PEG molecules (2xPEG-transthyretin).  

The results in this chapter showed that the levels of two free thiols of transthyretin to 

significantly decrease in response to PMA stimulation of blood, unlike the unchanged 

thiol levels in serum albumin. This is likely because of the pKa of or the accessibility to 

the transthyretin thiols are more favourable to oxidative modifications compared to those 

of serum albumin. This finding is consistent with a recent study which suggested that 

free thiol on transthyretin was particularly sensitive to oxidative modification in plasma 

(Pereira et al., 2015). However, the Pereira et al. study did not specifically test the relative 

sensitivity of albumin and transthyretin to oxidants. In contrast, this thesis chapter used 

immunoblotting directly on plasma samples to provide novel data on the direct side-by-

side comparison between the sensitivities of transthyretin and serum albumin in 

response to PMA stimulation of the same blood samples. 

Quantitative analysis of unlabelled transthyretin bands showed that PMA stimulation of 

blood significantly increased the levels of transthyretin having one reversibly oxidised 

thiol and the other thiol either irreversibly or reversibly oxidised (pr and rr). This is based 

on the significant increase in percentage of transthyretin with both thiols being oxidised 

either irreversibly or reversibly (pp + pr + rr) in PMA-stimulated blood compared to the 

control blood (Figure 6.4 B). Because the percentage of transthyretin with both thiols 

being irreversibly oxidised (pp) is unchanged, it can be tentatively concluded that PMA 

caused an increase in reversible oxidation of thiols in the forms of (pr) and (rr) 

transthyretin. 
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Measuring the changes in the correspondingly labelled transthyretin (ie. either 1xPEG-

transthyretin compared with itself, or 2xPEG-transthyrein with itself) were considered 

semi-quantitative. For example, when comparing the signals of 2xPEG-transthyretin 

bands in the After reduction samples versus those in the Before reduction samples, 

significantly higher immunoblot signal was found for the After reduction blood samples 

(Figure 6.6 A). This means the amount of transthyretin which has one reversibly oxidised 

thiol and the other thiol is either free or also reversibly oxidised (rf and rr) was large 

enough to significantly increase the immunoblot signal of 2xPEG-transthyretin band. It 

also confirms that the reduction step worked to cause PEG-labelling of more 

transthyretin, resulting in more shifting of bands upwards on the electrophoretic gel. 

Another observation was that most transthyretin molecules seemed to exist as partially 

oxidised, with one free thiol group. In the PEG-labelled Before reduction blood samples, 

the percentages of transthyretin with no free thiols (pp + pr + rr) were all below 30% 

(Figure 6.4 B). Furthermore, the arbitrary ratios of 2xPEG-transthyretin/1xPEG-

transthyretin are less than 20%, suggesting that most of the transthyretin are likely to 

possess only one free thiol that was labelled with one PEG molecule, rather than two 

free thiols that were both labelled with two PEG molecules. Such relative calculations 

were performed with underlying assumption that the presence of two PEG molecules on 

the same transthyretin molecule does not affect the immunoblot signal differently from 

the transthyretin band with only one PEG molecule. In other words, it was assumed that 

the relative immunoblot signals of 2xPEG-transthyretin and 1xPEG-transthyretin bands 

reflect the relative amounts of the respectively labelled transthyretin, rather than due to 

the unpredictable PEG interference. 
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While the gel-based technique was an appropriate tool to investigate the thiol oxidation 

of serum albumin, immunoblot provided the necessary sensitivity to visualise distinct 

bands of low abundant transthyretin for relative quantification. However, for albumin, 

PEG-labelling of proteins only shifted the original band without affecting the relative 

signals of the proteins on SDS-PAGE; whereas PEG-labelled transthyretin exhibited 

unexpectedly magnified immunoblot signals. This is likely because PEG affected the 

binding of antibodies to transthyretin such that more antibodies were bound to the 

labelled protein than expected. The phenomenon of PEG interfering with the antibody-

binding epitopes of proteins has been reported in several studies (Cheng et al., 2013; 

Hershfield et al., 1991; Su, Chen, Chuang, Cheng, & Roffler, 2010). Intriguingly, the 

opposite effect was observed instead – with protein immunogenicity and assay sensitivity 

being reduced (Su et al., 2010), rather than intensifying the immunoblot signal like the 

immunoblot results in this chapter. It is important to ensure the labelling does not interfere 

with the signals to reliably perform quantitative analysis in immunoassays. Therefore, it 

will be desirable to find a reagent that provides mobility shift without interfering with 

immunoblot signal of the labelled protein. 

This is also the first known attempt to use PEG combined with immunoblot to investigate 

the different forms of oxidative modifications on transthyretin thiols. Overall, this chapter 

presents the preliminary data that supports the capability of transthyretin as a sensitive 

thiol biomarker in response to changes in the oxidative environment of the blood. This 

preliminary work on PEG labelling of transthyretin provides an example of how 

immunoblotting of labelled proteins can be a useful tool to investigating the differential 

oxidative states of various thiol groups in a particular protein. 
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Chapter 7 General discussion: thiol proteins are 
promising biomarker candidates 

 
Thiol groups (–SH) on cysteine residues of proteins are particularly prone to oxidation, 

giving rise to different forms of modifications that can affect protein structures and 

functions (Giles et al., 2003), which in turn can have consequences to cellular function 

(Eaton, 2006; Foster, Hess, & Stamler, 2009; Oettl & Marsche, 2010). Detecting and 

quantifying changes in the oxidative states of protein thiol groups is desirable to help 

assess the impact of various oxidative stress conditions. In this thesis, a range of 

approaches were used to interrogate thiol proteomes. Several proteomic procedures, 

including desalting techniques and data analysis pipeline, were optimised for maximal 

coverage of thiol containing proteins and peptides. The use of biotinylated maleimide-

based reagents for detecting and quantifying thiol proteins and peptides was explored. 

Mass spectrometric approaches enabled the discovery of a rich plasma thiol proteome. 

Fluorescent dual tag labelling studies highlighted the differential responses of plasma 

proteins to oxidative stress. Immunoblotting was also used to provide novel insights into 

the changes in the oxidative profile of transthyretin thiols, in comparison with that of 

serum albumin cysteine 34, in response to oxidative changes.  

 

7.1 Proteomic tools to explore thiol proteomes 

Given protein thiols are known to exacerbate many chronic diseases marked by 

inflammation and oxidative stress, it is desirable to know the sites of thiol modifications 

to better understand how they might play a role in the pathophysiological mechanisms 

of diseases. However, specific target sites are mostly unknown partly because of 

technical difficulties in quantifying the highly labile cysteine thiol groups (J. Yang et al., 

2016). In cases where oxidation at specific thiols is discovered, biological insights may 

be revealed about cellular signalling pathways (Duan, Gaffrey, & Qian, 2017; Murray & 

Van Eyk, 2012), or other functional insights that might guide therapeutic treatment (Terrill 

et al., 2016).  
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Developing an effective proteomic tool kit to investigate a complex mixture of thiol 

proteins began with effective processing one single protein as a model protein. Serum 

albumin was chosen as a model protein because it has 35 cysteine residues, albeit only 

one reduced cysteine at position 34 which is believed to be the target of oxidative 

modifications from ROS/RNS (Roche et al., 2008). To achieve full thiol coverage, an 

optimised proteomic workflow, incorporating sample cleaning steps at both protein and 

peptide levels, before LC-MS/MS, was necessary. Chapter 2 presented the proteomic 

strategies (Figure 7.1) to achieve the full coverage of 35 BSA thiols, which are applicable 

to enhance the coverage of more complex thiol proteomes. The need for extensive 

reduction with TCEP, effective alkylation and desalting techniques at protein and peptide 

levels were among key factors to enhancing the thiol coverage. In this case, only one 

single protein was analysed. These proteomic tools for effective sample preparation were 

also applied when analysing more complex samples. Other tools that could be 

considered for future method development include fractionation of samples into less 

complex portions (by electrophoretic gels or chromatographic separations) before mass 

spectrometric analysis. Overall, these experiments showed that proteomic investigation 

into thiol proteins and peptides require effective sample preparation prior to MS analysis, 

as each of the steps in sample processing was shown to enhance the thiol coverage. 
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Figure 7.1 Diagram showing effective proteomic workflow to achieve full 

coverage of 35 cysteines in BSA. These tools can be applied to analysing more 

complex samples to enhance coverage of the thiol proteome.  

 

An interesting finding was that alkylating reagents can alter the chromatographic 

properties of specific peptides, making them harder to elute using the normal columns to 

clean, desalt or purify. Experimental work in this thesis suggests that maleimide-labelled 

peptides may be more hydrophobic than the unlabelled equivalent, and thus are retained 

longer in reverse-phased chromatography. For example, with BSA, significantly more 

NEM-labelled thiol peptides were eluted in a second round of elution, which was an extra 

step not described by manufacturer of the desalting columns (Section 2.3.4). This means 

that precautions are needed when performing desalting of labelled peptides because 

unintended physical changes due to alkylating reagents may lead to significant loss of 

peptides. Given desalting methods at both protein and peptide levels were necessary to 

identify the entire thiol coverage of serum albumin, it would be advisable to monitor 

protein and peptide yield in complex samples.  

Reduction with TCEP 
37 C over 16 h for BSA 

Alkylation 
Use NEM  

Digestion 
Trypsin, 37 C over 16 h for BSA in either HEPES 10 mM (pH 7.0) 

or Tris-Cl 100 mM (pH 7.0) buffer  

Cleaning at protein level 
Use Zeba column to remove excess tags 

Cleaning at peptide level 
Use Ziptip C18 (Millipore) or StrataX Polymeric SPE Sorbents (Phenomenex). 

Repeat elution twice for NEM-labelled peptides 

Analysis by LC-MS/MS 
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Thiol alkylating reagents can be linked with a biotin or fluorophore component to increase 

the sensitivity and allow for quantitative methods to be developed (Boyatzis et al., 2017; 

Hill, Reily, Oh, Johnson, & Landar, 2009). When labelled with biotinylated tags, a 

purification step can be added to the proteomic workflow to enrich the sample with 

cysteines that have been labelled with the tags. Isotopic biotinylated iodoacetamide 

reagents have been used in quantitative proteomics (Sethuraman et al., 2004). However, 

maleimide-based alkylating reagents provide more favourable kinetics and specificity in 

reactions with thiols, as long as suitable experimental conditions such as pH are 

appropriate to minimise modifications of maleimide (Boyatzis et al., 2017). In Chapter 3, 

pairs of isotopic biotinylated maleimide reagents were tested for their detectability and 

capability for relative quantitation of thiol containing peptides. When using lysozyme as 

a model protein, these labels could be used quantitatively, as demonstrated by the direct 

proportionality between the theoretical ratio and the actual relative amounts of 

isotopically labelled peptides (Section 3.3.1, 3.3.3 and 3.3.4). Therefore, these isotopic 

labels can potentially be used for quantitative proteomics in more complex mammalian 

tissues such as muscles and blood. The advantages include eliminating the need for an 

electrophoretic separation step, and the simultaneous quantification of thiol oxidation 

level and identification of thiol proteins and peptides.  

I found that the type of biotinylated maleimide label could affect the downstream analysis 

of peptides. While MB/2D-MB mass tags could be detected and potentially can be 

quantified using MALDI-TOF/TOF or LC-MS/MS (Section 3.3.1), this pair was not ideal 

as peptides isotopically labelled with the deuterated agents frequently showed different 

elution times on the LC. While it still possible to calculate chromatographic peak areas 

using MS data, the concentration ratio of isotopically labelled peptides varies 

continuously across the elution profile of the two components, which makes it impossible 

to determine the relative amounts of the peptides from a single mass spectrum (Zhang 

& Regnier, 2002). In addition, low abundance peptides in complex mixture were harder 

to identify – they may appear as “singlets” which are measured to have falsely larger or 

smaller relative amounts (Julka & Regnier, 2004). To address the non-coelution issue, 

another pair of malemide tags was synthesised in-house, which was the MbB/13C-MbB 

pair. Lysozyme peptide CELAAAMK labelled with these peptides also exhibited 

proportionality between mass spectrometric signal intensities and their relative 

abundance in the sample. This validated their ability for quantitative purposes both 

MALDI-TOF/TOF and LC-MS/MS. Peptides labelled with MbB and 13C-MbB co-elute on 

LC, which is advantageous compared to the MD/2D-MB pair. 
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Different mass spectrometric instruments were used to obtain data for this thesis. 

However, strategies to maximise throughput for each type of machine differ. For MALDI-

TOF/TOF, digested samples containing peptides to be analysed by MALDI-TOF/TOF 

were relatively stable. They could be stored for a couple of days in the loading buffer (2% 

ACN/0.05% TFA) at  –20C, or once spotted on stainless steel plate, could be left for a 

couple of weeks without compromising the identifications obtained (Section 2.3.6). This 

enabled high throughput analysis of multiple samples as the samples could be 

processed, spotted and left until other samples were also ready to be analysed. This also 

eliminated the need for multiple tuning and calibration of the MALDI-TOF/TOF instrument 

– because a large batch of samples, spotted on the same stainless steel plate, could be 

analyse together after one calibration of the machine. For LC-MS/MS analysis, the 

digested samples could also be stored in the loading buffer (2% ACN/0.1% FA) for a few 

days before being analysed by the LC-MS/MS. However, samples likely need to be dried 

(other than spotting onto stainless steel plate) for long-term storage, but this was not 

tested. 

One disadvantage of running a large batch of samples continuously on the LC-MS/MS 

is that the calibration of the instrument can be shifted. As a result, the obtained MS/MS 

outputs needed to be recalibrated post-acquisition in order to maximise the number of 

protein and peptide identifications when searched against the proteomic databases 

(Section 3.3.7). The procedure for processing raw proteomics data was also examined 

to develop strategies to maximise the identifications of the thiol proteome. Processing 

proteomics data is a multistep process, which requires consistency and transparency in 

all the steps including peak detection and database search (Domon & Aebersold, 2006; 

Martin et al., 2013; Nefedov, Gilski, & Sadygov, 2011). I found that an extra step of in 

silico recalibration of the mass spectra could significantly increase the number of 

identifications of proteins and peptides. Searching against different subsets of databases 

also markedly affect the outcomes obtained from mass spectrometric outputs (Section 

3.3.7). Even though dog samples were used, more information on thiol proteins and 

peptides were obtained when searching against the well-annotated mouse database to 

access richer information on the thiol proteomes. Therefore, the coverage of thiol 

proteome can be enhanced when the data processing pipeline is optimised with steps 

such as in silico post-acquisition calibration, and searching against a well-annotated 

database. 
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7.2 The discovery of plasma thiol proteome 

When the proteomic tools described previously were applied to studying plasma, a rich 

plasma thiol proteome was found to exist, and a total of 98 proteins processing thiol 

groups were identified in plasma (Chapter 4). The majority of thiol proteins circulating in 

plasma were part of the immune system (Section 4.3.2). Although it is not known whether 

the oxidation of these thiol proteins affect their functions, previous studies have reported 

that thiol compounds play important roles in the normal functions of the immune system 

(Rodosskaia & Chernousova, 2010). Recognising the presence of, and identifying thiol 

proteins in plasma are the first steps toward better understanding the roles they might 

play in normal physiological conditions or under oxidative stress. Overall, this novel work 

shows that plasma contains many proteins with thiol groups, an unexpected finding given 

the general perception of plasma as an oxidising environment.   

In addition to the potential functional implications of the protein thiols in plasma, the 

existence of multiple thiol proteins found in plasma also opens exciting possibilities for 

identifying potentially useful thiol biomarkers that sensitively respond to specific oxidative 

stress conditions. Given cysteine residues are relatively susceptible to a diverse forms 

of oxidative modification as their thiol group reacts with almost all oxygen species 

(Brandes, Schmitt, & Jakob, 2009; Winterbourn & Hampton, 2008), thiol proteins are thus 

also prone to oxidative modifications. Identifying which thiol-containing proteins are 

present in plasma will allow for investigation into how these individual proteins respond 

to oxidants, thereby identifying which thiol proteins are sensitive biomarkers of oxidative 

stress. 
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Multiple variations in reagents and protocols were used to probe the plasma thiol 

proteome in Chapter 4, including the use of various tags (NEM, IAM and MB), and 

alternative LC-MS/MS instruments. Purification of biotinylated peptides (using avidin 

column) had been expected to reduce sample complexity and enhance the identification 

of the enriched thiol peptides. Surprisingly, the use of biotinylated maleimide (MB) tag 

did not give the largest coverage of thiol proteomes. The largest coverage of plasma thiol 

proteome was instead achieved using NEM followed by identification with the Orbitrap 

LC-MS/MS (Section 4.3.2.3). The suboptimal outcome of using MB alkylating reagent 

(even including purification) may be consequence of the alkylating reagents altering the 

physical properties and chromatographic behaviours of the labelled peptides. As was 

noted earlier, alkylating reagents can alter the chromatographic properties of specific 

peptides. Therefore, MB-labelled peptides could have had unexpected elution time or 

even been lost using the standard gradients on the reverse phase liquid chromatography 

(for example, during desalting of samples, or on the HPLC during LC-MS/MS analysis). 

Therefore, for future proteomic investigation into complex samples such as muscle 

tissues, either NEM should be used instead, or if MB is used, optimisation of the 

chromatographic gradients and monitoring yields after each sample preparation step will 

be necessary.  

7.3 Differential responses of plasma thiol proteins may confer 

biomarker potentials 

The development of a fluorescent labelling techniques also facilitated interrogation of the 

sensitivity of plasma thiol proteins to oxidation (Chapter 5). The sensitive analytical 

technique using fluorescent dual labelling followed by SDS-PAGE analysis had 

previously been developed to label muscle thiols (Armstrong et al., 2011; Terrill et al., 

2016). In Chapter 5, this fluorescent technique (Figure 7.2) was adapted to blood tissue. 

Specifically, individual steps of the protocol were optimised to fully label oxidised and 

reduced thiols in plasma, in order to quantify the percentages of reversible thiol oxidation 

of different plasma proteins. 
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Figure 7.2 Fluorescent dual labelling of protein thiols. Two different fluorescent 

maleimide tags (BODIPY FL-N-(2-aminoethyl) maleimide and Texas Red C2-maleimide) 

were used to label reduced and reversibly oxidised thiols. 

Although cysteine 34 of serum albumin is generally believed to play the main role in 

responding to and scavenging ROS/RNS, a few recent studies have drawn attention to 

a lower abundant thiol protein - transthyretin – as having a readily accessible thiol 

(Pereira et al., 2015), and might serve as a biomarker of oxidative stress in blood instead 

of serum albumin (Sharma, Khan, Rahman, & Singh, 2019). The fluorescent and 

immunoblotting work in this thesis also supports further investigation into how 

transthyretin responds to oxidative stress, as transthyretin appeared to be highly 

sensitive (even more than serum albumin) to the addition of oxidants into blood or the 

treatment of blood with PMA.  

Overall, both fluorescent and immunoblotting approaches provided insights into the 

differential responses of different plasma proteins to oxidative stress. Screening of the 

plasma thiol proteome could be done using fluorescent dual labelling (Chapter 5), which 

allowed the sensitivity of multiple proteins to oxidation to be analysed based on the 

relative fluorescent signals of reduced and oxidised thiols. Mass spectrometry-based 

approaches (Chapter 4) were key to detecting a large plasma thiol proteome. Proteomic 

workflows involving mass spectrometry have been used successfully to explore multiple 

complex proteomes, including deciphering the post-translational phosphoproteomes 

(Duan et al., 2017; Hoffman et al., 2015; López, Wang, Madero, López-Pascual, & 

Latterich, 2012). The common proteomic procedures such as desalting of samples and 

purification of relevant peptides are also employed in delving into various proteomes 

(Naldrett et al., 2005). Although developing effective mass spectrometric workflows will 

likely help expand the coverage of plasma thiol proteomes, these untargeted approaches 

can be relatively time-consuming and biased toward the coverage of high abundant 
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proteins. This is where immunoassays become particularly useful in delving into the thiol 

oxidation profile of less abundant proteins (van Leeuwen et al., 2017). An example of 

such immune-based approach was demonstrated in Chapter 6, where PEG-labelling 

was used to introduce band shifts, enabling the analysis of different thiol oxidative forms 

of the lower abundant protein transthyretin.  

 

The investigation into plasma thiol proteome demonstrated that multiple plasma thiol 

proteins can be oxidised in response to high concentrations (up to 10 mM) of two 

oxidants, hydrogen peroxide and hypochlorous acid, in vivo. Moreover, these responses 

were differential across different proteins, as several but not all proteins were responsive 

to the addition of excessive oxidants, and transthyretin appeared to be the most 

susceptible to oxidation (Chapter 4). When blood was exposed to low concentrations of 

oxidants (up to 100 M), no significant changes were detected for total thiol oxidation of 

plasma proteins. However, a significant decrease in reversible thiol oxidation of 

transthyretin was observed (Chapter 5). The differential responses between transthyretin 

and serum albumin were further analysed in Chapter 6, where immunoblotting work 

showed that transthyretin had two thiol groups that could be subject to oxidative 

modifications. The preliminary data here further supported the relatively superior 

sensitivity of transthyretin compared to serum albumin. Taken altogether, these studies 

in this thesis have demonstrated that transthyretin has shown significant responses to 

changes in the oxidative states of the environment, therefore it has the potential to be a 

sensitive thiol biomarker of oxidative stress. 

 

7.4 Future directions 

Several key findings were presented in this thesis, providing insights into the use of 

proteomic and other bioanalytical tools to interrogate the thiol proteomes of mammalian 

samples such as muscles and blood. There is still scope to explore the plasma thiol 

proteome, and further effort is warranted to characterise both reversible and irreversible 

oxidative responses of thiol proteins in various oxidative stress conditions. One approach 

is to develop immunoassay methods to sensitively measure the thiol oxidation of specific 

thiol proteins. Another direction of research could be to pursue the proteomics pathway, 

adopting mass spectrometry-based approaches which involve isotopic labelling, to shed 

further light on how different plasma proteins respond to specific types of ROS/RNS. The 

goal is to maximise the thiol proteome coverage while sensitively detecting and 

quantifying changes in thiol oxidation. This will help construct comprehensive oxidative 

profiles of plasma thiol proteins in different conditions, characterising how individual 

proteins respond to oxidative stress. 
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Plasma thiols (including protein thiols and small molecule thiols) have been associated 

with the severity of diseases (Akoglu, Neselioglu, Karaismailoglu, Aktas, & Erel, 2018; 

Oliveira & Laurindo, 2018). However, whether or how the thiols of specific plasma 

proteins affect disease progress remains largely unknown. Identifying which thiol 

proteins are particularly sensitive to oxidative stress and inflammatory conditions would 

facilitate the discovery of plasma biomarkers that may serve as signatures for certain 

physiological or pathological conditions. Because blood is a readily accessible biofluid, 

blood biomarkers are particularly useful in clinical settings (Kraus, 2018). However, 

oxidative stress biomarkers in blood will need to consider the diversity in oxidative stress 

between different diseases (Frijhoff et al., 2015).  

I speculate that the diverse set of plasma thiol proteins might help characterise the 

diverse oxidative conditions in different diseases. Therefore, a direct application for 

further research into plasma thiol proteome is the identification of sensitive biomarkers 

to assess the oxidative stress levels in blood of patients with chronic inflammation. A 

more long-term application could be the generation of individual oxidative profiles of 

plasma proteins, where both the reversible and irreversible components may provide 

oxidative fingerprinting or signatures for particular individuals, or for particular 

physiological or pathological diseases. Such characteristic profiles may enable 

monitoring of disease progression and evaluating therapeutic effectiveness of 

treatments, and might also form the foundation to gain better understanding of biological 

components and mechanisms involved in pathophysiological processes. After further 

validation, sensitive thiol biomarkers in blood could be useful in monitoring the disease 

progress or therapeutic treatments of patients with diseased marked by chronic 

inflammation and oxidative stress. 
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Appendix A – Chapter 3 

List of proteins identified with either Canis lupus familiaris (Dog) or Mus musculus 

(Mouse) databases for representative samples from Figure 3.19: 

Sample in Figure 3.19 A: 

Proteins identified by both Canis lupus familiaris and Mus musculus databases: 

N Protein name 

1 40S ribosomal protein S17 

2 60S ribosomal protein L23 

3 ATP-dependent 6-phosphofructokinase, muscle type 

4 Creatine kinase M-type 

5 Cytochrome c 

6 Desmin 

7 Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 

8 Heat shock 70 kDa protein 1 

9 Hemoglobin subunit beta 

10 Myosin-4 

11 Myosin-7 

12 Nucleoside diphosphate kinase A 

13 Nucleoside diphosphate kinase B 

14 Ras-related C3 botulinum toxin substrate 1 

15 Sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum calcium ATPase 2 

16 Serum albumin 

17 
Sodium/potassium-transporting ATPase subunit alpha-
1 

18 Triosephosphate isomerase 
 

Proteins identified by only Canis lupus familiaris database: 

N Protein name 

1 
Acidic leucine-rich nuclear phosphoprotein 32 family member A OS=Canis lupus 
familiaris GN=ANP32A PE=2 SV=1 

2 Actin, cytoplasmic 1 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=ACTB PE=2 SV=3 

3 Acyl-CoA-binding protein OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=DBI PE=1 SV=2 

4 Alpha-centractin OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=ACTR1A PE=2 SV=1 

5 
Angio-associated migratory cell protein OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=AAMP PE=3 
SV=1 

6 Beta-2-glycoprotein 1 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=APOH PE=2 SV=1 

7 Bromodomain-containing protein 2 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=BRD2 PE=3 SV=1 

8 
Cell division control protein 42 homolog OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=CDC42 PE=2 
SV=2 

9 Collagen alpha-1(XVII) chain OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=COL17A1 PE=2 SV=2 

10 Decorin OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=DCN PE=2 SV=2 
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11 
Dihydrolipoyl dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=DLD PE=1 
SV=1 

12 Exocyst complex component 6 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=EXOC6 PE=3 SV=1 

13 Glycogen debranching enzyme OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=AGL PE=2 SV=1 

14 Haptoglobin OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=HP PE=1 SV=2 

15 Heat shock protein beta-8 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=HSPB8 PE=2 SV=1 

16 Hemoglobin subunit alpha OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=HBA PE=1 SV=1 

17 Myoglobin OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=MB PE=1 SV=2 

18 Myosin-2 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=MYH2 PE=3 SV=1 

19 Myosin-8 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=MYH8 PE=3 SV=1 

20 NAD(P)H-hydrate epimerase OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=NAXE PE=3 SV=1 

21 
Phosphatidylethanolamine-binding protein 1 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=PEBP1 
PE=1 SV=1 

22 Superoxide dismutase [Cu-Zn] OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=SOD1 PE=2 SV=1 
 

Proteins identified by only Mus musculus database: 

N Protein name 

1 3-ketoacyl-CoA thiolase, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Acaa2 PE=1 SV=3 

2 40S ribosomal protein S20 OS=Mus musculus GN=Rps20 PE=1 SV=1 

3 40S ribosomal protein S3a OS=Mus musculus GN=Rps3a PE=1 SV=3 

4 Acetyl-CoA acetyltransferase, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Acat1 PE=1 SV=1 

5 Aconitate hydratase, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Aco2 PE=1 SV=1 

6 Actin, alpha skeletal muscle OS=Mus musculus GN=Acta1 PE=1 SV=1 

7 Actin, cytoplasmic 1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Actb PE=1 SV=1 

8 Actin, cytoplasmic 2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Actg1 PE=1 SV=1 

9 Acyl-protein thioesterase 2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Lypla2 PE=1 SV=1 

10 Adenylate kinase isoenzyme 1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Ak1 PE=1 SV=1 

11 ADP/ATP translocase 1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Slc25a4 PE=1 SV=4 

12 ADP/ATP translocase 2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Slc25a5 PE=1 SV=3 

13 Alanine aminotransferase 1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Gpt PE=1 SV=3 

14 Aldehyde dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Aldh2 PE=1 SV=1 

15 Alpha-actinin-2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Actn2 PE=1 SV=2 

16 Alpha-actinin-3 OS=Mus musculus GN=Actn3 PE=2 SV=1 

17 Alpha-enolase OS=Mus musculus GN=Eno1 PE=1 SV=3 

18 Aspartate aminotransferase, cytoplasmic OS=Mus musculus GN=Got1 PE=1 SV=3 

19 Aspartate aminotransferase, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Got2 PE=1 SV=1 

20 ATP synthase subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Atp5b PE=1 SV=2 

21 Beta-enolase OS=Mus musculus GN=Eno3 PE=1 SV=3 

22 
cAMP-dependent protein kinase type I-alpha regulatory subunit OS=Mus musculus 
GN=Prkar1a PE=1 SV=3 

23 Carbonic anhydrase 3 OS=Mus musculus GN=Ca3 PE=1 SV=3 

24 Cell division control protein 6 homolog OS=Mus musculus GN=Cdc6 PE=1 SV=2 

25 Cofilin-2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Cfl2 PE=1 SV=1 

26 Creatine kinase U-type, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Ckmt1 PE=1 SV=1 

27 
Cytochrome b-c1 complex subunit 1, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Uqcrc1 PE=1 
SV=2 

28 Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 6B1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Cox6b1 PE=1 SV=2 
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29 E3 SUMO-protein ligase ZNF451 OS=Mus musculus GN=Znf451 PE=1 SV=1 

30 
Electron transfer flavoprotein subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Etfa 
PE=1 SV=2 

31 Elongation factor 1-alpha 2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Eef1a2 PE=1 SV=1 

32 Elongation factor 1-gamma OS=Mus musculus GN=Eef1g PE=1 SV=3 

33 Elongation factor 2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Eef2 PE=1 SV=2 

34 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5A-1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Eif5a PE=1 SV=2 

35 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5A-2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Eif5a2 PE=1 SV=3 

36 F-actin-capping protein subunit beta OS=Mus musculus GN=Capzb PE=1 SV=3 

37 Filamin-C OS=Mus musculus GN=Flnc PE=1 SV=3 

38 Formin-like protein 1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Fmnl1 PE=1 SV=1 

39 Four and a half LIM domains protein 1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Fhl1 PE=1 SV=3 

40 Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase A OS=Mus musculus GN=Aldoa PE=1 SV=2 

41 Glucose-6-phosphate isomerase OS=Mus musculus GN=Gpi PE=1 SV=4 

42 Glycerol-3-phosphate phosphatase OS=Mus musculus GN=Pgp PE=1 SV=1 

43 Glycogen phosphorylase, brain form OS=Mus musculus GN=Pygb PE=1 SV=3 

44 Glycogen phosphorylase, muscle form OS=Mus musculus GN=Pygm PE=1 SV=3 

45 Heat shock 70 kDa protein 1B OS=Mus musculus GN=Hspa1b PE=1 SV=3 

46 Heat shock 70 kDa protein 1-like OS=Mus musculus GN=Hspa1l PE=1 SV=4 

47 Heat shock cognate 71 kDa protein OS=Mus musculus GN=Hspa8 PE=1 SV=1 

48 Hemoglobin subunit beta-1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Hbb-b1 PE=1 SV=2 

49 Hemoglobin subunit beta-2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Hbb-b2 PE=1 SV=2 

50 Hemoglobin subunit beta-H0 OS=Mus musculus GN=Hbb-bh0 PE=2 SV=5 

51 Hemoglobin subunit beta-H1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Hbb-bh1 PE=2 SV=3 

52 Hemoglobin subunit epsilon-Y2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Hbb-y PE=1 SV=2 

53 Histone H2A type 1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Hist1h2ab PE=1 SV=3 

54 Histone H2A type 1-F OS=Mus musculus GN=Hist1h2af PE=1 SV=3 

55 Histone H2A type 1-H OS=Mus musculus GN=Hist1h2ah PE=1 SV=3 

56 Histone H2A type 1-K OS=Mus musculus GN=Hist1h2ak PE=1 SV=3 

57 Histone H2A type 2-A OS=Mus musculus GN=Hist2h2aa1 PE=1 SV=3 

58 Histone H2A type 2-B OS=Mus musculus GN=Hist2h2ab PE=1 SV=3 

59 Histone H2A type 2-C OS=Mus musculus GN=Hist2h2ac PE=1 SV=3 

60 Histone H2A type 3 OS=Mus musculus GN=Hist3h2a PE=1 SV=3 

61 Histone H2A.J OS=Mus musculus GN=H2afj PE=1 SV=1 

62 Histone H2AX OS=Mus musculus GN=H2afx PE=1 SV=2 

63 Interactor of HORMAD1 protein 1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Ccdc36 PE=1 SV=3 

64 Kelch-like protein 40 OS=Mus musculus GN=Klhl40 PE=1 SV=1 

65 Kelch-like protein 41 OS=Mus musculus GN=Klhl41 PE=1 SV=1 

66 
Lipopolysaccharide-responsive and beige-like anchor protein OS=Mus musculus GN=Lrba 
PE=1 SV=1 

67 L-lactate dehydrogenase A chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Ldha PE=1 SV=3 

68 Malate dehydrogenase, cytoplasmic OS=Mus musculus GN=Mdh1 PE=1 SV=3 

69 Malate dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Mdh2 PE=1 SV=3 

70 
Mitochondrial 2-oxoglutarate/malate carrier protein OS=Mus musculus GN=Slc25a11 
PE=1 SV=3 

71 Mitochondrial carrier homolog 2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Mtch2 PE=1 SV=1 

72 Myc box-dependent-interacting protein 1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Bin1 PE=1 SV=1 

73 Myomesin-3 OS=Mus musculus GN=Myom3 PE=1 SV=1 

74 Myosin light chain 1/3, skeletal muscle isoform OS=Mus musculus GN=Myl1 PE=1 SV=2 
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75 Myosin light chain 3 OS=Mus musculus GN=Myl3 PE=1 SV=4 

76 Myosin light chain 4 OS=Mus musculus GN=Myl4 PE=1 SV=3 

77 
Myosin regulatory light chain 2, skeletal muscle isoform OS=Mus musculus GN=Mylpf 
PE=1 SV=3 

78 Myosin-1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Myh1 PE=1 SV=1 

79 Myosin-binding protein C, fast-type OS=Mus musculus GN=Mybpc2 PE=1 SV=1 

80 
NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] flavoprotein 1, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus 
GN=Ndufv1 PE=1 SV=1 

81 
NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] iron-sulfur protein 4, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus 
GN=Ndufs4 PE=1 SV=3 

82 
NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase 75 kDa subunit, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus 
GN=Ndufs1 PE=1 SV=2 

83 Obg-like ATPase 1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Ola1 PE=1 SV=1 

84 PDZ and LIM domain protein 3 OS=Mus musculus GN=Pdlim3 PE=1 SV=1 

85 PDZ and LIM domain protein 5 OS=Mus musculus GN=Pdlim5 PE=1 SV=4 

86 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase A OS=Mus musculus GN=Ppia PE=1 SV=2 

87 Peroxiredoxin-6 OS=Mus musculus GN=Prdx6 PE=1 SV=3 

88 Phosphate carrier protein, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Slc25a3 PE=1 SV=1 

89 Phosphoglucomutase-1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Pgm1 PE=1 SV=4 

90 Phosphoglycerate mutase 2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Pgam2 PE=1 SV=3 

91 
Plasminogen activator inhibitor 1 RNA-binding protein OS=Mus musculus GN=Serbp1 
PE=1 SV=2 

92 Plectin OS=Mus musculus GN=Plec PE=1 SV=3 

93 Potassium-transporting ATPase alpha chain 2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Atp12a PE=1 SV=3 

94 Profilin-1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Pfn1 PE=1 SV=2 

95 Protein DJ-1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Park7 PE=1 SV=1 

96 
Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component subunit alpha, somatic form, mitochondrial 
OS=Mus musculus GN=Pdha1 PE=1 SV=1 

97 
Pyruvate dehydrogenase protein X component, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus 
GN=Pdhx PE=1 SV=1 

98 Pyruvate kinase PKM OS=Mus musculus GN=Pkm PE=1 SV=4 

99 Ras-related C3 botulinum toxin substrate 3 OS=Mus musculus GN=Rac3 PE=1 SV=1 

100 Ryanodine receptor 1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Ryr1 PE=1 SV=1 

101 Sarcalumenin OS=Mus musculus GN=Srl PE=1 SV=1 

102 
Sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum calcium ATPase 1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Atp2a1 
PE=1 SV=1 

103 
Short-chain specific acyl-CoA dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus 
GN=Acads PE=1 SV=2 

104 Small muscular protein OS=Mus musculus GN=Smpx PE=1 SV=2 

105 Smoothelin-like protein 1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Smtnl1 PE=1 SV=1 

106 
Sodium/potassium-transporting ATPase subunit alpha-2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Atp1a2 
PE=1 SV=1 

107 
Sodium/potassium-transporting ATPase subunit alpha-3 OS=Mus musculus GN=Atp1a3 
PE=1 SV=1 

108 
Sodium/potassium-transporting ATPase subunit alpha-4 OS=Mus musculus GN=Atp1a4 
PE=1 SV=3 

109 
Succinate--CoA ligase [ADP/GDP-forming] subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Mus 
musculus GN=Suclg1 PE=1 SV=4 

110 
Succinate--CoA ligase [ADP-forming] subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus 
GN=Sucla2 PE=1 SV=2 

111 Telethonin OS=Mus musculus GN=Tcap PE=1 SV=1 

112 Titin OS=Mus musculus GN=Ttn PE=1 SV=1 
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113 Tropomyosin alpha-3 chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Tpm3 PE=1 SV=3 

114 Tropomyosin beta chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Tpm2 PE=1 SV=1 

115 Troponin C, skeletal muscle OS=Mus musculus GN=Tnnc2 PE=1 SV=2 

116 Troponin I, slow skeletal muscle OS=Mus musculus GN=Tnni1 PE=1 SV=3 

117 Tubulin alpha-4A chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Tuba4a PE=1 SV=1 

118 Tubulin beta-2A chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Tubb2a PE=1 SV=1 

119 Tubulin beta-2B chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Tubb2b PE=1 SV=1 

120 Tubulin beta-4A chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Tubb4a PE=1 SV=3 

121 Tubulin beta-4B chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Tubb4b PE=1 SV=1 

122 Tubulin beta-5 chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Tubb5 PE=1 SV=1 

123 
Ubiquinone biosynthesis O-methyltransferase, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Coq3 
PE=1 SV=1 

124 
Ubiquinone biosynthesis protein COQ9, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Coq9 PE=1 
SV=1 

125 Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 8 OS=Mus musculus GN=Usp8 PE=1 SV=2 

126 Vimentin OS=Mus musculus GN=Vim PE=1 SV=3 

127 
Voltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Vdac1 PE=1 
SV=3 

Sample in Figure 3.19B: 

Proteins identified by both Canis lupus familiaris and Mus musculus databases: 

N Protein name 

1 60S ribosomal protein L23 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=RPL23 PE=2 SV=1 

2 Annexin A2 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=ANXA2 PE=1 SV=1 

3 
ATP-dependent 6-phosphofructokinase, muscle type OS=Canis lupus familiaris 
GN=PFKM PE=2 SV=2 

4 Catalase OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=CAT PE=1 SV=3 

5 Collagen alpha-5(IV) chain OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=COL4A5 PE=2 SV=2 

6 Creatine kinase M-type OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=CKM PE=1 SV=3 

7 Desmin OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=DES PE=3 SV=3 

8 
Dihydrolipoyl dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=DLD PE=1 
SV=1 

9 
Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=GAPDH 
PE=2 SV=3 

10 Haptoglobin OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=HP PE=1 SV=2 

11 Heat shock protein beta-8 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=HSPB8 PE=2 SV=1 

12 Hemoglobin subunit beta OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=HBB PE=1 SV=1 

13 High mobility group protein B1 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=HMGB1 PE=2 SV=3 

14 Myosin-7 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=MYH7 PE=1 SV=3 

15 Myosin-8 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=MYH8 PE=3 SV=1 

16 Myosin-9 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=MYH9 PE=2 SV=1 

17 
Sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum calcium ATPase 2 OS=Canis lupus familiaris 
GN=ATP2A2 PE=2 SV=1 

18 Serum albumin OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=ALB PE=1 SV=3 

19 Transforming protein RhoA OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=RHOA PE=2 SV=1 

20 Triosephosphate isomerase OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=TPI1 PE=1 SV=3 
 

Proteins identified by only Canis lupus familiaris database: 

N Protein name 
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1 40S ribosomal protein S17 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=RPS17 PE=2 SV=2 

2 60S ribosomal protein L12 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=RPL12 PE=1 SV=1 

3 Actin, cytoplasmic 1 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=ACTB PE=2 SV=3 

4 Alpha-centractin OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=ACTR1A PE=2 SV=1 

5 Annexin A4 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=ANXA4 PE=1 SV=2 

6 Beta-2-glycoprotein 1 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=APOH PE=2 SV=1 

7 Creatine kinase B-type OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=CKB PE=1 SV=1 

8 Decorin OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=DCN PE=2 SV=2 

9 Ferritin light chain OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=FTL PE=2 SV=3 

10 Glutamine synthetase OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=GLUL PE=1 SV=3 

11 Glycogen debranching enzyme OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=AGL PE=2 SV=1 

12 Heat shock 70 kDa protein 1 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=HSPA1 PE=2 SV=1 

13 Heat shock 70 kDa protein 4 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=HSPA4 PE=1 SV=1 

14 Heat shock protein beta-1 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=HSPB1 PE=2 SV=1 

15 Hemoglobin subunit alpha OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=HBA PE=1 SV=1 

16 Myoglobin OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=MB PE=1 SV=2 

17 Myosin-2 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=MYH2 PE=3 SV=1 

18 NADH-cytochrome b5 reductase 3 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=CYB5R3 PE=1 SV=1 

19 Natriuretic peptides B OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=NPPB PE=2 SV=1 

20 Nucleoside diphosphate kinase A OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=NME1 PE=2 SV=1 

21 Nucleoside diphosphate kinase B OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=NME2 PE=2 SV=1 

22 
Phosphatidylethanolamine-binding protein 1 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=PEBP1 PE=1 
SV=1 

23 
Ras-related C3 botulinum toxin substrate 1 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=RAC1 PE=2 
SV=1 

24 
Scavenger receptor cysteine-rich type 1 protein M130 OS=Canis lupus familiaris 
GN=CD163 PE=2 SV=1 

25 
Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase PP1-beta catalytic subunit OS=Canis lupus 
familiaris GN=PPP1CB PE=2 SV=4 

26 Spliceosome RNA helicase DDX39B OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=DDX39B PE=3 SV=1 

27 Wee1-like protein kinase 2 OS=Canis lupus familiaris GN=WEE2 PE=3 SV=1 
 

Proteins identified by only Mus musculus database: 

N Protein name 

1 14-3-3 protein zeta/delta OS=Mus musculus GN=Ywhaz PE=1 SV=1 

2 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Ogdh PE=1 SV=3 

3 3-ketoacyl-CoA thiolase, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Acaa2 PE=1 SV=3 

4 40S ribosomal protein S10 OS=Mus musculus GN=Rps10 PE=1 SV=1 

5 40S ribosomal protein S3a OS=Mus musculus GN=Rps3a PE=1 SV=3 

6 40S ribosomal protein S5 OS=Mus musculus GN=Rps5 PE=1 SV=3 

7 40S ribosomal protein SA OS=Mus musculus GN=Rpsa PE=1 SV=4 

8 Acetyl-CoA acetyltransferase, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Acat1 PE=1 SV=1 

9 Aconitate hydratase, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Aco2 PE=1 SV=1 

10 Actin, alpha skeletal muscle OS=Mus musculus GN=Acta1 PE=1 SV=1 

11 Acyl carrier protein, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Ndufab1 PE=1 SV=1 

12 Aldehyde dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Aldh2 PE=1 SV=1 

13 Alpha-actinin-2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Actn2 PE=1 SV=2 

14 Alpha-actinin-3 OS=Mus musculus GN=Actn3 PE=2 SV=1 
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15 Alpha-crystallin B chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Cryab PE=1 SV=2 

16 Alpha-enolase OS=Mus musculus GN=Eno1 PE=1 SV=3 

17 Annexin A11 OS=Mus musculus GN=Anxa11 PE=1 SV=2 

18 Aspartate aminotransferase, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Got2 PE=1 SV=1 

19 ATP synthase subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Atp5a1 PE=1 SV=1 

20 ATP synthase subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Atp5b PE=1 SV=2 

21 ATP synthase subunit gamma, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Atp5c1 PE=1 SV=1 

22 
ATP-dependent 6-phosphofructokinase, liver type OS=Mus musculus GN=Pfkl PE=1 
SV=4 

23 Beta-actin-like protein 2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Actbl2 PE=1 SV=1 

24 Beta-enolase OS=Mus musculus GN=Eno3 PE=1 SV=3 

25 Bifunctional purine biosynthesis protein PURH OS=Mus musculus GN=Atic PE=1 SV=2 

26 C-1-tetrahydrofolate synthase, cytoplasmic OS=Mus musculus GN=Mthfd1 PE=1 SV=4 

27 Calcium uniporter protein, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Mcu PE=1 SV=2 

28 
Calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase type II subunit alpha OS=Mus musculus 
GN=Camk2a PE=1 SV=2 

29 
Calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase type II subunit beta OS=Mus musculus 
GN=Camk2b PE=1 SV=2 

30 
Calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase type II subunit delta OS=Mus musculus 
GN=Camk2d PE=1 SV=1 

31 
Calcium-binding mitochondrial carrier protein Aralar1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Slc25a12 
PE=1 SV=1 

32 Clathrin heavy chain 1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Cltc PE=1 SV=3 

33 Cofilin-2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Cfl2 PE=1 SV=1 

34 Creatine kinase S-type, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Ckmt2 PE=1 SV=1 

35 Creatine kinase U-type, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Ckmt1 PE=1 SV=1 

36 Cysteine and glycine-rich protein 3 OS=Mus musculus GN=Csrp3 PE=1 SV=1 

37 
Cytochrome b-c1 complex subunit 1, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Uqcrc1 PE=1 
SV=2 

38 
Cytochrome b-c1 complex subunit 6, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Uqcrh PE=1 
SV=2 

39 Cytochrome c1, heme protein, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Cyc1 PE=1 SV=1 

40 Dihydropteridine reductase OS=Mus musculus GN=Qdpr PE=1 SV=2 

41 
Electron transfer flavoprotein-ubiquinone oxidoreductase, mitochondrial OS=Mus 
musculus GN=Etfdh PE=1 SV=1 

42 Elongation factor 1-alpha 1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Eef1a1 PE=1 SV=3 

43 Elongation factor 1-alpha 2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Eef1a2 PE=1 SV=1 

44 Elongation factor 2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Eef2 PE=1 SV=2 

45 Elongation factor Tu, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Tufm PE=1 SV=1 

46 
Eukaryotic peptide chain release factor GTP-binding subunit ERF3A OS=Mus musculus 
GN=Gspt1 PE=1 SV=2 

47 
Eukaryotic peptide chain release factor GTP-binding subunit ERF3B OS=Mus musculus 
GN=Gspt2 PE=1 SV=1 

48 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5A-1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Eif5a PE=1 SV=2 

49 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5A-2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Eif5a2 PE=1 SV=3 

50 F-actin-capping protein subunit beta OS=Mus musculus GN=Capzb PE=1 SV=3 

51 Fibrinogen beta chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Fgb PE=1 SV=1 

52 Filamin-C OS=Mus musculus GN=Flnc PE=1 SV=3 

53 Four and a half LIM domains protein 1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Fhl1 PE=1 SV=3 

54 Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase A OS=Mus musculus GN=Aldoa PE=1 SV=2 

55 Glucose-6-phosphate isomerase OS=Mus musculus GN=Gpi PE=1 SV=4 
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56 Glutaredoxin-3 OS=Mus musculus GN=Glrx3 PE=1 SV=1 

57 
Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, testis-specific OS=Mus musculus 
GN=Gapdhs PE=1 SV=1 

58 Glycogen phosphorylase, muscle form OS=Mus musculus GN=Pygm PE=1 SV=3 

59 GTP-binding protein SAR1b OS=Mus musculus GN=Sar1b PE=1 SV=1 

60 Heat shock 70 kDa protein 1A OS=Mus musculus GN=Hspa1a PE=1 SV=2 

61 Heat shock 70 kDa protein 1B OS=Mus musculus GN=Hspa1b PE=1 SV=3 

62 Heat shock cognate 71 kDa protein OS=Mus musculus GN=Hspa8 PE=1 SV=1 

63 Heat shock protein HSP 90-alpha OS=Mus musculus GN=Hsp90aa1 PE=1 SV=4 

64 Heat shock protein HSP 90-beta OS=Mus musculus GN=Hsp90ab1 PE=1 SV=3 

65 Heat shock-related 70 kDa protein 2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Hspa2 PE=1 SV=2 

66 Hemoglobin subunit beta-2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Hbb-b2 PE=1 SV=2 

67 Hemoglobin subunit beta-H0 OS=Mus musculus GN=Hbb-bh0 PE=2 SV=5 

68 Hemoglobin subunit beta-H1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Hbb-bh1 PE=2 SV=3 

69 Hemoglobin subunit epsilon-Y2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Hbb-y PE=1 SV=2 

70 High mobility group protein B2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Hmgb2 PE=1 SV=3 

71 Hsc70-interacting protein OS=Mus musculus GN=St13 PE=1 SV=1 

72 
Hydroxyacyl-coenzyme A dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Hadh 
PE=1 SV=2 

73 Isocitrate dehydrogenase [NADP], mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Idh2 PE=1 SV=3 

74 Kelch-like protein 40 OS=Mus musculus GN=Klhl40 PE=1 SV=1 

75 Kelch-like protein 41 OS=Mus musculus GN=Klhl41 PE=1 SV=1 

76 Keratin-like protein KRT222 OS=Mus musculus GN=Krt222 PE=2 SV=1 

77 LIM domain-binding protein 3 OS=Mus musculus GN=Ldb3 PE=1 SV=1 

78 L-lactate dehydrogenase A chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Ldha PE=1 SV=3 

79 Long-chain-fatty-acid--CoA ligase 1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Acsl1 PE=1 SV=2 

80 Malate dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus GN=Mdh2 PE=1 SV=3 

81 
Medium-chain specific acyl-CoA dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus 
GN=Acadm PE=1 SV=1 

82 Mimecan OS=Mus musculus GN=Ogn PE=1 SV=1 

83 Myomesin-3 OS=Mus musculus GN=Myom3 PE=1 SV=1 

84 Myopalladin OS=Mus musculus GN=Mypn PE=1 SV=2 

85 Myosin light chain 1/3, skeletal muscle isoform OS=Mus musculus GN=Myl1 PE=1 SV=2 

86 Myosin light chain 3 OS=Mus musculus GN=Myl3 PE=1 SV=4 

87 Myosin light chain 4 OS=Mus musculus GN=Myl4 PE=1 SV=3 

88 Myosin light chain 6B OS=Mus musculus GN=Myl6b PE=1 SV=1 

89 Myosin regulatory light chain 10 OS=Mus musculus GN=Myl10 PE=2 SV=1 

90 
Myosin regulatory light chain 2, skeletal muscle isoform OS=Mus musculus GN=Mylpf 
PE=1 SV=3 

91 
Myosin regulatory light chain 2, ventricular/cardiac muscle isoform OS=Mus musculus 
GN=Myl2 PE=1 SV=3 

92 Myosin-1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Myh1 PE=1 SV=1 

93 Myosin-3 OS=Mus musculus GN=Myh3 PE=2 SV=2 

94 Myosin-4 OS=Mus musculus GN=Myh4 PE=2 SV=1 

95 Myosin-binding protein C, fast-type OS=Mus musculus GN=Mybpc2 PE=1 SV=1 

96 Myosin-binding protein H OS=Mus musculus GN=Mybph PE=2 SV=2 

97 
NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] flavoprotein 1, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus 
GN=Ndufv1 PE=1 SV=1 

98 
NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] iron-sulfur protein 4, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus 
GN=Ndufs4 PE=1 SV=3 
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99 Nuclear pore complex protein Nup98-Nup96 OS=Mus musculus GN=Nup98 PE=1 SV=2 

100 Nuclear transport factor 2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Nutf2 PE=1 SV=1 

101 
O-acetyl-ADP-ribose deacetylase MACROD1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Macrod1 PE=1 
SV=2 

102 PDZ and LIM domain protein 3 OS=Mus musculus GN=Pdlim3 PE=1 SV=1 

103 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase A OS=Mus musculus GN=Ppia PE=1 SV=2 

104 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase B OS=Mus musculus GN=Ppib PE=1 SV=2 

105 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP1A OS=Mus musculus GN=Fkbp1a PE=1 SV=2 

106 Phosphoglucomutase-1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Pgm1 PE=1 SV=4 

107 Phosphoglycerate kinase 1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Pgk1 PE=1 SV=4 

108 Phosphoglycerate mutase 1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Pgam1 PE=1 SV=3 

109 Phosphoglycerate mutase 2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Pgam2 PE=1 SV=3 

110 Plastin-1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Pls1 PE=1 SV=1 

111 Plastin-3 OS=Mus musculus GN=Pls3 PE=1 SV=3 

112 Protein DJ-1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Park7 PE=1 SV=1 

113 Protein prune homolog OS=Mus musculus GN=Prune PE=1 SV=1 

114 
Protein-L-isoaspartate(D-aspartate) O-methyltransferase OS=Mus musculus GN=Pcmt1 
PE=1 SV=3 

115 
Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component subunit alpha, somatic form, mitochondrial 
OS=Mus musculus GN=Pdha1 PE=1 SV=1 

116 
Pyruvate dehydrogenase protein X component, mitochondrial OS=Mus musculus 
GN=Pdhx PE=1 SV=1 

117 Pyruvate kinase PKM OS=Mus musculus GN=Pkm PE=1 SV=4 

118 Rho-related GTP-binding protein RhoC OS=Mus musculus GN=Rhoc PE=1 SV=2 

119 RNA 3'-terminal phosphate cyclase OS=Mus musculus GN=RtcA PE=1 SV=2 

120 Ryanodine receptor 1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Ryr1 PE=1 SV=1 

121 
Sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum calcium ATPase 2 OS=Mus musculus GN=Atp2a2 
PE=1 SV=2 

122 Serotransferrin OS=Mus musculus GN=Tf PE=1 SV=1 

123 
Succinate dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] iron-sulfur subunit, mitochondrial OS=Mus 
musculus GN=Sdhb PE=1 SV=1 

124 Superoxide dismutase [Cu-Zn] OS=Mus musculus GN=Sod1 PE=1 SV=2 

125 Synaptopodin OS=Mus musculus GN=Synpo PE=1 SV=2 

126 T-complex protein 1 subunit epsilon OS=Mus musculus GN=Cct5 PE=1 SV=1 

127 Titin OS=Mus musculus GN=Ttn PE=1 SV=1 

128 Transitional endoplasmic reticulum ATPase OS=Mus musculus GN=Vcp PE=1 SV=4 

129 Tripartite motif-containing protein 72 OS=Mus musculus GN=Trim72 PE=1 SV=1 

130 Tropomyosin alpha-1 chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Tpm1 PE=1 SV=1 

131 Tropomyosin alpha-3 chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Tpm3 PE=1 SV=3 

132 Tropomyosin beta chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Tpm2 PE=1 SV=1 

133 Troponin C, skeletal muscle OS=Mus musculus GN=Tnnc2 PE=1 SV=2 

134 Troponin C, slow skeletal and cardiac muscles OS=Mus musculus GN=Tnnc1 PE=1 SV=1 

135 Troponin I, fast skeletal muscle OS=Mus musculus GN=Tnni2 PE=2 SV=2 

136 Troponin I, slow skeletal muscle OS=Mus musculus GN=Tnni1 PE=1 SV=3 

137 Troponin T, fast skeletal muscle OS=Mus musculus GN=Tnnt3 PE=1 SV=3 

138 Tubulin alpha-1A chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Tuba1a PE=1 SV=1 

139 Tubulin alpha-1B chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Tuba1b PE=1 SV=2 

140 Tubulin alpha-1B chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Tuba1b PE=1 SV=2 

141 Tubulin alpha-1C chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Tuba1c PE=1 SV=1 

142 Tubulin alpha-3 chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Tuba3a PE=1 SV=1 
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143 Tubulin alpha-4A chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Tuba4a PE=1 SV=1 

144 Tubulin alpha-8 chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Tuba8 PE=1 SV=1 

145 Tubulin beta-2A chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Tubb2a PE=1 SV=1 

146 Tubulin beta-2B chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Tubb2b PE=1 SV=1 

147 Tubulin beta-4A chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Tubb4a PE=1 SV=3 

148 Tubulin beta-4B chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Tubb4b PE=1 SV=1 

149 Tubulin beta-5 chain OS=Mus musculus GN=Tubb5 PE=1 SV=1 

150 Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 L3 OS=Mus musculus GN=Ube2l3 PE=1 SV=1 

151 Vimentin OS=Mus musculus GN=Vim PE=1 SV=3 

152 Vinculin OS=Mus musculus GN=Vcl PE=1 SV=4 

153 
Voltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Vdac1 PE=1 
SV=3 

154 Xin actin-binding repeat-containing protein 1 OS=Mus musculus GN=Xirp1 PE=1 SV=2 
 

 

 

Appendix B – Chapter 4 

Table 7.1 Combined list of identified thiol proteins in plasma, including their 

functions. (shown on the following page) 

a  Method shows the experiment in which the thiol protein was identified. (1) Fluorescent 

SDS-PAGE, (2) IAM-labelled plasma thiols followed by LC-MS/MS, (3) NEM-labelled 

plasma thiols followed by LC-MS/MS, (4) Enriched plasma thiols with biotinylated 

maleimide labels followed by LC-MS/MS.
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 Protein name 
Accession 

number 

Number 
of 

cysteines 
Functions (extracted from https://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/)  

Method 
a 

1 Afamin P43652 34 

Functions as carrier for hydrophobic molecules in body fluids. Essential for the solubility and activity of lipidated Wnt family 
members, including WNT1, WNT2B, WNT3, WNT3A, WNT5A, WNT7A, WNT7B, WNT8, WNT9A, WNT9B, WNT10A and 
WNT10B. Binds vitamin E May transport vitamin E in body fluids under conditions where the lipoprotein system is not 
sufficient. May be involved in the transport of vitamin E across the blood-brain barrier. 

3 

2 Alpha-1-acid glycoprotein 1 P02763 4 
Functions as transport protein in the blood stream. Binds various ligands in the interior of its beta-barrel domain. Also binds 
synthetic drugs and influences their distribution and availability in the body. Appears to function in modulating the activity of 
the immune system during the acute-phase reaction 

3 

3 Alpha-1-antitrypsin P01009 3 
Inhibitor of serine proteases. Its primary target is elastase, but it also has a moderate affinity for plasmin and thrombin. 
Irreversibly inhibits trypsin, chymotrypsin and plasminogen activator. The aberrant form inhibits insulin-induced NO synthesis 
in platelets, decreases coagulation time and has proteolytic activity against insulin and plasmin. 

3 

4 Alpha-2-antiplasmin P08697 6 
Serine protease inhibitor. The major targets of this inhibitor are plasmin and trypsin, but it also inactivates matriptase-
3/TMPRSS7 and chymotrypsin. 

3 

5 Alpha-2-HS-glycoprotein P02765 14 
Promotes endocytosis, possesses opsonic properties and influences the mineral phase of bone. Shows affinity for calcium 
and barium ions. 

3 

6 Alpha-2-macroglobulin P01023 25 

Is able to inhibit all four classes of proteinases by a unique 'trapping' mechanism. This protein has a peptide stretch, called 
the 'bait region' which contains specific cleavage sites for different proteinases. When a proteinase cleaves the bait region, 
a conformational change is induced in the protein which traps the proteinase. The entrapped enzyme remains active against 
low molecular weight substrates (activity against high molecular weight substrates is greatly reduced). Following cleavage 
in the bait region, a thioester bond is hydrolyzed and mediates the covalent binding of the protein to the proteinase. 

1, 3 

7 Apolipoprotein A-II P02652 2 May stabilize HDL (high density lipoprotein) structure by its association with lipids, and affect the HDL metabolism. 3 

8 Apolipoprotein B-100 P04114 24 
Apolipoprotein B is a major protein constituent of chylomicrons (apo B-48), LDL (apo B-100) and VLDL (apo B-100). Apo B-
100 functions as a recognition signal for the cellular binding and internalization of LDL particles by the apoB/E receptor. 

3 

9 Apolipoprotein E P02649 2 

APOE is an apolipoprotein, a protein associating with lipid particles, that mainly functions in lipoprotein-mediated lipid 
transport between organs via the plasma and interstitial fluids. APOE is a core component of plasma lipoproteins and is 
involved in their production, conversion and clearance. Apoliproteins are amphipathic molecules that interact both with lipids 
of the lipoprotein particle core and the aqueous environment of the plasma. As such, APOE associates with chylomicrons, 
chylomicron remnants, very low density lipoproteins (VLDL) and intermediate density lipoproteins (IDL) but shows a 
preferential binding to high-density lipoproteins (HDL). It also binds a wide range of cellular receptors including the LDL 
receptor/LDLR, the LDL receptor-related proteins LRP1, LRP2 and LRP8 and the very low-density lipoprotein 
receptor/VLDLR that mediate the cellular uptake of the APOE-containing lipoprotein particles. Finally, APOE has also a 
heparin-binding activity and binds heparan-sulfate proteoglycans on the surface of cells, a property that supports the capture 
and the receptor-mediated uptake of APOE-containing lipoproteins by cells. A main function of APOE is to mediate 
lipoprotein clearance through the uptake of chylomicrons, VLDLs, and HDLs by hepatocytes. APOE is also involved in the 
biosynthesis by the liver of VLDLs as well as their uptake by peripheral tissues ensuring the delivery of triglycerides and 
energy storage in muscle, heart and adipose tissues. By participating to the lipoprotein-mediated distribution of lipids among 
tissues, APOE plays a critical role in plasma and tissues lipid homeostasis. APOE is also involved in two steps of reverse 
cholesterol transport, the HDLs-mediated transport of cholesterol from peripheral tissues to the liver, and thereby plays an 
important role in cholesterol homeostasis. First, it is functionally associated with ABCA1 in the biogenesis of HDLs in tissues. 
Second, it is enriched in circulating HDLs and mediates their uptake by hepatocytes. APOE also plays an important role in 

3 

https://www.uniprot.org/uniprot
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lipid transport in the central nervous system, regulating neuron survival and sprouting. APOE in also involved in innate and 
adaptive immune responses, controlling for instance the survival of myeloid-derived suppressor cells (By similarity). APOE, 
may also play a role in transcription regulation through a receptor-dependent and cholesterol-independent mechanism, that 
activates MAP3K12 and a non-canonical MAPK signal transduction pathway that results in enhanced AP-1-mediated 
transcription of APP  

10 Beta-2-glycoprotein 1 P02749 23 
Binds to various kinds of negatively charged substances such as heparin, phospholipids, and dextran sulfate. May prevent 
activation of the intrinsic blood coagulation cascade by binding to phospholipids on the surface of damaged cells. 

3 

11 C4b-binding protein alpha chain P04003 37 

Controls the classical pathway of complement activation. It binds as a cofactor to C3b/C4b inactivator (C3bINA), which then 
hydrolyzes the complement fragment C4b. It also accelerates the degradation of the C4bC2a complex (C3 convertase) by 
dissociating the complement fragment C2a. Alpha chain binds C4b. It interacts also with anticoagulant protein S and with 
serum amyloid P component 

3 

12 Carboxypeptidase N subunit 2 P22792 15 
The 83 kDa subunit binds and stabilizes the catalytic subunit at 37 degrees Celsius and keeps it in circulation. Under some 
circumstances it may be an allosteric modifier of the catalytic subunit. 

3 

13 CD5 antigen-like O43866 27 

Secreted protein that acts as a key regulator of lipid synthesis: mainly expressed by macrophages in lymphoid and inflamed 
tissues and regulates mechanisms in inflammatory responses, such as infection or atherosclerosis. Able to inhibit lipid 
droplet size in adipocytes. Following incorporation into mature adipocytes via CD36-mediated endocytosis, associates with 
cytosolic FASN, inhibiting fatty acid synthase activity and leading to lipolysis, the degradation of triacylglycerols into glycerol 
and free fatty acids (FFA). CD5L-induced lipolysis occurs with progression of obesity: participates in obesity-associated 
inflammation following recruitment of inflammatory macrophages into adipose tissues, a cause of insulin resistance and 
obesity-related metabolic disease. Regulation of intracellular lipids mediated by CD5L has a direct effect on transcription 
regulation mediated by nuclear receptors ROR-gamma (RORC). Acts as a key regulator of metabolic switch in T-helper 
Th17 cells. Regulates the expression of pro-inflammatory genes in Th17 cells by altering the lipid content and limiting 
synthesis of cholesterol ligand of RORC, the master transcription factor of Th17-cell differentiation. CD5L is mainly present 
in non-pathogenic Th17 cells, where it decreases the content of polyunsaturated fatty acyls (PUFA), affecting two metabolic 
proteins MSMO1 and CYP51A1, which synthesize ligands of RORC, limiting RORC activity and expression of pro-
inflammatory genes. Participates in obesity-associated autoimmunity via its association with IgM, interfering with the binding 
of IgM to Fcalpha/mu receptor and enhancing the development of long-lived plasma cells that produce high-affinity IgG 
autoantibodies (By similarity). Also acts as an inhibitor of apoptosis in macrophages: promotes macrophage survival from 
the apoptotic effects of oxidized lipids in case of atherosclerosis. Involved in early response to microbial infection against 
various pathogens by acting as a pattern recognition receptor and by promoting autophagy. 

3 

14 Ceruloplasmin P00450 15 

Ceruloplasmin is a blue, copper-binding (6-7 atoms per molecule) glycoprotein. It has ferroxidase activity oxidizing Fe2+ to 
Fe3+ without releasing radical oxygen species. It is involved in iron transport across the cell membrane. Provides Cu2+ ions 
for the ascorbate-mediated deaminase degradation of the heparan sulfate chains of GPC1. May also play a role in fetal lung 
development or pulmonary antioxidant defense (By similarity) 

3 

15 
Complement C1q subcomponent 
subunit B 

P02746 4 

C1q associates with the proenzymes C1r and C1s to yield C1, the first component of the serum complement system. The 
collagen-like regions of C1q interact with the Ca2+-dependent C1r2C1s2 proenzyme complex, and efficient activation of C1 
takes place on interaction of the globular heads of C1q with the Fc regions of IgG or IgM antibody present in immune 
complexes. 

3 

16 Complement C3 P01024 27 

C3 plays a central role in the activation of the complement system. Its processing by C3 convertase is the central reaction 
in both classical and alternative complement pathways. After activation C3b can bind covalently, via its reactive thioester, to 
cell surface carbohydrates or immune aggregates. 
Derived from proteolytic degradation of complement C3, C3a anaphylatoxin is a mediator of local inflammatory process. In 
chronic inflammation, acts as a chemoattractant for neutrophils (By similarity). It induces the contraction of smooth muscle, 
increases vascular permeability and causes histamine release from mast cells and basophilic leukocytes. 

3 
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17 Complement C4-A P0C0L4 28 

Non-enzymatic component of C3 and C5 convertases and thus essential for the propagation of the classical complement 
pathway. Covalently binds to immunoglobulins and immune complexes and enhances the solubilization of immune 
aggregates and the clearance of IC through CR1 on erythrocytes. C4A isotype is responsible for effective binding to form 
amide bonds with immune aggregates or protein antigens, while C4B isotype catalyzes the transacylation of the thioester 
carbonyl group to form ester bonds with carbohydrate antigens. 
Derived from proteolytic degradation of complement C4, C4a anaphylatoxin is a mediator of local inflammatory process. It 
induces the contraction of smooth muscle, increases vascular permeability and causes histamine release from mast cells 
and basophilic leukocytes. 

3 

18 Complement C4-B P0C0L5 27 

Non-enzymatic component of the C3 and C5 convertases and thus essential for the propagation of the classical complement 
pathway. Covalently binds to immunoglobulins and immune complexes and enhances the solubilization of immune 
aggregates and the clearance of IC through CR1 on erythrocytes. C4A isotype is responsible for effective binding to form 
amide bonds with immune aggregates or protein antigens, while C4B isotype catalyzes the transacylation of the thioester 
carbonyl group to form ester bonds with carbohydrate antigens. 
Derived from proteolytic degradation of complement C4, C4a anaphylatoxin is a mediator of local inflammatory process. It 
induces the contraction of smooth muscle, increases vascular permeability and causes histamine release from mast cells 
and basophilic leukocytes. 

3 

19 Complement factor B P00751 24 

actor B which is part of the alternate pathway of the complement system is cleaved by factor D into 2 fragments: Ba and Bb. 
Bb, a serine protease, then combines with complement factor 3b to generate the C3 or C5 convertase. It has also been 
implicated in proliferation and differentiation of preactivated B-lymphocytes, rapid spreading of peripheral blood monocytes, 
stimulation of lymphocyte blastogenesis and lysis of erythrocytes. Ba inhibits the proliferation of preactivated B-lymphocytes. 

3 

20 Complement factor H P08603 82 

Glycoprotein that plays an essential role in maintaining a well-balanced immune response by modulating complement 
activation. Acts as a soluble inhibitor of complement, where its binding to self markers such as glycan structures prevents 
complement activation and amplification on cell surfaces. Accelerates the decay of the complement alternative pathway (AP) 
C3 convertase C3bBb, thus preventing local formation of more C3b, the central player of the complement amplification loop. 
As a cofactor of the serine protease factor I, CFH also regulates proteolytic degradation of already-deposited C3b. In addition, 
mediates several cellular responses through interaction with specific receptors. For example, interacts with CR3/ITGAM 
receptor and thereby mediates the adhesion of human neutrophils to different pathogens. In turn, these pathogens are 
phagocytosed and destroyed 

3 

21 E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase UBR5 O95071 56 

E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase which is a component of the N-end rule pathway. Recognizes and binds to proteins bearing 
specific N-terminal residues that are destabilizing according to the N-end rule, leading to their ubiquitination and subsequent 
degradation (By similarity). Involved in maturation and/or transcriptional regulation of mRNA by activating CDK9 by 
polyubiquitination. May play a role in control of cell cycle progression. May have tumor suppressor function. Regulates DNA 
topoisomerase II binding protein (TopBP1) in the DNA damage response. Plays an essential role in extraembryonic 
development. Ubiquitinates acetylated PCK1. Also acts as a regulator of DNA damage response by acting as a suppressor 
of RNF168, an E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase that promotes accumulation of 'Lys-63'-linked histone H2A and H2AX at DNA 
damage sites, thereby acting as a guard against excessive spreading of ubiquitinated chromatin at damaged chromosomes. 
A cysteine residue is required for ubiquitin-thioester formation. 

3 

22 Fibrinogen alpha chain P02671 13 

Cleaved by the protease thrombin to yield monomers which, together with fibrinogen beta (FGB) and fibrinogen gamma 
(FGG), polymerize to form an insoluble fibrin matrix. Fibrin has a major function in hemostasis as one of the primary 
components of blood clots. In addition, functions during the early stages of wound repair to stabilize the lesion and guide 
cell migration during re-epithelialization. Was originally thought to be essential for platelet aggregation, based on in vitro 
studies using anticoagulated blood. However, subsequent studies have shown that it is not absolutely required for thrombus 
formation in vivo. Enhances expression of SELP in activated platelets via an ITGB3-dependent pathway. Maternal fibrinogen 
is essential for successful pregnancy. Fibrin deposition is also associated with infection, where it protects against IFNG-
mediated hemorrhage. May also facilitate the immune response via both innate and T-cell mediated pathways. 

3 
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23 Fibrinogen beta chain P02675 12 

Cleaved by the protease thrombin to yield monomers which, together with fibrinogen alpha (FGA) and fibrinogen gamma 
(FGG), polymerize to form an insoluble fibrin matrix. Fibrin has a major function in hemostasis as one of the primary 
components of blood clots. In addition, functions during the early stages of wound repair to stabilize the lesion and guide 
cell migration during re-epithelialization. Was originally thought to be essential for platelet aggregation, based on in vitro 
studies using anticoagulated blood. However subsequent studies have shown that it is not absolutely required for thrombus 
formation in vivo. Enhances expression of SELP in activated platelets. Maternal fibrinogen is essential for successful 
pregnancy. Fibrin deposition is also associated with infection, where it protects against IFNG-mediated hemorrhage. May 
also facilitate the antibacterial immune response via both innate and T-cell mediated pathways. 

3 

24 Fibrinogen gamma chain P02679 11 

Together with fibrinogen alpha (FGA) and fibrinogen beta (FGB), polymerizes to form an insoluble fibrin matrix. Has a major 
function in hemostasis as one of the primary components of blood clots. In addition, functions during the early stages of 
wound repair to stabilize the lesion and guide cell migration during re-epithelialization. Was originally thought to be essential 
for platelet aggregation, based on in vitro studies using anticoagulated blood. However, subsequent studies have shown 
that it is not absolutely required for thrombus formation in vivo. Enhances expression of SELP in activated platelets via an 
ITGB3-dependent pathway. Maternal fibrinogen is essential for successful pregnancy. Fibrin deposition is also associated 
with infection, where it protects against IFNG-mediated hemorrhage. May also facilitate the antibacterial immune response 
via both innate and T-cell mediated pathways. 

1, 4 

25 Fibronectin P02751 63 

Fibronectins bind cell surfaces and various compounds including collagen, fibrin, heparin, DNA, and actin. Fibronectins are 
involved in cell adhesion, cell motility, opsonization, wound healing, and maintenance of cell shape. Involved in osteoblast 
compaction through the fibronectin fibrillogenesis cell-mediated matrix assembly process, essential for osteoblast 
mineralization. Participates in the regulation of type I collagen deposition by osteoblasts. 
Anastellin binds fibronectin and induces fibril formation. This fibronectin polymer, named superfibronectin, exhibits enhanced 
adhesive properties. Both anastellin and superfibronectin inhibit tumor growth, angiogenesis and metastasis. Anastellin 
activates p38 MAPK and inhibits lysophospholipid signaling. 

2 

26 Gelsolin P06396 7 
Calcium-regulated, actin-modulating protein that binds to the plus (or barbed) ends of actin monomers or filaments, 
preventing monomer exchange (end-blocking or capping). It can promote the assembly of monomers into filaments 
(nucleation) as well as sever filaments already formed. Plays a role in ciliogenesis. 

3 

27 Haptoglobin P00738 12 

As a result of hemolysis, hemoglobin is found to accumulate in the kidney and is secreted in the urine. Haptoglobin captures, 
and combines with free plasma hemoglobin to allow hepatic recycling of heme iron and to prevent kidney damage. 
Haptoglobin also acts as an antioxidant, has antibacterial activity, and plays a role in modulating many aspects of the acute 
phase response. Hemoglobin/haptoglobin complexes are rapidly cleared by the macrophage CD163 scavenger receptor 
expressed on the surface of liver Kupfer cells through an endocytic lysosomal degradation pathway. 

1 

28 Haptoglobin-related protein P02675 12 

Cleaved by the protease thrombin to yield monomers which, together with fibrinogen alpha (FGA) and fibrinogen gamma 
(FGG), polymerize to form an insoluble fibrin matrix. Fibrin has a major function in hemostasis as one of the primary 
components of blood clots. In addition, functions during the early stages of wound repair to stabilize the lesion and guide 
cell migration during re-epithelialization. Was originally thought to be essential for platelet aggregation, based on in vitro 
studies using anticoagulated blood. However subsequent studies have shown that it is not absolutely required for thrombus 
formation in vivo. Enhances expression of SELP in activated platelets. Maternal fibrinogen is essential for successful 
pregnancy. Fibrin deposition is also associated with infection, where it protects against IFNG-mediated hemorrhage. May 
also facilitate the antibacterial immune response via both innate and T-cell mediated pathways. 

1 

29 Hemoglobin subunit beta P68871 2 
The uncleaved form of allele alpha-2 (2-2), known as zonulin, plays a role in intestinal permeability, allowing intercellular 
tight junction disassembly, and controlling the equilibrium between tolerance and immunity to non-self antigens. 

3 

30 Hemoglobin subunit delta P02042 2 Involved in oxygen transport from the lung to the various peripheral tissues. 3 

31 Hemopexin P02790 13 
Binds heme and transports it to the liver for breakdown and iron recovery, after which the free hemopexin returns to the 
circulation. 

3 
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32 Heparin cofactor 2 P05546 3 

Thrombin inhibitor activated by the glycosaminoglycans, heparin or dermatan sulfate. In the presence of the latter, HC-II 
becomes the predominant thrombin inhibitor in place of antithrombin III (AT-III). Also inhibits chymotrypsin, but in a 
glycosaminoglycan-independent manner.1 Publication 
Peptides at the N-terminal of HC-II have chemotactic activity for both monocytes and neutrophils. 

3 

33 Ig gamma-2B chain C region P20761 11 Antigen binding and immunoglobulin receptor binding 2 

34 Immunoglobulin alpha-2 heavy chain P0DOX2 16 

Immunoglobulins, also known as antibodies, are membrane-bound or secreted glycoproteins produced by B lymphocytes. 
In the recognition phase of humoral immunity, the membrane-bound immunoglobulins serve as receptors which, upon 
binding of a specific antigen, trigger the clonal expansion and differentiation of B lymphocytes into immunoglobulins-secreting 
plasma cells. Secreted immunoglobulins mediate the effector phase of humoral immunity, which results in the elimination of 
bound antigens. The antigen binding site is formed by the variable domain of one heavy chain, together with that of its 
associated light chain. Thus, each immunoglobulin has two antigen binding sites with remarkable affinity for a particular 
antigen. The variable domains are assembled by a process called V-(D)-J rearrangement and can then be subjected to 
somatic hypermutations which, after exposure to antigen and selection, allow affinity maturation for a particular antigen. Ig 
alpha is the major immunoglobulin class in body secretions. 

3 

35 Immunoglobulin gamma-1 heavy chain P0DOX5 11 

Immunoglobulins, also known as antibodies, are membrane-bound or secreted glycoproteins produced by B lymphocytes. 
In the recognition phase of humoral immunity, the membrane-bound immunoglobulins serve as receptors which, upon 
binding of a specific antigen, trigger the clonal expansion and differentiation of B lymphocytes into immunoglobulins-secreting 
plasma cells. Secreted immunoglobulins mediate the effector phase of humoral immunity, which results in the elimination of 
bound antigens. The antigen binding site is formed by the variable domain of one heavy chain, together with that of its 
associated light chain. Thus, each immunoglobulin has two antigen binding sites with remarkable affinity for a particular 
antigen. The variable domains are assembled by a process called V-(D)-J rearrangement and can then be subjected to 
somatic hypermutations which, after exposure to antigen and selection, allow affinity maturation for a particular antigen. 

1, 3 

36 
Immunoglobulin heavy constant alpha 
1 

P01876 15 

Constant region of immunoglobulin heavy chains. Immunoglobulins, also known as antibodies, are membrane-bound or 
secreted glycoproteins produced by B lymphocytes. In the recognition phase of humoral immunity, the membrane-bound 
immunoglobulins serve as receptors which, upon binding of a specific antigen, trigger the clonal expansion and differentiation 
of B lymphocytes into immunoglobulins-secreting plasma cells. Secreted immunoglobulins mediate the effector phase of 
humoral immunity, which results in the elimination of bound antigens. The antigen binding site is formed by the variable 
domain of one heavy chain, together with that of its associated light chain. Thus, each immunoglobulin has two antigen 
binding sites with remarkable affinity for a particular antigen. The variable domains are assembled by a process called V-
(D)-J rearrangement and can then be subjected to somatic hypermutations which, after exposure to antigen and selection, 
allow affinity maturation for a particular antigen. Ig alpha is the major immunoglobulin class in body secretions 

3 

37 
Immunoglobulin heavy constant 
gamma 2 

P01859 11 
Constant region of immunoglobulin heavy chains. Immunoglobulins, also known as antibodies, are membrane-bound or 
secreted glycoproteins produced by B lymphocytes. In the recognition phase of humoral immunity, the membrane-bound 
immunoglobulins serve as receptors which, upon binding of a specific antigen, trigger the clonal expansion and differentiation 
of B lymphocytes into immunoglobulins-secreting plasma cells. Secreted immunoglobulins mediate the effector phase of 
humoral immunity, which results in the elimination of bound antigens. The antigen binding site is formed by the variable 
domain of one heavy chain, together with that of its associated light chain. Thus, each immunoglobulin has two antigen 
binding sites with remarkable affinity for a particular antigen. The variable domains are assembled by a process called V-
(D)-J rearrangement and can then be subjected to somatic hypermutations which, after exposure to antigen and selection, 
allow affinity maturation for a particular antigen. 

2 

38 
Immunoglobulin heavy constant 
gamma 3 

P01860 18 2, 3 

39 
Immunoglobulin heavy constant 
gamma 4 

P01861 9 3 

40 Immunoglobulin heavy constant mu P01871 12 3 

41 Immunoglobulin heavy variable 3-23 P01764 3 V region of the variable domain of immunoglobulin heavy chains that participates in the antigen recognition. 
Immunoglobulins, also known as antibodies, are membrane-bound or secreted glycoproteins produced by B lymphocytes. 
In the recognition phase of humoral immunity, the membrane-bound immunoglobulins serve as receptors which, upon 

3 

42 Immunoglobulin heavy variable 3-30 P01768 3 3 
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43 Immunoglobulin heavy variable 3-30-3 P0DP02 3 binding of a specific antigen, trigger the clonal expansion and differentiation of B lymphocytes into immunoglobulins-secreting 
plasma cells. Secreted immunoglobulins mediate the effector phase of humoral immunity, which results in the elimination of 
bound antigens. The antigen binding site is formed by the variable domain of one heavy chain, together with that of its 
associated light chain. Thus, each immunoglobulin has two antigen binding sites with remarkable affinity for a particular 
antigen. The variable domains are assembled by a process called V-(D)-J rearrangement and can then be subjected to 
somatic hypermutations which, after exposure to antigen and selection, allow affinity maturation for a particular antigen. 

3 

44 Immunoglobulin heavy variable 3-30-5 P0DP03 3 3 

45 Immunoglobulin heavy variable 3-33 P01772 3 3 

46 Immunoglobulin heavy variable 3-64 A0A075B6Q5 3 3 

47 Immunoglobulin heavy variable 3-64D A0A0J9YX35 3 3 

48 Immunoglobulin heavy variable 3-72 A0A0B4J1Y9 3 3 

49 Immunoglobulin kappa constant P01834 3 

Constant region of immunoglobulin light chains. Immunoglobulins, also known as antibodies, are membrane-bound or 
secreted glycoproteins produced by B lymphocytes. In the recognition phase of humoral immunity, the membrane-bound 
immunoglobulins serve as receptors which, upon binding of a specific antigen, trigger the clonal expansion and differentiation 
of B lymphocytes into immunoglobulins-secreting plasma cells. Secreted immunoglobulins mediate the effector phase of 
humoral immunity, which results in the elimination of bound antigens. The antigen binding site is formed by the variable 
domain of one heavy chain, together with that of its associated light chain. Thus, each immunoglobulin has two antigen 
binding sites with remarkable affinity for a particular antigen. The variable domains are assembled by a process called V-
(D)-J rearrangement and can then be subjected to somatic hypermutations which, after exposure to antigen and selection, 
allow affinity maturation for a particular antigen  

3 

50 Immunoglobulin kappa light chain P0DOX7 5 

Immunoglobulins, also known as antibodies, are membrane-bound or secreted glycoproteins produced by B lymphocytes. 
In the recognition phase of humoral immunity, the membrane-bound immunoglobulins serve as receptors which, upon 
binding of a specific antigen, trigger the clonal expansion and differentiation of B lymphocytes into immunoglobulins-secreting 
plasma cells. Secreted immunoglobulins mediate the effector phase of humoral immunity, which results in the elimination of 
bound antigens. The antigen binding site is formed by the variable domain of one heavy chain, together with that of its 
associated light chain. Thus, each immunoglobulin has two antigen binding sites with remarkable affinity for a particular 
antigen. The variable domains are assembled by a process called V-(D)-J rearrangement and can then be subjected to 
somatic hypermutations which, after exposure to antigen and selection, allow affinity maturation for a particular antigen. 

4 

51 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-12 A0A0C4DH73 3 

V region of the variable domain of immunoglobulin light chains that participates in the antigen recognition. Immunoglobulins, 
also known as antibodies, are membrane-bound or secreted glycoproteins produced by B lymphocytes. In the recognition 
phase of humoral immunity, the membrane-bound immunoglobulins serve as receptors which, upon binding of a specific 
antigen, trigger the clonal expansion and differentiation of B lymphocytes into immunoglobulins-secreting plasma cells. 
Secreted immunoglobulins mediate the effector phase of humoral immunity, which results in the elimination of bound 
antigens. The antigen binding site is formed by the variable domain of one heavy chain, together with that of its associated 
light chain. Thus, each immunoglobulin has two antigen binding sites with remarkable affinity for a particular antigen. The 
variable domains are assembled by a process called V-(D)-J rearrangement and can then be subjected to somatic 
hypermutations which, after exposure to antigen and selection, allow affinity maturation for a particular antigen 

4 

52 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-13 P0DP09 3 4 

53 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-16 P04430 4 4 

54 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-17 P01599 3 4 

55 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-27 A0A075B6S5 3 4 

56 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-33  P01594 3 3 

57 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-39 P04432 3 4 

58 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-5 P01602 3 4 

59 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-6 A0A0C4DH72 3 4 
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60 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-8 A0A0C4DH67 4 4 

61 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1-9 A0A0C4DH69 3 4 

62 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1D-12 P01611 3 4 

63 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1D-13 A0A0B4J2D9 3 4 

64 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1D-16 P01601 4 4 

65 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1D-17 A0A075B6S4 3 4 

66 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1D-33 P01593 3 3 

67 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 1D-39 P01597 3 4 

68 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 3-11 P04433 2 4 

69 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 3-15 P01624 2 4 

70 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 3-20 P01619 2 4 

71 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 3D-11 A0A0A0MRZ8 2 4 

72 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 3D-15 A0A087WSY6 2 4 

73 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 3D-7 A0A0C4DH55 2 4 

74 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 6-21 A0A0C4DH24 2 4 

75 Immunoglobulin kappa variable 6D-21 A0A0A0MT36 2 4 

76 Immunoglobulin lambda constant 1 P0CG04 3 Constant region of immunoglobulin light chains. Immunoglobulins, also known as antibodies, are membrane-bound or 
secreted glycoproteins produced by B lymphocytes. In the recognition phase of humoral immunity, the membrane-bound 
immunoglobulins serve as receptors which, upon binding of a specific antigen, trigger the clonal expansion and differentiation 
of B lymphocytes into immunoglobulins-secreting plasma cells. Secreted immunoglobulins mediate the effector phase of 
humoral immunity, which results in the elimination of bound antigens. The antigen binding site is formed by the variable 
domain of one heavy chain, together with that of its associated light chain. Thus, each immunoglobulin has two antigen 
binding sites with remarkable affinity for a particular antigen. The variable domains are assembled by a process called V-
(D)-J rearrangement and can then be subjected to somatic hypermutations which, after exposure to antigen and selection, 
allow affinity maturation for a particular antigen. 

2 

77 Immunoglobulin lambda constant 2 P0DOY2 3 2 

78 Immunoglobulin lambda constant 3 P0DOY3 3 3 

79 Immunoglobulin lambda constant 6 P0CF74 3 3 

80 Immunoglobulin lambda constant 7 A0M8Q6 3 3 

81 Immunoglobulin lambda-1 light chain P0DOX8 5 

Immunoglobulins, also known as antibodies, are membrane-bound or secreted glycoproteins produced by B lymphocytes. 
In the recognition phase of humoral immunity, the membrane-bound immunoglobulins serve as receptors which, upon 
binding of a specific antigen, trigger the clonal expansion and differentiation of B lymphocytes into immunoglobulins-secreting 
plasma cells. Secreted immunoglobulins mediate the effector phase of humoral immunity, which results in the elimination of 
bound antigens. The antigen binding site is formed by the variable domain of one heavy chain, together with that of its 
associated light chain. Thus, each immunoglobulin has two antigen binding sites with remarkable affinity for a particular 

1 
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antigen. The variable domains are assembled by a process called V-(D)-J rearrangement and can then be subjected to 
somatic hypermutations which, after exposure to antigen and selection, allow affinity maturation for a particular antigen. 

82 
Immunoglobulin lambda-like 
polypeptide 5 

B9A064 6 Located within the immunoglobulin lambda locus, but does not require somatic rearrangement for expression. 3 

83 Immunoglobulin mu heavy chain P0DOX6 14 

Immunoglobulins, also known as antibodies, are membrane-bound or secreted glycoproteins produced by B lymphocytes. 
In the recognition phase of humoral immunity, the membrane-bound immunoglobulins serve as receptors which, upon 
binding of a specific antigen, trigger the clonal expansion and differentiation of B lymphocytes into immunoglobulins-secreting 
plasma cells. Secreted immunoglobulins mediate the effector phase of humoral immunity, which results in the elimination of 
bound antigens. The antigen binding site is formed by the variable domain of one heavy chain, together with that of its 
associated light chain. Thus, each immunoglobulin has two antigen binding sites with remarkable affinity for a particular 
antigen. The variable domains are assembled by a process called V-(D)-J rearrangement and can then be subjected to 
somatic hypermutations which, after exposure to antigen and selection, allow affinity maturation for a particular antigen. IgM 
antibodies play an important role in primary defense mechanisms. They have been shown to be involved in early recognition 
of external invaders like bacteria and viruses, cellular waste and modified self, as well as in recognition and elimination of 
precancerous and cancerous lesions. The membrane-bound form is found in the majority of normal B cells alongside with 
IgD. Membrane-bound IgM induces the phosphorylation of CD79A and CD79B by the Src family of protein tyrosine kinases. 
It may cause death of cells by apoptosis. It is also found in soluble form, which represents about 30% of the total serum 
immunoglobulins where it is found almost exclusively as a homopentamer. After the antigen binds to the B cell receptor, the 
secreted form is secreted in large amounts. 

3 

84 
Inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy 
chain H2 

P19823 8 
May act as a carrier of hyaluronan in serum or as a binding protein between hyaluronan and other matrix protein, including 
those on cell surfaces in tissues to regulate the localization, synthesis and degradation of hyaluronan which are essential to 
cells undergoing biological processes. 

1 

85 Kallistatin P29622 3 
Inhibits human amidolytic and kininogenase activities of tissue kallikrein. Inhibition is achieved by formation of an equimolar, 
heat- and SDS-stable complex between the inhibitor and the enzyme, and generation of a small C-terminal fragment of the 
inhibitor due to cleavage at the reactive site by tissue kallikrein 

3 

86 Kininogen-1 P01042 19 

Kininogens are inhibitors of thiol proteases; (2) HMW-kininogen plays an important role in blood coagulation by helping to 
position optimally prekallikrein and factor XI next to factor XII; (3) HMW-kininogen inhibits the thrombin- and plasmin-induced 
aggregation of thrombocytes; (4) the active peptide bradykinin that is released from HMW-kininogen shows a variety of 
physiological effects: (4A) influence in smooth muscle contraction, (4B) induction of hypotension, (4C) natriuresis and 
diuresis, (4D) decrease in blood glucose level, (4E) it is a mediator of inflammation and causes (4E1) increase in vascular 
permeability, (4E2) stimulation of nociceptors (4E3) release of other mediators of inflammation (e.g. prostaglandins), (4F) it 
has a cardioprotective effect (directly via bradykinin action, indirectly via endothelium-derived relaxing factor action); (5) 
LMW-kininogen inhibits the aggregation of thrombocytes; (6) LMW-kininogen is in contrast to HMW-kininogen not involved 
in blood clotting. 

3 

87 N-acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine amidase Q96PD5 10 
May play a scavenger role by digesting . active peptidoglycan (PGN) into biologically inactive fragments. Has no direct 
bacteriolytic activity. 

3 

88 
Phosphatidylcholine-sterol 
acyltransferase 

P04180 6 

Central enzyme in the extracellular metabolism of plasma lipoproteins. Synthesized mainly in the liver and secreted into 
plasma where it converts cholesterol and phosphatidylcholines (lecithins) to cholesteryl esters and lysophosphatidylcholines 
on the surface of high and low density lipoproteins (HDLs and LDLs). The cholesterol ester is then transported back to the 
liver. Has a preference for plasma 16:0-18:2 or 18:O-18:2 phosphatidylcholines. Also produced in the brain by primary 
astrocytes, and esterifies free cholesterol on nascent APOE-containing lipoproteins secreted from glia and influences 
cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) APOE- and APOA1 levels. Together with APOE and the cholesterol transporter ABCA1, plays a 
key role in the maturation of glial-derived, nascent lipoproteins. Required for remodeling high-density lipoprotein particles 
into their spherical forms. 

3 
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89 Plasminogen P00747 48 

Plasmin dissolves the fibrin of blood clots and acts as a proteolytic factor in a variety of other processes including embryonic 
development, tissue remodeling, tumor invasion, and inflammation. In ovulation, weakens the walls of the Graafian follicle. 
It activates the urokinase-type plasminogen activator, collagenases and several complement zymogens, such as C1 and 
C5. Cleavage of fibronectin and laminin leads to cell detachment and apoptosis. Also cleaves fibrin, thrombospondin and 
von Willebrand factor. Its role in tissue remodeling and tumor invasion may be modulated by CSPG4. Binds to cells. 

3 

90 Protein AMBP P02760 16 
Inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor inhibits trypsin, plasmin, and lysosomal granulocytic elastase. Inhibits calcium oxalate 
crystallization. 
Trypstatin is a trypsin inhibitor. 

3 

91 Prothrombin P00734 26 
Thrombin, which cleaves bonds after Arg and Lys, converts fibrinogen to fibrin and activates factors V, VII, VIII, XIII, and, in 
complex with thrombomodulin, protein C. Functions in blood homeostasis, inflammation and wound healing. 

3 

92 Serotransferrin P02787 40 
Transferrins are iron binding transport proteins which can bind two Fe3+ ions in association with the binding of an anion, 
usually bicarbonate. It is responsible for the transport of iron from sites of absorption and heme degradation to those of 
storage and utilization. Serum transferrin may also have a further role in stimulating cell proliferation. 

1,2,3,4 

93 Serum albumin P02768 35 
Serum albumin, the main protein of plasma, has a good binding capacity for water, Ca2+, Na+, K+, fatty acids, hormones, 
bilirubin and drugs. Its main function is the regulation of the colloidal osmotic pressure of blood. Major zinc transporter in 
plasma, typically binds about 80% of all plasma zinc. 

1,2,3,4 

94 Serum amyloid P-component P02743 2 
Can interact with DNA and histones and may scavenge nuclear material released from damaged circulating cells. May also 
function as a calcium-dependent lectin. 

1 

95 Serum paraoxonase/arylesterase 1 P27169 3 

Hydrolyzes the toxic metabolites of a variety of organophosphorus insecticides. Capable of hydrolyzing a broad spectrum of 
organophosphate substrates and lactones, and a number of aromatic carboxylic acid esters. Mediates an enzymatic 
protection of low density lipoproteins against oxidative modification and the consequent series of events leading to atheroma 
formation. 

3 

96 Transthyretin P02766 2 Thyroid hormone-binding protein. Probably transports thyroxine from the bloodstream to the brain. 1 

97 Vitamin D-binding protein P02774 28 
Involved in vitamin D transport and storage, scavenging of extracellular G-actin, enhancement of the chemotactic activity of 
C5 alpha for neutrophils in inflammation and macrophage activation. 

3 

98 Vitronectin P04004 14 

Vitronectin is a cell adhesion and spreading factor found in serum and tissues. Vitronectin interact with glycosaminoglycans 
and proteoglycans. Is recognized by certain members of the integrin family and serves as a cell-to-substrate adhesion 
molecule. Inhibitor of the membrane-damaging effect of the terminal cytolytic complement pathway. 
Somatomedin-B is a growth hormone-dependent serum factor with protease-inhibiting activity. 

3 
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Appendix C – Chapter 5 

Concise protocol of fluorescent dual labelling of blood: 

 
• Dilute whole blood 1/20 with PBS containing TEX.  

1.35 L whole blood into 25.65 L cold PBS with added 3 L 5 mM TEX. 

• Spin 3000g x 1 min. 

• Transfer 10 L plasma into new centrifuge tube. 

• Vortex 30 min dark at RT. 

• Add 1 L of 10 mM cysteine. 

• Incubate 30 min RT, in dark. 

• Add 1 L 50mM TCEP 4h, at 65C in dark. 

• Add 1 L 8 mM FLM. 

• Add 1 L 100 mM cysteine. 

• Add 14 L 2x Sample buffer (with DTT) 

• Load 10 L on small gel. 

FLM/ TEX –bound BSA in-gel standards: 

1. Prepare 10 mg/ml BSA in SDS/Tris buffer 

2. Prepare stock standards:  

60 μM TEX-bound BSA → 2.4 μl 10mM TEX + 13.6 μl DMSO + 384 μl 10 mg/ml BSA 

60 μM FLM-bound BSA → 2.4 μl 10mM FLM + 13.6 μl DMSO + 384 μl 10 mg/ml BSA 

Incubate standards at RT in dark for 30 min. 

3. Dilute to 2 μM TRm and 2 μM FLM -bound BSA with SDS/Tris buffer: 

• 2 μM TRm-bound BSA: 2 μl of 60 μM TRm-bound BSA + 58 μl of SDS/Tris 

• 2 μM FLM-bound BSA:  2 μl of 60 μM FLM-bound BSA + 58 μl of SDS/Tris 

  

4. Add 20 μl of 2 μM TRm to 20 μl of 2 μM FLM 

➔ 1 μM TRm & 1 μM FLM –bound BSA 

 

5. Perform serial dilution of 1μM FLM & 1μM TRm–bound BSA with SDS/Tris 

1 μM TEX/1 μM FLM → 1/1 μM → 0.5/0.5 μM → 0.25/0.25 μM and 0 μM 

 

6. Dilute sample and standards ½ with 2x sample buffer.  

7. Heat at 95 °C for 5 min.  

8. Load 1 μl molecular weight marker in 4 L SDS/Tris buffer and 5L of 2x sample buffer. 

9. Load 10 μl of each standard and sample. 

Set small gel voltage to be at 180 V for 50min. 

Set large gel voltage to be at 180 V for 16 hours. 

Dilute blood 1 in 20 
in cold PBS, trapped 

with TEX 

Cysteine to 
remove 

excess TEX

TCEP 
reduction

Label with 
FLM

SDS-PAGE 
analysis
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